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Abstract A crisis in mental health, especially in economically deprived 
neighbourhoods, can present a significant barrier to successful urban regeneration 
projects. It follows that urban regeneration not only has a stake in promoting mental 
health care generally but, through its place making influence on physical and social 
structures, has a more direct responsibility to address poor mental health and sustain 
well-being where it exists. In support of a psychologically informed urban regeneration, 
this Special Issue sets out the case for a systematised intellectual and practice-based 
discipline and movement: an urban psychology, with an explicit therapeutic mission. It 
incorporates 10 articles delivered initially at Europe’s first urban psychology summit — 
City, Psychology, Place — held at the University of Liverpool in London campus in June 
2019. In this editorial introduction, we reflect upon the need for an urban psychology at 
this historical juncture and offer our views on the work which such a body of practical 
knowledge might do to improve regeneration and renewal outcomes. We conclude 
that there can be no enduring economic, social or physical regeneration of distressed, 
failing or failed communities unless there is first ‘regeneration in support of life itself’ 
(RISLI).
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INTRODUCTION

‘Plurality is the condition of human action 
because we are all the same, that is, human, 
in such a way that nobody is ever the same 
as anyone else who lived, lives, or will live.’1

The efficacy of past and present 
approaches to urban regeneration 
continues to cause concern; 
notwithstanding their other laudable 
accomplishments, too many regeneration 
interventions, it seems, have toiled (if 
not failed) to turn around economically 
deprived communities and pave the 
way for their sustainable and enduring 
recovery and prosperity. What remains 
lacking in mainstream policy and practice, 
we believe, is a deep-rooted grasp and 
appreciation of the significance of human 
well-being as an essential primordial 
condition for successful regeneration. 
This is attributable in part to resource 
constraints, but it also reflects conceptual 
limitations which inhere within 
existing approaches. A growing crisis 
in mental health, especially in so-called 
‘rustbelt’ cities, towns and ‘left behind’ 
places and their poor and residualised 
neighbourhoods, often presents as a 
significant impediment to the flourishing 
of sustainable and resilient communities. It 
is unlikely that communities will respond 
effectively to regeneration interventions 
when everyday stressors are overwhelming 
and maintaining even rudimentary mental 
health is exhausting.

It follows that urban regeneration has 
a stake in promoting preventative and 
restorative mental health care and indeed, 
through its place-making capabilities 
and its potential to produce pro-social 
places, has a role to play itself in the 
remediation of poor mental health and 
the maintenance of well-being where 

it already exists. Conversely, of course, 
if done badly, urban renewal can inflict 
further harm on the very communities 
it is seeking to help. In support of a 
‘psychological turn’ in urban regeneration 
policy (and we hope in consequence an 
‘urban regeneration’ turn in mental health 
care policy), this Special Issue sets out the 
case for a systematised intellectual and 
practice-based discipline and movement: 
an urban psychology, with an explicit 
therapeutic mission. There follows 
10 articles, written versions of papers 
presented initially at Europe’s first urban 
psychology summit — ‘City, Psychology, 
Place’ — held at the University of 
Liverpool in London campus in June 
20192 and attended by psychologists, 
psychiatrists, planners, geographers, 
architects, economists and urbanists from 
the UK, US and Europe.

In this editorial introduction, we 
elaborate upon why we think an urban 
psychology is needed at this historical 
juncture and the work we think such 
a branch of practical knowledge might 
usefully do. We advance the proposition 
that there can be no enduring economic, 
social and physical regeneration nor 
stronger and self-sustaining communities 
unless there is first — to develop a phrase 
coined by Kearns and Reid-Henry3 — 
‘regeneration in support of life itself ’ 
(RISLI).

WHY URBAN PSYCHOLOGY, WHY 
NOW?
There has emerged a widely held belief 
that against the backdrop of 30 years of 
welfare Keynesianism (1945–75), 40 years 
of neoliberalism (1979–) and a decade of 
austerity (2007–), it is time to think urban 
regeneration afresh.4 Notwithstanding 
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the many beneficial legacies they have 
left in their wake, neither traditional 
bureaucratic state nor neoliberal market 
models of urban renewal have proven 
particularly effective in addressing the 
complex needs of communities debilitated 
by low aspiration, poverty, unemployment, 
family breakdown, poor housing, ill 
health and low educational attainment. 
More recently, with its epicentre in the 
UK, a ‘third way’ approach has sought 
to remediate failings in past approaches 
by working to build social capital, active 
citizens and sustainable communities. 
While third way urban regeneration has 
witnessed substantial investment in poor 
and broken communities and in building 
people’s skills and capabilities, it too has 
encountered significant obstacles and at 
times has manifest as a thinly veiled moral 
crusade targeted at responsibilising what 
are judged to be indolent communities.

Intended to provide a safety net 
of social protection in times of need, 
arguably the post-1945 welfare state 
mutated into a ‘nanny’ state, creating 
for too many a long-term dependency 
on state welfare and a proclivity towards 
disengaging with the labour market. 
Urban regeneration in the age of welfare 
Keynesianism prioritised ‘bricks and 
mortar’ renewal, clearing urban slums 
and building social housing estates, 
high-rise blocks and new towns. What 
were intended to be (by the standards 
of the time) futuristic and utopian 
landscapes too often degenerated to 
become inhumane, soulless, monotonous, 
concrete grey and dystopian landscapes, 
beset by concentrated poverty and social 
malaise.5 In his study of Cabrini Green 
in Near North Side, Chicago, Richard 
Sennett6 famously characterised the North 
American ‘projects’ as instruments of 
‘compassionate wounding’ and vividly 
documented local residents’ struggles to 
humanise their own living environments 
creatively.

Concomitant with the rise of fiscal 
monetarism, supply side economics 
and deregulation, from the late 1970s 
urban regeneration increasingly centred 
upon market-led competition, urban 
entrepreneurialism, place marketing, 
civic boosterism and property-led 
development. Informed by neoclassical 
economics, the supposition was that 
liberated markets would lead to wealth 
creation and this wealth would benefit all 
through ‘trickle down’.7 But neoliberal 
urban regeneration has bequeathed 
principally boom and bust economics, 
weak economic resilience, pernicious 
uneven development, haphazard laissez-
faire development and sharpening social 
inequalities. While property investors have 
given many city centres and downtowns 
a welcome make-over, other poorer 
neighbourhoods have been unaffected 
and have continued to decline. A rising 
tide, it transpires, does not lift all boats 
and for poor communities and those who 
struggle to compete in the marketplace, 
marginalisation and alienation have 
clearly deepened. According to Dijkstra, 
Poelman and Rodríguez-Pose,8 there has 
emerged intense regional equalities,9 a 
new ‘geography of discontent’ and a rise 
in political populism in neglected places 
(or places that feel neglected), which some 
take to signal a revolt or revenge of a ‘left 
behind’ rustbelt.10

The 1990s and 2000s witnessed the 
rise of a ‘third way’ approach to urban 
regeneration, which sought to chart a 
novel course between the old political 
landscape of left and right by rethinking 
the role of public institutions in market 
economies. The third way rejected 
the capacity of neoliberal economics 
to deliver inclusive economic growth, 
but it also rejected state interventions 
which infantilised communities. The 
solution was for the state to intervene 
only to the extent that communities 
might be rehabilitated so that they could 
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reproduce themselves autonomously 
and sustainably within the market 
economy. Although not geographically 
confined, third way urban regeneration 
first emerged as part of the rise of New 
Labour in the UK. Funding programmes 
such as the New Deal for Communities 
Pathfinders represented a major shift in 
power and responsibility down to the 
neighbourhood level and showcased 
new ways of ‘turning neighbourhoods 
around’, covering everything from jobs 
and crime to health and housing. Social 
capital, taken loosely to refer to the 
vibrancy, intensity and inclusivity of 
local social networks, was to be nurtured 
through good urban design, social 
mixing, skills training and community 
empowerment.

While salutary in aspiration, arguably 
third way urban regeneration too has 
laboured in practice to turn around 
failing communities and neighbourhoods 
hampered by complex problems. Indeed, 
at times, it has manifest as a disciplinary 
force on local communities, making use 
of a convoluted apparatus of rewards and 
penalties to impose moral assumptions 
about which forms of community are 
‘good’ and ‘bad’/‘right’ and ‘wrong’/‘just’ 
and ‘unjust’/‘worthy’ and ‘unworthy’.11

Why have urban regeneration 
and renewal programmes found it so 
difficult to arrest the decline of poor 
neighbourhoods and to (re)build, in 
economically deprived places, sustainable 
and resilient communities? There is no 
simple or single answer to this question; 
here we ruminate on but one impediment 
we feel to be especially crucial.

In their classic study of industrial 
and factory workers in Boston, Richard 
Sennett and Jonathan Cobb12 make a 
telling observation when they note that 
motivation in capitalist society is often 
rooted in the desire to heal scars inflicted 
by a number of ‘hidden injuries of class’. 
According to Sennett and Cobb,

‘The fear of being summoned before some 
hidden bar of judgement and being found 
to be inadequate infects the lives of people 
who are coping perfectly well from day 
to day; it is a matter of a hidden weight, a 
hidden anxiety, in the quality of experience, 
a matter of feeling inadequately in control 
… The psychological motivation instilled 
by a class society is to heal a doubt about 
the self rather than create more power 
over things and other persons in the outer 
world.’

While only one of a number of critical 
inhibitors, it is our belief that a key 
stumbling block is the lack of a deep-
rooted grasp and appreciation in policy, 
planning and practice of the corrosive 
impacts of poverty, precarity, isolation, 
inequality and stigmatisation on the 
psychological make-up of residents 
dwelling in blighted communities and 
the scale of supports needed to remediate 
poverty’s war of attrition on human well-
being and flourishing.

Matters have deteriorated since 1972. 
For Beck et al.,13 this is the age of the ‘risk 
society’. The vicissitudes of late capitalism, 
the many existential precarities wrought 
by the Anthropocene, and the elevated 
stressors which pervade everyday life are 
exerting a historically unprecedented toll 
on mental well-being. As wealth and 
income inequalities have grown,14 so 
too has impaired mental well-being.15’16 
‘Mental disorders’ now rank fifth in the 
Global Burden of Disease (GBD) and 
constitute the second leading cause of 
Years of Life lost to Disability (YLD).17 
Globally there has been an exponential 
rise in anti-depressant and anti-anxiety 
prescriptions. Moreover, there is a 
distinctive urban dimension to the mental 
health crisis.18 While not exclusively so, 
the social determinants of poor mental 
health are today coalescing in especially 
intense ways in metropolitan centres, 
placing unique strains on the psychological 
vitality of urban citizens and in particular 
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the well-being of communities dwelling in 
disempowered, disadvantaged, ‘left-behind’ 
‘rustbelt’ cities and towns and especially 
in their deprived — or cruelly labelled 
‘sink’ — social housing estates.19,20 At least 
for the poor, the contemporary urban 
condition is marked by an elevated sense 
of risk, vulnerability and precarity and 
heightened levels of panic, stress, anxiety, 
depression, nervous exhaustion, burnout 
and suicidality.21

It is our contention that deteriorating 
mental health in our cities exists as a 
central impediment to successful urban 
renewal; one cannot build sustainable 
and resilient communities, catalyse active 
citizens, or activate labour until one has 
first created a bedrock of healthy and well-
functioning human beings. To improve 
urban regeneration and renewal outcomes, 
it will be necessary to remediate the 
present crisis in mental health — and 
to remediate the crisis in mental 
health, it will be necessary to fortify 
the psychological literacy of planners, 
policy makers and practitioners, all in 
the context, of course, of a much wider 
package of service reform.

CHANGING OURSELVES BY 
CHANGING OUR CITIES: CHANGING 
OUR CITIES BY CHANGING 
OURSELVES
In calling for a psychologically informed 
urban regeneration and renewal, we are 
mindful that there exists a long tradition 
of scholarship exploring the relationship 
between cities and the psychologies of 
their inhabitants.22 Many of the intellectual 
resources to emerge from this scholarship 
remain vital and deserve to be retrieved, 
dusted down, reappraised and given new 
life for these times. Still, it is our belief 
that at this historical juncture there is a 
need for a further and more coherent and 
sustained dialogue, supported by a formal 
tradition of urban psychology.23

What exactly might such a psychology 
look like? Psychology is a broad discipline 
containing a number of subdisciplinary 
branches. In taxonomies, a distinction is 
often made between ‘pure’ and ‘applied’ 
psychology. Pure psychology variously 
incorporates cognitive, developmental, 
evolutionary, para, social, abnormal, 
experimental, neuro, cross-cultural 
and environmental psychology, while 
applied psychology normally includes 
in its domain clinical, forensic, health, 
educational, occupational, military and 
consumer psychology. It is possible to 
imagine an urban psychology developing 
simply from the application of existing 
subdisciplinary branches to urban 
populations. Existing analytic frames could 
simply be extended to the ‘urban’ as a 
particular experimental site. When done 
well, work of this ilk can be stunningly 
insightful. In The Image of the City, for 
example, Kevin Lynch24 deploys analytical 
cognitive and perceptual psychology to 
understand human navigation through 
different cities and popularised the idea of 
the ‘mental map’.

But for us, the idea of an urban 
psychology might demand more thought. 
We follow with interest the work of Rom 
Harré, Margaret Wetherell, Jonathan 
Potter and Ian Parker, all of whom 
conceive of institutional psychology as 
in part a politico-intellectual discursive 
project itself that requires historicising, 
relativising and provincialising.25 
Psychology presents itself as a mode 
of ‘analytical reason’ — positivist and 
independent of any particular rational 
system. But what if we construe 
Psychology as a mode of dialectical 
reason, historically embedded, relative 
to a socially constructed system of logic 
and always put to work in particular 
fields of political and economic power? 
Lacking in self-understanding, analytical 
reason could simply be a primitive form 
of dialectical reason and as such could 
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be blind to its politics. All intellectual 
endeavour, including the practice of 
creating, disseminating and ingesting 
psychological knowledge, is best thought 
of as a situated social practice inextricably 
embroiled in the wider social, economic, 
political and intellectual dramas of the 
day. An urban psychology will emerge, 
but only from present urban conditions; 
it will be a psychology of the city rather 
than a psychology in the city, emergent 
from rather than independent of the 
current mental health crisis, and always 
inescapably enmeshed in the politics of 
the city.

Understood thus, it is imperative that 
any and all new urban psychological 
approaches attend to the social production 
of poor mental health and, as such, put 
psychological theories, concepts and 
practices to work with social and political 
questions centrally to the fore.

Psychology is often defined as the 
scientific study of the human mind and its 
functions. Accordingly, psychotherapies 
targeted at remediating undesirable 
psychological states have often centred on 
building personal resilience — including 
through cognitive behavioural therapy, 
mindfulness, meditation, talking therapies, 
exercise, diet, abstinence, sleep and 
medication. We believe each of these 
therapies has a crucial role to play in 
helping people cope with impaired mental 
health. But cloaked in a scientific aura, 
institutional psychology risks legitimating 
the idea that therapies must be targeted 
at abnormalities which exist ‘under the 
skull’ of the sovereign Cartesian subject 
and thereby licensing a de-politicisation 
of mental illness. In fact, personalised 
therapies can only do so much in any 
given politico-institutional environment.

We can edge closer to a bundle of 
more fundamental solutions if we construe 
the present crisis in mental health as 
socially and politically produced; our age 
of anxiety manifests, to borrow a phrase 

from Raymond Williams,26 as an historical 
‘structure of feeling’. What does this 
feeling feel like? For Richard Sennett, 
the personal consequences of work in 
the new capitalism combine to corrode 
people’s characters by denying them a 
sense of sustained purpose, integrity of self 
and trust in others.27 Widespread anomie 
and disorientation has been the result. In 
tackling the crisis in mental health, then, 
it will be necessary to ‘fix’ economies, 
societies and cities as much as suffering 
individuals.28

But even these solutions will be limited 
by the politico-institutional field in which 
they have to work. Therapeutic cities 
inevitably bear the stamp of the times 
and places in which they are imagined 
and built. ‘Social’ and ‘urban’ fixes to 
the present crisis in mental health will 
not be curative until they are properly 
political, doing more than compensating 
for the status quo. The difficulty here 
is that for a protracted period now, our 
times have been defined by neoliberal 
doctrines. Neoliberal cities lead to 
precarious and low-paid work, corrosive 
inequality, overheated housing markets, 
transport congestion, air pollution and 
social exclusion. These cities, we believe, 
are anatomically compromised in their 
capacities to serve as effective incubators 
of human flourishing.29 They cannot, by 
design or definition, serve as life-affirming 
spaces. We will make insufficient progress 
if we simply medicate ourselves with 
neoliberal prescriptions.30

If an urban psychology is to contribute 
to the building of well-being and 
wellness in economically deprived 
neighbourhoods, urban regeneration 
practitioners and place-makers may need 
to be willing to challenge political and 
economic orthodoxy and move beyond 
business as usual.31 In City and Soul, US 
Jungian psychoanalyst and urbanist James 
Hillman32 famously declared: ‘to change 
yourself, change your city’. Only by 
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changing the organising principles around 
which our cities work will it be possible 
to create pro-social spaces and ecologies of 
care which are structurally therapeutic and 
life-affirming.33–35 By our cities we shall be 
known.

HOPE NOW: FOR URBAN 
REGENERATION AND RENEWAL IN 
SUPPORT OF LIFE ITSELF
To generate and sustain sustainable 
communities it will be necessary for 
practitioners to attend to the distribution 
of power, to work to empower those who 
currently lack a voice, and to improve the 
standing of communities (their capacity 
to act autonomously and to practise self-
determination) in the face of the forces 
that most impact their lives.

An urban psychology has much to gain 
by engaging (critically) the rich tradition 
of humanistic and existential (Western) 
Marxism which has yielded profound 
insights into the ever-growing occupation, 
dispossession and reterritorialisation of 
everyday life by the abstract grids and 
geometries imprinted on the earth’s 
surface by capitalism and the capitalist 
state.36 According to Derek Gregory, 
since the advent of capitalism, there has 
arisen: a) a pervasive commodification 
of space (privatisation of parcels of 
land through the imposition of private 
property relations) and an associated 
commodification through space, which 
involves the etching onto space of 
capitalist circuits of production, circulation 
and consumption and; b) an intensified 
bureaucratisation of space, whereby the 
capitalist state stakes out its territorial 
claims to sovereignty, and its parallel, 
bureaucratisation through space, in which 
the state inscribes its functions onto 
space in the form of highly regulated 
public infrastructure and administrative 
systems. For Henri Lefebvre, a response 
was needed to strip abstract space of 

its fetishisms and reifications and, by 
redistributing ‘rights to the city’, to 
restore control over the production of 
space to those who immediately inhabit 
it. He judged the concept of ‘alienation’ 
to have ‘enjoyed a brilliant career as a 
truly enlightening notion’ and aspired to 
recreate spaces that truly reflect ‘the full 
inventory of what the body has to give’. 
Using the method of spatial architectonics, 
he sought to peel back the successive 
strata of capitalist spatiality to recover, 
once more, human beings’ primal and 
biomorphic relationships with space.37

If urban regeneration is to be truly 
transformative, there will need to be a 
shift in perspective, from strengthening 
resilience to fortifying resourcefulness.38 
Resilience policy promotes conservative 
outcomes; urban regeneration works 
simply to help vulnerable communities 
improve their capacities to return to their 
mainstream as quickly as possible after a 
shock and wittingly and unwittingly works 
to preserve the status quo. If the prevailing 
social and economic system knocks 
people down, it is the job of resilience 
policy to build them back up so that they 
can better survive within that system. 
Resourcefulness policy, in contrast, helps 
citizens exercise greater agency, in part to 
prosper better within the existing political 
order, but equally — where relevant — 
to challenge this order and strengthen 
their structural position. Clearly shielding 
vulnerable populations by improving their 
resilience is a worthy endeavour, but not 
if it merely serves to preserve the social, 
economic, cultural and political processes 
that produce precarity in the first instance. 
Strengthening the capacity of communities 
so that people are better able to address 
the root causes of precarity provides a 
better option.

To enable this, inescapably there will be 
need to be a major reversal of debilitating 
austerity cuts and a quantum increase in 
resources to scale ‘standard’ regeneration 
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interventions, create jobs, improve skills 
training, build infrastructure, redevelop 
brownfield sites, clean technology and so 
on. It remains to be seen if the ‘levelling 
up’ and ‘balanced regional growth’ agendas 
at work in many advanced capitalist 
countries today will bring the required 
results. There will be no cheap solution to 
the present urban mental health crisis.

But equally, money alone will not 
remedy this crisis. Resources will also 
need to be invested wisely. There will 
need to be unprecedented public service 
reform, including reform to urban 
regeneration and renewal services. It is 
here that an urban psychology will find 
its raison d’être; precipitating change, 
instructing change, and evidencing 
the impacts of change. Per an urban 
psychology, at least eight fundamental 
shifts in approach would appear to be 
merited:39–41

• From biomedical to biopsychosocial therapies: 
While recognising the importance 
of pharmacological medications and 
personal psychotherapies, an urban 
psychology will seek to remediate the 
crisis in mental health by supporting 
reforms to societies and cities and 
expanding localised ecologies of care;

• From expert designed to co-created place 
making: An urban psychology will 
tap into the formidable indigenous 
intellectual resources which already 
exist in communities, find a method 
to render this wisdom intelligible, 
respect people’s analysis of where they 
are at and why, dignify their concerns 
and ideas, entertain the solutions 
they propose and champion policies 
which are authentically co-created, 
co-governed and co-implemented by 
planners, investors, policy makers and 
practitioners and the communities they 
serve;

• From fixing deficits to building capabilities: 
Instead of confronting problems and 

focusing upon what is absent, an urban 
psychology will begin by mapping 
comprehensively the skills and assets 
which communities already have 
and will work to build upon areas of 
strength and vitality;

• From means testing to open to all: An 
urban psychology will concentrate 
on communities that are most in 
need, but It will also champion 
universal, anticipatory and preventative 
regeneration interventions to support 
lifelong and sustainable good mental 
health;

• From centralised institutions to a user-
centred perspective: An urban psychology 
will recognise that discrete, surgical or 
siloed services fail to adequately address 
problems that stem from people’s 
complex needs and promote a person-
centred or user-centred model of 
service provision;

• From transactional to relational models 
of delivery: An urban psychology will 
deliver therapeutic interventions by 
building intimate relationship-rich 
bonds of mutuality, reciprocity and 
even solidarity within and between 
service providers and beneficiaries in 
preference to professionalised provision 
from a distance for and to means-tested 
‘clients’;

• From GDP metrics to prosperity metrics: 
An urban psychology will work to 
produce sophisticated and bespoke 
measures of well-being which will 
include softer psychological measures 
of human benefit and relief as well as 
standard econometrics;

• From policy officers to frontline advocates: 
An urban psychology will speak 
to the need for a new generation 
of practitioners: scaling back top-
down management and scaling up 
frontline workers and adding to 
formal qualifications and technical 
competencies, a requirement for all 
staff to display greater emotional 
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intelligence and a capacity to work 
radically autonomously and to enter 
into effective relationships with hard-
to-reach communities.

CONCLUSION
We are excited by the potential presented 
by an urban psychology and the 
contribution such a branch of practical 
knowledge might make to improving 
urban regeneration and renewal outcomes. 
But equally we recognise the need to 
elaborate its intellectual foundations, better 
understand its capacity to be applied, and 
figure ways of testing and refining the 
efficacy of the regeneration approaches 
and programmes which it sponsors. 
Accordingly, this Special Issue features 
an eclectic mix of 10 papers, carefully 
commissioned to illustrate the spectrum 
of urban psychological theories, concepts, 
substantive studies and methodologies 
which might usefully contribute to the 
improvement of urban regeneration and 
renewal outcomes.

You will find in this collection 
reference to regeneration for various life-
affirming outcomes; authors convene 
ideas as wide and varied as ‘eudaimonia’, 
‘felicitas publica’ (public happiness), 
‘human natality’, ‘fecundity’, ‘activa vitae’ 
(active life), ‘human flourishing’, ‘well-
being’, ‘wellness’, ‘mental (w)health’, 
‘capability building’ and ‘functioning 
humans’. Notwithstanding the need 
to attend to nuance, all of these labels 
gesture to a central thesis: regeneration 
that first celebrates and nurtures life 
itself is more likely to nourish and 
deepen in communities a shared interest 
in delivering economic and social 
regeneration. Communities need to be 
populated with people who live dignified 
and meaningful lives before they can be 
populated with consumers, active citizens 
and market actors. In urban regeneration 
and renewal scholarship and practice, 

the contemporary preoccupation with 
analytics of government might usefully be 
supplemented with a parallel interest in 
analytics of care. And it is here that urban 
psychology has a pivotal contribution to 
make to identify, protect, scale and deepen 
the ways in which urban regeneration 
might best nurture and thicken local 
circuits and ecologies of care.

Chris Murray and Charles Landry 
open the collection with a plea for a new 
psychology-informed tradition of urban 
regeneration (what they call regeneration 
3.0). Mindy Fullilove and Loretta Lees 
and Philip Hubbard then demonstrate the 
ways in which gentrification processes 
can imperil the mental well-being of 
displaced residents, causing ‘root shock’. 
Next, Rhiannon Corcoran provides a 
review of literature charting good and 
bad practice in pro-social place-making. 
There follows four articles examining 
a range of psychological frameworks/
constructs that might usefully be brought 
into conversation with urban regeneration 
and renewal to enhance its efficacy. 
Sarah Niblock examines the potential 
utility of psychotherapy, Araceli Camargo 
and colleagues focus upon the growing 
significance of neuroscience, Ron Martin 
and colleagues deploy in imaginative ways 
theories of personality types and Helena 
Marujo, Luís Miguel Neto and Mafalda 
Casais recover the concept of felicitas 
publica (public happiness). Finally, Julia 
Thrift and James McGowan and Robert 
Qi draw attention to what needs to 
change in planning and practice if place-
making is to better attend to psychological 
well-being.
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Abstract In the West, in the post-war and post-industrial period, urban regeneration has 
undergone a critical shift, from focusing primarily on the built environment (1.0) to focusing 
also on activity within it (2.0). Predicated upon a more holistic ‘place-based’ approach, 
building culture, health, human capital, learning and other capabilities has informed or led 
regeneration programmes, often improving outcomes. Yet even with this shift, regeneration 
and renewal interventions have not always succeeded fully in their aims; they have missed 
opportunities, and in some cases have been detrimental to communities. The reasons for 
this are complex, but it is our contention that included in their ranks is a fundamental lack 
of understanding of the emotional and psychological impacts of city living as a whole, 
and the deeper existential impacts of regeneration programmes which literally reshape 
the urban landscape, displacing or blending communities at great speed. It is astonishing 
that psychology, the discipline most concerned with human behaviour and emotional well-
being, has been almost absent from urban regeneration thinking, policy and practice. In 
response to this, a second potential shift is emerging, birthing ‘regeneration 3.0’, which is 
seeking to understand the intimate links and symbiotic effects which exist between place 
and person, taking a psychologically informed approach. Informed by their pioneering 
book Psychology and the City and their innovative ‘Urban Psyche’ test, since 2016 the 
authors have sought to make a case for the development of a new generation of urban 
psychology scholarship and praxis. This paper introduces readers to their thinking on why 
place matters to mental health and why mental health matters to place; the evolution of 
regeneration policy and why ways of reading the city open and foreclose opportunities 
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to engage psychological concerns; the potential of psychology for regeneration policy 
and practice; and examples of tools from psychology that might be adopted. The paper 
focuses mainly on UK-based regeneration, although the conclusions are potentially 
applicable internationally.

Keywords: psychology, urban, cities, smart cities, psychiatry, place, policy, personality, 
community

INTRODUCTION
With a new UK Government in place 
from December 2019, with a commitment 
to addressing regional inequalities by 
levelling up the British space economy 
and remediating deprived ‘left behind’ 
urban areas, it is likely that urban 
regeneration will be reanimated as a major 
policy concern throughout the 2020s. 
It is therefore critical that achievements 
and mistakes forged in past regeneration 
interventions are properly understood.

Any reappraisal of past regeneration 
projects should include an investigation of 
why visions for recovery have occasionally, 
if not often, failed to materialise; too 
many interventions have led not to a 
flourishing and revived city but to a 
hollowing out of communities, displaced 
families, degraded sociocultural networks 
and low-quality built environments, 
themselves in need of regeneration but 
a short time later. The results of ill-
conceived regeneration can — as set 
out so eloquently elsewhere in this 
special issue — be catastrophic. Urban 
regeneration has transformed the prospects 
of numerous places and their residents 
but, when we put the many examples 
of good practice alongside our collective 
and extensive knowledge of what does 
not work, one has to ask: why has 
regeneration too often failed?1?

Is it simply that financial concerns 
eventually trump all others; the systems 
within which regeneration operates 
mitigate against success; our models of 
service delivery are failing; our care for 
the vulnerable is really skin deep? Or it is 

that urban revival is simply a complex and 
wicked public problem which is difficult 
to do and to get right? Perhaps it is a mix 
of each of these ingredients.

But there may be another reason. The 
proposition under scrutiny in this special 
issue is that urban regeneration initiatives 
have suffered from a fundamental lack 
of understanding of the emotional and 
psychological impacts of city living as 
a whole, and the deeper impacts of 
regeneration programmes which literally 
reshape the urban landscape, displacing or 
blending communities at great speed. In 
our view, it is astonishing that psychology, 
the discipline most concerned with 
human behaviour and emotional well-
being, has been almost absent from urban 
and regeneration thinking, policy and 
practice. Of course, there exist notable 
exceptions and attempts to correct this, 
for example, the major US Task Force 
on urban psychology in 2006.2 But 
the tenets of urban psychology remain 
far from mainstream thinking, and 
psychology as a whole has yet to gain 
traction on urban policy and practice in 
the same way as other disciplines such 
as planning, geography, engineering and 
sociology.

To set the scene for the contributions 
that follow, in this opening paper we draw 
upon a broad programme of (ongoing) 
research we have undertaken, to discern 
the important links that exist between 
places and the mental health of those who 
live in them; the evolution of regeneration 
practices and ways of reading the city 
that affect the capacity of policy makers 
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to think about psychological factors; the 
potential of psychological insights for 
regeneration policy and practice; and 
examples of tools from psychology that 
might be adopted. It is our contention 
that across the past 40 years urban 
regeneration has witnessed a critical shift, 
from focusing primarily on the built 
environment (1.0) to focusing also on 
human capabilities within it (2.0). It is 
our belief that, while helpful, this shift has 
failed to deliver enduring outcomes and 
that a second potential shift now needs to 
be made, bequeathing a significantly new 
approach — ‘regeneration 3.0’.

RECOGNISING THE LINKS BETWEEN 
PLACE AND MENTAL HEALTH
As Patrick Geddes said, ‘a city is more 
than a place in space, it is a drama 
in time’,3 implying that a city or 
neighbourhood is primarily an emotional 
experience. This is backed up by place 
attachment and place development 
theory from psychology,4 suggesting that 
we internalise our experience of place 
in a similar way to that of family as we 
develop, drawing a sense of identity and 
position in the world from it — or not, if 
that attachment is weak or negative.

Certainly, where and how we live 
within a place has direct consequences 
for our mental and emotional health. We 
know, for example, that certain kinds 
of deprivation (often concentrated in 
urban areas) and the adverse childhood 
experiences that can be associated 
with them can lead to severe health 
consequences, greatly reduced life 
expectancy, or people being 30 times as 
likely to commit suicide than residents of 
more affluent places.5 Urban mental health 
can be twice as bad as non-urban on some 
measures,6 and although closely linked to 
urban deprivation, at a time of increased 
concern over mental health levels 
generally we must question why this is.

Part of the answer may lie in the fact 
that we did not evolve in cities, which 
are relatively new in evolutionary terms. 
Modern humans have been around 
for about 200,000 years, cities for 
8,000 at most, with the vast majority 
of people living a non-urban life until 
very recently. Only in 2008 did we 
cross the Rubicon of 50 per cent of the 
planet living in a city.7 Although we 
are a highly adaptable species, there is 
a growing body of evidence that cities 
challenge that ability, partly because 
their design and management takes little 
account of anciently formed, deep-
seated psychological needs that we carry 
into modern urban life.8 Better-known 
examples include access to greenery or 
waterside vistas. Also, how we experience 
time in cities is more compressed and 
linear, less cyclical and organic than 
our ancestors, which has been linked 
to increased anxiety and depression,9 or 
‘chronophobia’ — a sense of time always 
running out.10 Or the constant demands 
cities make upon our attention and ability 
to deal with information, when as well 
as vibrancy, we need quiet to reflect and 
process, particularly in our early years.

This does not mean that cities are per 
se the problem — in fact, cities can be 
the laboratories of solving the problems 
of their own making,11 and some of 
the biggest issues we face, such as social 
cohesion, climate change and inequality 
— but it does mean that we need to 
understand far more about the connection 
between urban environments and mental 
and emotional health, particularly for 
regeneration programmes.

Making a link between psychology 
and cities, if not regeneration, has a 
history stretching back at least to the 
1905 publication of George Simmel’s The 
Metropolis and Mental Life.12 More recently, 
interest is growing: across environmental, 
evolutionary and social psychology; 
the US Task Force mentioned above; 
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experimental neuroscience;13 and recent 
initiatives such as the Centre for Urban 
Design and Mental Health.14

It is remarkable, then, that despite 
the increase in research and thinking on 
urban issues across psychology, the set 
of disciplines most concerned with our 
emotional condition, its influence has 
been almost entirely absent not just from 
regeneration, but from urban thinking as a 
whole.

THE EVOLUTION OF REGENERATION 
AND DIFFERENT WAYS OF READING 
THE CITY
The evolution of regeneration 
programmes in the UK and elsewhere has 

perhaps reflected a deeper tendency to see 
the world around us and its challenges, 
including cities, through a lens focused 
by the major preoccupations of the day 
— a more subjective and less objective 
approach. This has resulted, until now, in 
a siloed approach that separates buildings 
from people, health from childhood 
experience and learning from culture.

Urban design and architecture are only 
two dimensions of regeneration, but ones 
where these challenges and changes can be 
clearly seen.

Three models or ways of reading the 
city evolving through time were proposed 
by the urban designer Kevin Lynch.15 
The city: as a magical model of the 
cosmos; as machine; and as organism. 

Figure 1: Buenos Aires: We see in La Boca the human need even to beautify tin shacks and invest them with meaning

Source: Authors
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We have at least recognised this third 
model as closer to lived experience, but 
the reality of much city making seems 
stuck in the machine-mode of thinking, 
seeing engineering problems that need a 
technical solution.

This ‘machine thinking’ became 
particularly prevalent in the post-war 
era, influenced in part by Modernism 
and the ideas of architects such as Le 
Corbusier, who hypothesised that ‘a 
house is a machine for living in’.16 This 
approach reached its apotheosis in his 
notion of ‘cities in the sky’, so often 
disastrously appropriated by 1950s and 
1960s planners for high-rise tenements. 
Le Corbusier’s ideas also found favour 
with the Bauhaus, itself one of the most 
influential design movements of all 
time, which has had a significant impact 
on city making and regeneration. The 
Bauhaus was also aware, however, of a 
more organic model of cities, evidenced 
by its consideration of extending its 
interdisciplinary approach to include 
Gestalt psychology17 (a system exploring 
human perception and behaviour 
through connected patterns rather than 
isolated events) before it was closed down 
by the Nazis. This could have greatly 
expanded the ability of the Bauhaus 
model to recognise the links between 
design, people and places.

Modernism had a tendency toward 
being reductionist, minimalist and 
machine-like, and these concerns 
are reflected in early regeneration 
programmes, with a firm focus on the 
built environment — the hardware of the 
city — forgetting the ways in which that 
environment is inhabited. As the cultural 
sociologist Michiel Schwarz and artist 
Joost Elfers have argued,18 it is perhaps 
time for a New Modernism, what they 
call a ‘Sustainism’, where instead of form 
following function, our meaning follows 
our connections, where plans that affect 
people are inclusive, open source and 

co-designed locally, as opposed to decreed 
top-down.

During the 1980s and 1990s 
regeneration programmes shifted and a 
different focus emerged based on events, 
and particularly cultural activity. Barcelona 
turned itself around economically 
and literally — to face toward the sea 
again — in a programme that used the 
Olympic Games as a catalyst to wider 
regeneration. Glasgow’s Miles Better 
campaign promoted the city as a tourism 
destination, leading to a highly successful 
European City of Culture programme in 
1990, turning the city’s image on its head. 
In 1997, the Guggenheim opened in 
Bilbao, catapulting the city onto the global 
stage as a cultural destination, in reality the 
culmination of a decade of regeneration.

This shift in approach from built 
form to activity, a ‘regeneration 2.0’, 
widened to explicitly include health 
concerns, particularly in smaller 
neighbourhood schemes — for example, 
the community-led Single Regeneration 
Budget programmes across the UK19 
— although the health impacts of some 
schemes have shown mixed results and 
overstated claims.20 Learning outcomes 
have also become a central theme of 
many regeneration programmes, such 
as the Coalfields Regeneration Trust21 
operating in ex-mining communities. 
More recently, the links between health, 
learning and employment are being joined 
up in a more focused way, for example 
in the Greater Manchester Working Well 
partnership.22

THE POTENTIAL FOR 
PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO 
REGENERATION
With the exception of the latter, 
however, although psychological benefits 
undoubtedly occurred, the above 
programmes had little or no explicit focus 
on the psychological and emotional health 
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needs of communities. Concern with 
well-being in its broadest sense, including 
but looking beyond issues of deprivation, 
has risen in urban policy, for example 
through the introduction of happiness 
indices, starting at national levels23 but 
now also produced for some cities.24. 
While league tables of happiness may have 
helped to focus media and policy attention 
on these issues, a consideration of the 
deeper drivers of well-being which stem 
from psychological and emotional health is 
still largely absent.

Recognising this, the authors set out to 
research the links between psychological 
thought and cities, revealing an enormous 
potential wealth of ideas,25 research 
and practice across the psychological 
community for urban and regeneration 
policy, which has not received the 
attention it deserves.

This is curious. On the one hand, 
urban (and within that, regeneration) 
policy has fundamentally failed to 
recognise the interface between 
human psychology and the urban 
environment — for example, that the 
critical social support networks that 
exist within places are profoundly and 
even terminally fractured when the built 
architecture that determines their scope 
of interaction are removed and replaced 
with an environment that is incapable of 
restoring them, or in some cases of even 
encouraging human interaction at all.

On the other hand, psychology — used 
here to describe a broad set of disciplines 
including psychiatry and neuroscience 
— has, with notable exceptions outlined 
above, so far failed to create any significant 
impact upon urban and regeneration 
policy making as a whole.

NEW PSYCHOLOGICAL TOOLS FOR 
REGENERATION PROGRAMMES
The result of this disconnect is a severely 
impoverished regeneration toolkit which 

has little or no chance of understanding 
the deeper impacts of policy. A new 
toolkit could include taking instruments 
developed in psychology to originally 
focus on ‘person’ and refocusing them on 
‘place’.

For example, the authors wondered, 
what would happen if a city could take a 
personality test: would it be introvert or 
extrovert, agreeable or disagreeable? So, 
they wrote one.26 The City Personality 
Test has been trialled by many cities 
internationally, and the results are 
fascinating. They suggest that Antwerp, 
for example, is free-spirited, thrives on 
networks and contacts. Taking pride 
in improving the lives of citizens, it is 
precise and competent, disliking laziness. 
Entrepreneurial and determined, it can 
also come across as dominating and 
unforgiving. While results for the UK 
new town of Milton Keynes suggest it 
represents an idea bigger than itself, is 
altruistic, community and family oriented. 
It is sensitive but can tend toward 
procrastination, has a strong sense of 
aesthetics but can come across as cold to 
those unfamiliar with it.

Results do not represent any objective 
measure. Identity is of course too complex 
and multilayered to be reduced in this 
way, changing moment to moment, 
although some elements perhaps persist. 
The test is more about individual and 
group perceptions which offer a different 
route into a conversation about place, 
community, strengths and weaknesses. 
The test has been particularly potent 
where used to stimulate discussion on 
regeneration strategy or community 
engagement, because it goes with the 
grain of our innate tendency to humanise 
things around us, from our dog’s emotions 
to naming our cars. Community 
workshops using the test helped to bring 
apparently complex and distant rationales 
for regeneration strategy more easily 
within reach, enabling participants to 
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contribute from their own experience 
because they could talk about a place like 
it was a person — lacking confidence, 
overpromising, procrastinating. This 
shifted the debate from physical things 
to people and interactions, but also 
clearly revealed underlying dynamics that 
needed to be addressed before any scheme 
could succeed, often based around trust, 
confidence and esteem.

A Toolkit for Psychologically Resilient 
Cities was also sketched out, based on US 
psychologist Carol Ryff ’s ‘six domains’,27 
set out below.

1. Self-acceptance: Attitude towards oneself 
and related personal qualities;

2. Personal growth: Ability to develop and 
a sense of whether this is happening;

3. Purpose in life: Related to goals, 
meaning, sense of purpose and 
direction;

4. Positive relations with others: Ability to 
empathise, trust and be pro-social;

5. Environmental mastery: Ability to 
manage one’s affairs, circumstances and 
feel some sense of control;

6. Autonomy: Ability to regulate behaviour 
from within, resisting external pressures.

Each of these domains was translated 
for urban policy. For example, Ryff ’s 
‘purpose in life’ became ‘self awareness’, 
knowing where a city and its population 
wants and needs to go, and driven to 
help each other get there. In terms of 
regeneration strategy, that could include: 
a well-defined and shared narrative rooted 
in local identities and cultures; awareness 
of how others perceive the area, and of 
its own life journey; the ability to be 
compassionate and have generosity in its 
community leadership and civic life; and 
a plan to help everyone understand and 
achieve their goals.

These are all things that can 
be measured, and through which 
regeneration programmes might increase 
the psychological resilience of places and 
their communities — surely a desirable 
goal. The City Personality Test — 
currently a prototype — has been used by 
scores of places; a broader ‘urban psyche 
assessment’ is in development based on the 

Table 1: Seven personality scales used in the City Personality Test

Introvert Extrovert

Sensitive, self-sufficient, needs own space Outgoing, thick-skinned, party animal, cannot act alone

Nurturing Self-absorbed

Emotionally intelligent, caring, considerate Self-reflective, investigative, solitary, exploitative

Agreeable Disagreeable

Charismatic, reliable, tries to please all Speaks its mind, charmless, unreliable

Conscientious Spontaneous

Ethical, tidy, planner, measured, collaborative Exciting, passionate, chaotic, risk taker

Curious Driven

Perceptive, open-minded, tolerant, outward-
looking, procrastinates, knowledgeable

Focused, judgmental, goal-oriented, ambitious, decision 
taker, resourceful

Integrated Compartmentalised

Authentic, team player, participative Siloed, go it alone, detailed

Idealistic Practical

Spiritual, has grand and charitable aims Rational, task-oriented
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above tools, and its application is being 
discussed with several cities.

TOWARD REGENERATION 3.0
There is a growing body of work that is 
headed toward a ‘regeneration 3.0’, which 
seeks to understand the intimate links and 
effects between place and person, taking 
a psychologically informed approach. 
This special issue, which has its origins in 
Europe’s first Urban Psychology Summit28 
— ‘City, Psychology, Place’ — convened 
by the Heseltine Institute for Public Policy 
Practice and Place at the University of 
Liverpool and the authors of this paper, 
and held at Liverpool University’s London 
Campus in June 2019, begins the task 
of mapping out potential directions of 
travel for ‘regeneration 3.0’. In the papers 
that follow, contributors explore urban 
renewal policy choices and attendant 
serious mental and physical health impacts; 
how the experience of ‘place’ shapes 
individuals and communities; whether 
dominant personality types in an area 
help determine economic success; what 
neuroscience can tell us about urban 
living; and links between localised health 
and care, and national (NHS) strategies for 
urban mental health.

Readers will be free to draw their own 
conclusions from the collection. Here, we 
signpost four key points which we view to 
be especially pertinent.

1. Think of ‘people and place’ together, 
not siloed: Experience of ‘place’ 
determines much of our development 
and well-being. Understanding the 
psychological impact of policy and 
planning has to become a core concept 
for urban leadership and regeneration 
practitioners. Our regulatory 
frameworks assess impacts for the 
environment and economy, but not so 
much for individual well-being. That 
needs to change;

2. Make the evidence and tools available 
and useable: There is a vast well of 
untapped resources within psychology 
for those who make, manage and 
regenerate cities, but they are largely 
unknown and can be difficult to access 
or turn into action. Simple ways of 
doing this need to be found, involving 
funders, researchers, practitioners 
and policy makers jointly across the 
psychological and regeneration fields;

3. Understand cities as ‘ego systems’ as well as 
ecosystems: We still too often see cities 
through a mechanical not a human 
lens, machines to be fixed, not organic 
living entities. We need smart cities, 
but we need them to be emotionally 
intelligent places too that understand 
basic human need;

4. More research into urban issues and 
solutions from a psychological perspective: 
The psychological impacts of 
deprivation and inequality, what 
makes for ‘good’ engagement, how to 
unlock community assets and build 
in psychological resilience to urban 
environments, are all discussed herein. 
A starting point might be an assessment 
of the points of convergence between 
psychological and regeneration-related 
research, which would reveal both the 
existing potential for collaboration and 
the research gaps.

CONCLUSION
An innovative and new ‘regeneration 
3.0’ is on the cusp of emergence. With 
support from funders, practitioners and 
policy makers, a set of approaches could 
be developed which seek to understand 
and work with the connections between 
person and place at a psychological and 
emotional as well as physical level. This 
is important because it has the potential 
to radically transform the ability of 
regeneration programmes to achieve their 
stated aims, avoid negative consequences, 
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and increase quality of life, place, health 
and productivity while reducing the need 
for some elements of public spending. But 
it will not happen by taking a ‘business as 
usual’ approach, and is unlikely to happen 
anytime soon without additional resources 
and action. In order to fully realise the 
potential of a regeneration 3.0, therefore, 
as well as the above actions, two other 
things need to happen.

First, psychologists, the different 
disciplines and the bodies that represent 
them need to engage more with the 
political and democratic spheres, and in 
doing so create much wider awareness of 
how psychology can help policy makers 
and influencers achieve shared goals. This 
in turn should leverage greater support 
from local and national government, in 
financial and policy terms, for embedding 
psychological tools within regeneration 
practice.

Secondly, national policies should 
recognise the unique roles and abilities 
of cities and their neighbourhoods more, 
for example to cohere multiple identities 
toward a common cause in a way that 
nations struggle to do. Some of the biggest 
issues we face — climate change, cohesion, 
inequality — also have a psychological 
component to their cause, and to their 
solution. Cities and neighbourhoods are 
the levels at which these play out, and 
they must be empowered to tackle them. 
In the UK, which is a highly centralised 
state by any standards, this means greater 
devolution from the centre to empower a 
more connected, interdisciplinary approach 
to regeneration. But it also means a 
broadening out of the current toolkit with 
which cities and regeneration practitioners 
equip themselves, to include psychology. 
That has to run parallel to a renewed focus 
on regeneration itself, which, in the UK at 
least, has slipped during the recent era of 
austerity.29

Based on the principle of ‘what gets 
measured gets done’, if there were a single 

action we could take forward now, it 
might be to ensure that the psychological 
impacts of policies are assessed before 
they are carried out. We do this for the 
environment as a matter of course, but not 
for the person or community in such an 
evidential way, and that needs to change.

The costs of poor mental and emotional 
health as a result of ill-judged regeneration 
policies are no less real than environmental 
consequences. A psychological impact 
assessment tool could be developed with 
relative ease, based on existing evidence, 
to understand the most important factors 
and predictors of place-based impacts on 
mental and emotional health.

As evidenced by the wealth of 
views in this special issue and beyond, 
we are already headed toward a more 
psychologically informed approach to 
regeneration. The potential for this is 
obvious, the rewards considerable. Yet 
there is a need for greater coherence of 
effort and voice, developing the principles 
of urban psychology as a networked 
movement, with some definite but shared 
goals.

The outcomes from our Urban 
Psychology Summit begin to set out an 
agenda, a manifesto even, but success will 
rely on doing as well as thinking. A wave 
of early adopters is therefore needed: 
regeneration practitioners who are willing 
to pick this agenda up and run with it, to 
break new ground. The evidence suggests 
their results will be greatly improved by 
doing so.
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INTRODUCTION

‘Gentrification can be hazardous to your 
health … hospitalization rates for mental 
illness – including schizophrenia and 
mood disorders – are two times as high in 
displaced people versus those who stay in 
their neighbourhood.’1

Displacement matters because it severs 
the connection between people and 
place. Some describe this as ‘domicide’, 
using this term to refer to ‘the planned, 
deliberate destruction of someone’s home, 
causing suffering to the dweller’.2 Mindy 
Fullilove tellingly uses the metaphor of 
‘root shock’ to describe what happens 
when homes are destroyed en masse and 
a neighbourhood suffers a traumatic stress 
reaction related to the destruction of their 
‘emotional ecosystem’.3 Recent work has 
also suggested that such episodes of chronic 
urban trauma can become ‘hard-wired’ in 
place, with memories of the neighbourhood 
that once was periodically enacting episodes 
of ‘re-traumatisation’.4 ‘Un-homing’ is then 
a central concept in contemporary urban 
studies, used to explore a range of material 
or immaterial, deliberate or unintentional, 
forced or accidental, fast or slow, permanent 
or temporary, displacements, involving both 
the individual and collective loss of home 
spaces.5

There is now a substantial literature on 
the traumas of un-homing and the long-
term damage done to communities whose 
neighbourhoods are sacrificed in the 
name of progress or modernisation. The 
paradox here is that the supposed social 
good which derives from obtaining a new 
home can become a form of ‘systemic 
violence’, one that ‘operates anonymously, 
systemically and invisibly through the very 
way society is organised’.6 Chris Philo 
argues that it is vital that we conceptualise 
the ‘geographies of wounding’ that result 
from such structural processes, rather 
than considering them as individual 
happenstance.7 Inevitably this encourages 

a focus on the intersection of processes 
of urban development with racialised 
capitalisms which often sacrifice non-
white and working-class communities in 
the interests of capital accumulation.

Yet oftentimes, accounts of un-homing 
deal at a level of generality and mourn 
a loss of place that is experienced 
differently by different residents within 
these broad categories of disadvantage. 
To document ‘domicide’ is one thing: 
to begin to trace the differential impacts 
on those individuals and households 
displaced is another thing, something 
that involves sensitive and contextually-
nuanced attempts to explore questions 
of mental and physical well-being that 
does not inflate or aggravate feelings of 
loss. Measures of morbidity and health 
indicators cannot necessarily capture the 
impacts of un-homing on individuals, as 
these impacts will be felt differently, and 
some will be less able to cope with these 
impacts than others. Some individuals 
may be ‘resilient’ and may even seize 
re-homing as an opportunity to improve 
their lives, but others will experience 
anxiety, loss, and even depression, as they 
see their ‘lifeworld’ transformed.

To these ends, this paper considers the 
emotional and psychological impacts of 
council estate renewal in contemporary 
London. This issue has attracted much 
discussion, not least as it is seen to involve 
forms of ‘social cleansing’ that have 
classed and racialised imprints: Paul Watt’s 
recent documentation of the impacts 
of eviction on working-class women 
living on a council estate in East London 
also shows that the impacts of enforced 
displacement are gendered.8 Beyond a 
broad condemnation of the removal of 
disadvantaged social groups from estates 
where they have been resident over 
many years, the impact of this renewal 
on the well-being of individuals has, 
however, been little explored. Hence, in 
this paper we draw on in-depth research 
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from six council estates across London 
which have been earmarked for, or are 
undergoing, redevelopment where we 
have interviewed residents waiting to 
be rehoused or removed. Noting that 
removal is an ongoing process whose 
impact can stretch over many years rather 
than a one-off ‘event’, we argue that the 
effects of displacement are potentially felt 
even before the actual physical moment 
of ‘un-homing’. We hence focus in this 
paper on what it feels like to be displaced 
from a resident’s perspective, noting that 
this needs to be understood contextually.

COUNCIL ESTATE RENEWAL IN 
LONDON
England’s council estates are currently 
undergoing a ‘new’ urban renewal that, 
ironically, threatens to repeat many of 
the mistakes of post-war urban renewal 
which disrupted local communities and 
exacerbated the social problems slum 
clearance was meant to solve.9 Now it is 
large inner city estates, particularly high-rise 
council estates from the 1960s and 1970s, 
that ministers have slated for demolition. 
Such estates are stigmatised as sites of 
concentrated social dysfunction and yet also 
coveted for their untapped redevelopment 
potential in the context of London’s real 
estate boom. With austerity limiting their 
ability to bring existing estates up to 
Decent Homes standards, local authorities 
are being encouraged to cash in on their 
underlying land value to finance more social 
housing. In 2015 the London Assembly 
estimated that over the last decade 50 
former council estates across London have 
received planning permission for partial or 
complete demolition and redevelopment at 
higher densities. Our own data shows the 
figure to be much higher (see next section), 
and the overall gains in social housing to 
be negligible when compared with the 
addition of large amounts of market rate 
accommodation in most of these settings.

Urban scholars have challenged 
the very idea of estate renewal as 
‘gentrification by stealth’, intended to 
privatise social housing and socially 
cleanse the inner city of low-income 
communities.10 They have also raised 
questions about the underpinning ideal 
of ‘mixed communities’ as a poorly 
conceptualised and ineffective policy 
panacea for social ills.11 There has been 
less focus on estate renewal as causing 
social ills. Displacement is something 
that needs to be considered as potentially 
causing individual stress and anxiety and 
exacerbating existing health conditions 
or long-term illnesses. That said, recent 
research has complicated the absolute 
distinction between forced and voluntary 
mobility in the context of neighbourhood 
change, with Kearns and Mason finding 
that the degree of perceived agency was 
important in determining whether those 
physically displaced by estate renewal 
(in Glasgow) felt themselves to be 
functionally, socially and psychologically 
disrupted by their physical move to 
new homes.12 This underlines that 
while some might feel helpless in the 
face of enforced displacement from 
their estate, it is possible that others 
feel this is an opportunity to make a 
new start elsewhere. Much here can 
depend on the extent of ties one has to 
a neighbourhood. Hana et al. have tried 
to estimate the indirect negative costs 
of upheaval for displaced residents from 
renewal sites (see Table 1), here, it is 
notable that the highest estimated stressor 
is the ‘loss of local connection, local 
knowledge of neighbourhood’. Factors 
such as having to find new schools for 
children, new doctors’ surgeries or new 
modes of transport to places of work can 
be significant for some. Arguably less 
quantifiable, but obviously important, is 
the time and stress of moving. All house 
moves are to some degree stressful, in 
the context of displacement from council 
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estates, what is crucial is that the timetable 
is set by someone else and the process 
moves at a pace of their own choosing. 
Long periods of not knowing what might 
happen to one’s home can be followed by 
sudden announcements that demolition 
is imminent. This not knowing and 
being in a state of uncertainty about the 
future, is one that can create considerable 
stress that compounds any feelings of loss 
associated with the destruction of home 
and neighbourhood.

METHODOLOGY
The research reported here is from a 
three-year project looking at the impacts 
of council estate renewal in London 
since 1997. We initially collated a 
database that shows 198 ‘regeneration’ 
schemes on 161 estates over the last 20 
years where there has been significant 
demolition with an eye to densification 
or intensification of land use (ie more 
than 100 households have been displaced 
to allow for demolition and rebuilding 
at higher density). The total number of 
households ‘decanted’ from these estates 
is clearly considerable, maybe affecting 
as many as 150,000 residents. As well 

as attempting to quantify and map the 
displacements,14 we have also undertaken 
120 in-depth interviews on six estates 
(Aylesbury, Gascoigne, Ocean, Love Lane, 
Pepys, Carpenters) to assess the social, 
cultural, economic and psychological 
impacts of displacement. Here, we drew 
on Marcuse’s influential conceptualisation 
of displacement as involving direct 
and enforced removal of low-income 
households via decanting/evicting them, 
as well as forms of indirect displacement 
where existing residents might not feel 
at home anymore in the neighbourhood 
because of changes in the identity of 
place.15 Those who get to move back 
onto the redeveloped estate may also 
experience what Mark Davidson calls 
‘phenomenological displacement’16: this 
means analysing not only the spatial fact 
or moment of displacement but also the 
‘structures of feeling’ and ‘loss of sense of 
place’ associated with displacement.
Our interviews included specific prompts 
to measure impacts on psychological, 
emotional and social well-being following 
the use of similar prompts and questions 
in similar research.17 Interviewing residents 
about their experiences of displacement 
can, of course, be traumatic, and they are 

Table 1: Indirect costs for displaced residents (Hana et al.)13

Impact duration over one year or event within first year % households affected ‘Impact value’ each type Impact per 
displaced 
household

Type of indirect negative impact Lower 
estimate

Upper 
estimate

Lower 
estimate

Upper 
estimate

Mid-range

Finding new GP, dentist 25% 50% £250 £500 £156
Change in social landlord 15% 35% £500 £1,000 £213
Change in travel times, eg to work 33% 50% £750 £1,000 £374
Moving children’s school, reorganising childcare 15% 25% £750 £2,000 £306
Loss of local connection, local knowledge of neighbourhood 66% 100% £1,000 £3,000 £1,830
Temporary sense of exclusion in new community 25% 75% £1,500 £4,000 £1,688
Time and stress associated with move 80% 100% £2,000 £5,000 £3,300
Change in home security/break-in after move 1% 5% £2,500 £5,000 £138
Fear on part-empty estate 15% 25% £3,000 £7,500 £1,163
Increased ill-health 10% 25% £25,000 £50,000 £7,500
Earlier death 1% 3% £100,000 £150,000 £2,750
Total negative impact value £19,416

c.£20,000
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focused, understandably, on their own 
and their immediate family’s ‘survivability’ 
in the face of displacement. As such we 
did not ask about patient histories or 
medical circumstances. Nonetheless, such 
information was often volunteered, and 
typically large sections of the interview 
were about questions of well-being. Here, 
we also trialled the Urban Mind app 
developed by the Institute of Psychiatry, 
Psychology and Neuroscience at King’s 
College London, which encourages users 
to reflect on how their mental state is 
affected by city living. We wanted to 
measure displacee’s mental states before, 
during, and after displacement; but the 
app was simply too basic and insensitive 
for what we needed. As such we relied 
on our own interviews, which allowed 
residents to vocalise their experiences and 
feelings about displacement.

THE IMPACTS OF DISPLACEMENT
Accepting the premise that displacement 
can involve multiple forms of violence,18 
in what follows we share some of 
the narratives of the emotional and 
psychological impacts of displacement 
from our in-depth interviews. Many 
commentators suggest that processes 
of displacement can trigger a range 
of affective responses which, in some 
cases, are associated with psychological 
distress, and even post-traumatic stress.19 
In what follows we argue that these can 
be associated with mental health issues, 
a conclusion that resonates strongly with 
Fussell and Lowe’s analysis of the impact 
of housing displacements post-Hurricane 
Katrina in New Orleans.20 This is not 
to say that all individuals found the 
process of displacement equally stressful 
or depressing, as clearly some were more 
‘resilient’ than others. Yet for others, 
displacement unfolded as a series of micro-
events that generated anxiety, confusion, 
fear, dislocation, loss, dread, and so on. 

For those least able to cope, or those 
already living with mental illness, those 
emotions made the experience of being 
un-homed one that had seriously negative 
impacts on existing mental health.

The vast majority of our interviewees 
were reluctant movers displaying 
considerable displacement anxiety, and 
they articulated concerns about the 
potential upheaval of enforced movement:

‘I am staying in my house, and I do not 
want to move. Who wants to move me? So, 
if you want to move me, you cannot say 
that “I am moving you to this place” which 
is not comfortable for me. I like it here! 
I don’t want anybody to take this from 
me, I don’t want problems with anybody.’ 
(Interview A)

This sense of dispossession extended to 
the scale of the neighbourhood with many 
speaking of a connection to place and a 
phenomenological sense in which place 
was being destroyed:

‘I have got fantastic neighbours, honest to 
God my neighbours are just fantastic … 
And it is like, I will be leaving all of that. 
And, a lot of them, they are like my family. 
If I am sick, we all know you can just pop 
in, you don’t have to feel no way about 
knocking on the door and, and I have got 
the keys next door, I’ve got the keys for 
two doors away. They come, if they go 
away, I housesit. That is how we live. You 
know? And to lose all of that, and then 
you move, and then what are you going 
to get? … And I don’t want to move out, 
my children don’t want to move out too. 
And you know it is very hard to find a 
place. Getting used to the place, do you 
understand?’ (Interview B)

As noted in the work of Hana et al.,21 the 
threat of being displaced far from spaces 
of work, childcare, and education was also 
an often-raised theme that suggested that 
neighbourhood identity is constructed 
through social connections and relations:
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‘It is really depressing because, I don’t know 
what is going to happen, and I don’t know 
whether to register my son at nursery down 
here, or if I should, register him at nursery 
everywhere, outside of the area … I don’t 
know what is going to happen with work, 
because, if I have to commute from all of 
the way out of London it’s gonna be crazy 
and stressful, so how long am I going to 
be working there, how long I am working 
for …? Yeah, am I going to get help with 
my son in other areas or whatever? … And 
I do want to go back to work, but who 
is going to help me to look after my son, 
because my son isn’t old enough to go 
nursery at the moment. And if he does, it 
is going to cost me a lot of money, which 
then it just brings me back to the same as 
if I am not working. So, I might as well 
not be working. If I do stay in London 
and go for private rent, there is no point 
in me working because the rent for a two-
bedroom, in London, is really high, and, on 
bus driving, you get money for bus driving, 
but at the same time I still have to travel to 
work, pay other bills, pay for car insurance 
and whatever else, so it just works out as 
way too much. So, yeah.’ (Interview C)

This highlights the importance of what 
Paul Watt22 terms ‘displacement anxiety’ 
— that is, the subjective response to the 
threat of immanent direct displacement 
or the feeling that potential displacees 
have once they have either been told 
their home will be demolished, or when 
they are given notice to quit. Such 
displacement anxiety generates a profound 
sense of ontological insecurity as people 
literally do not ‘know their place’.

While moving house is a stressful 
experience, the stress and anxiety 
reported by some appeared elevated by 
the enforced nature of the displacement, 
and exacerbated by the tactics of councils 
decanting residents. Elsewhere, Loretta 
Lees has discussed the ‘state-Rachmanism’ 
enacted on the last residents refusing 
to move from the Heygate Estate in 
Southwark.23 In this research we also 

found stress caused by the Rachmann-like 
tactics of other councils, here Haringey:

‘Sometimes, I don’t know how many times 
… you don’t have heat … I don’t know 
how many times we don’t have a heater and 
when you called them they will say that 
they know, they are doing it, and nothing, 
that is it. Sometimes they won’t tell us that 
there will be no hot water and they don’t 
provide hot water, there’ll be no heating 
system, so you have to heat your own flat 
with your own, like buy … like an electric 
one. Because this building is a communal 
heating system which we paid over £1,000 
per year for heating systems alone. And they 
do not give you any heating packs. Like, 
trouble you for a few days – here have this 
£20 or whatever … So, they are just using 
all, every means just to force us to leave, to 
frustrate us.’ (Interview D)

So, while regeneration of estates is 
something considered necessary in the 
interests of the wider community, and 
longer-term public health goals, in the 
short term it was reported by many to be 
a source of worsening mental health. In 
this sense, the act of local councils such 
as Haringey putting health and well-
being fliers through the doors of tenants 
about to be removed from their estate 
(see Figure 1) appears hypocritical, and 
suggests that councils overseeing decanting 
have been insensitive to the health impacts 
that urban renewal is having.

The often slow nature of the 
displacements enacted by renewal is worthy 
of comment in this respect. Regeneration 
schemes are often mooted years before 
any firm proposals are drawn up. Plans for 
decanting populations follow, but it can be 
months if not years before compensation 
payments are made to leaseholders, or 
tenants are told what their rehousing 
options are. Schemes can become mired 
as developers go back and forth with local 
authorities arguing for less social housing 
(for reasons of ‘economic viability’). The 
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Figure 1: Flyer sent to Love Lane Estate tenants

Source: Authors
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slow violence of the regeneration schemes 
grinds some people down. The tortuous 
and exhausting processes of establishing 
how displacement might ultimately affect 
one’s home-space can lead to feelings of 
shame, stress and anxiety.24

On one of our estates, tenants had been 
relocated, but the remaining residents 
(mostly leaseholders who had bought 
their flats through right to buy) remained, 
contending with damp and mould as 
water poured down through their roof, as 
workmen struggled to access flats vacated 
by previous tenants. They remained in situ, 
waiting for news about what compensation 
might be offered for their flats. This sense 
of living in a state of abeyance encourages 
not just the council to disinvest, but also 
some residents to gradually ‘give up’ hope 
for a fair outcome:

‘Yeah, so, you know, if you want to 
do something in the home, home 
improvements, for improvements, that is 
on hold. Because you don’t want to be 
spending money, and then next month we 
have to move out, it is, so that’s on hold. It 
is like, it is just hanging up in the air, not 
knowing what is going to happen, and it 
has been like that since 2006.’ (Interview E)

For those waiting over 10 years for a 
confirmation of what might be happening 
to their home, it was dispiriting that every 
now and then the council would change its 
plans, adding to their sense of hopelessness:

‘All of the time it is on your mind, and it 
grinds you down. And it does make you ill. 
It makes you sick, it really does. You know. 
Sometimes I get quite depressed about it … 
and if I’m getting emotional … It is hard, 
it is hard. Yeah, but we just have to plod 
on. And hope for the best and that is all 
you can do. But it has come to the point 
now where I am thinking, I have thought 
about it seriously, because I think because 
I wasn’t too well and I had an operation 
every everything, I was thinking look, you 
are now this age, and, you haven’t got, even 

if I have got 10 or 15 years to live, I want to 
be happy and content in somewhere I know 
this is my home. No one is going to come 
and disrupt it. Should we just make this last 
move? Get somewhere and just go? And just 
start all over again, but I think why should I 
have to do that? It is like a battle. Between 
your, do you know what I mean? Between 
your heart and your head.’ (Interview F)

The cumulative impacts of uncertainty 
meant some people’s mental health was 
being affected on a daily basis by years of 
living with uncertainty:

‘It is awful, and it is something, because 
of the uncertainty, all of those years you 
have been living with uncertainty. On 
top, if you have the mental health issues, 
I end up having most of the night, having 
a nightmare. And, all of the night I have 
been seeing, looking for a home but not 
finding a home. And then waking up really, 
sometimes, my sister wakes me up, because 
of my shouting. And everything, and you 
still have to put a mask on your face, and 
go out and fight for your community, fight 
for your home.’ (Interview G)

The potential psychological and physical 
health consequences of waiting to be 
decanted can then be considerable. In this 
sense, there are important parallels to be 
drawn between the experiences of those 
being displaced within cities and those of 
international refugees and migrants who seek 
to make lives while in a state of ‘limbo’.25

But this is not to say that regeneration 
cannot produce better homes for some. 
On some estates, flats were outdated and 
central heating systems badly in need of 
repair. Physical neglect, and desertification 
(managed decline) took its toll on many 
estates. But those that were ultimately able 
to move back nearby or even back onto 
the redeveloped estate might have returned 
to a better (although often smaller) flat, 
but experienced different relationships 
with their neighbours, and not the social 
mixing policy makers mooted:
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‘[…] making new friends again with 
neighbours … some neighbours we just 
still say “hi”, we don’t have a conversation, 
we just say “hi”, that’s it. We haven’t fully 
conversated (sic) with them properly but 
slowly in due time yeah.’ (Interview I)

This speaks to the theme of 
phenomenological loss, and the idea 
that one can return to a neighbourhood 
that has changed and feel profoundly 
displaced:

‘I go around there, it’s completely changed. 
I can’t remember where the other, you 
know, my parents’ flat was, because 
everything is changed now I don’t bother 
to go … I think I can’t get anywhere … I 
just see this was my old place because of the 
lamp post and where the street entrance was 
… that’s why I like to stand here … I can 
recognise where the other houses were, but 
apart from that I can’t.’ (Interview J)

In this way, while estate renewal offered 
the promise of better housing and an 
improved neighbourhood, for many of our 
respondents the process created short-term 
anxieties about losing their home, and a 
longer-term displacement that could be 
associated with depression and melancholia.

CONCLUSION
Urban regeneration is often deemed 
necessary to improve the housing 
conditions of some of most disadvantaged. 
It is justified with reference to the needs 
of inhabitants, who are expected to benefit 
from the process of renewal and can be 
discoursed as socially improving. But this 
paper reveals that many residents harbour 
anxieties about displacement before the 
event, and often experience alienation and 
loss afterwards. In the context of London, 
mental health problems and mental ill 
health, have been historically associated 
with council estates, irrespective of other 
factors such as class, gender and ethnicity.26 
The fact that many council estate dwellers 

have existing medical conditions means 
that the impacts of displacement are 
particularly intensely felt by some. It 
is interesting to note that while some 
commentators identify displacement as 
something disproportionately affecting 
the poor, ethnic minorities and women, 
perhaps we need to add people living with 
mental illness to this list?

Put like this, we have to ask the 
question: is the disruption of those 
communities where large numbers of 
residents are particularly vulnerable 
to displacement worth it? Given over 
50,000 London council estate families 
and households have seen their home 
demolished and experienced anxiety and 
uncertainty, sometimes over a prolonged 
period, all for the sake of a net increase of 
around 7,000 additional affordable homes 
for Londoners, the answer appears to 
be negative. But this argument is always 
countered given improved housing can 
improve mental and physical health. 
Currently, we still know very little about 
the trade-off between short-term harms 
and longer-term gains, if any. But if our 
goal is to create better, healthier and more 
sustainable cities (including socially and 
culturally sustainable) then we do need to 
discuss what kinds of research and methods 
might do justice to these issues. As Chris 
Murray says, ‘much more experimentation 
with this agenda is needed’27: we need a 
robust evidence base on the negative (as 
compared to the positive) impacts of estate 
renewal, including better attention being 
paid to the emotional and psychological 
impacts. These impacts should be 
mandated to be included in viability 
assessments and funding should be made 
available for longitudinal research from the 
minute estate renewal is mooted. More 
research and thought needs to be factored 
into policy programmes on renewal to 
mitigate the violence of ‘un-homing’ and 
take seriously its pernicious impacts on 
health, quality of life, and well-being. 
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This work needs to be interdisciplinary, 
comparative, participative and community-
based.28 We hope this paper goes some way 
to underlining the importance of this call.
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Abstract In this paper, the author reflects upon a lifetime of scholarship and activism 
which has sought to increase the urban policy literacy of psychiatrists and the psychiatric 
literacy of urban policy makers. She underscores the generative importance in her thinking 
of a unique intellectual ‘progressive’ niche-milieu which emerged in US psychiatry in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s and in particular the insights provided by George Engel’s 
Biopsychosocial Model; charts her research on forms of urban development in US cities 
that have left as their legacy mass displacement and gentrification, which has wounded 
disproportionally poorer and ethnic communities and caused ‘root shock’; and outlines 
her hopes for a new tradition of Biopsychosocial informed urban regeneration and renewal 
which seeks to nurture and thicken communities and pro-social spaces so as to protect, 
repair and heal the mental health of those hitherto construed as ‘casualties of progress’. 
In this, she calls attention to the literal and figurative importance of the idea of the ‘Main 
Street’ in projects of healing.

Keywords:  George Engel, biopsychosocial model, American Psychiatric Association, 
Jeanne Spurlock, serial forced displacement

INTRODUCTION
Guided by George Engel’s Biopsychosocial 
Model of health, for 40 years the author 
has examined people’s mental health 
within the context of a hierarchy of 
nested systems, paying special attention to 
families, neighbourhoods and cities. Her 
central thesis has been that good mental 
health arises from strong, dense tissues of 
supportive relationships, enabled by access 
to society’s resources and opportunities. 
As a corollary, mental and physical health 

deteriorate as societal programmes destroy 
these enabling ecosystems, leaving people 
isolated and alienated. Alas in the US, too 
many urban development programmes 
have had a deleterious impact on the fabric 
of social networks and exacted uneven 
psychic costs on residents by class, race, 
age and gender. In particular, financial, 
property and investments dynamics have 
often energised forms of gentrification that 
have displaced working-class and ethnic 
communities, causing what might be 
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called ‘root shock’. To properly understand 
and remediate root shock, there is a need 
to place the nexus between cities and 
mental health — and thereafter effective 
psychiatric interventions — within their 
proper historical, political and socio-spatial 
context. Here the literal and figurative 
value of the idea of the ‘Main Street’ may 
prove instructive.

GEORGE ENGEL’S 
BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL MODEL
The American Psychiatric Association 
(APA) runs a fellowship programme that 
supports minority resident doctors, in 
which the author participated from 1979–
1982. Jeanne Spurlock and the organising 
team introduced participants to a network 
of accomplished minority psychiatrists, 
financed attendance of fellows at 
association meetings and provided them 
with a stipend they could use to create 
programmes. For a black resident in 
an all-white hospital, this experience 
was a source of guidance and pleasure. 
Much of the standard residency learning 
programme was linked to the internal 
world of the patient.

The fellowship provided access 
to people and learning that helped 
to contextualise and articulate the 
relationship between the internal and 
the external in people’s lives, connecting 
psychological processes with capitalism, 
racism, patriarchy and other forces outside 
the individual.

It was during this period that the 
author first encountered George Engel’s 
Biopsychosocial Model. Engel, a 
psychiatrist who helped surgeons and 
internists understand their patients’ 
needs, had recently published a paper 
demonstrating how a biopsychosocial 
approach might work in a clinical setting.1 
In contrast to the biomedical model, 
which focused on what was going on 
inside the human body in circumscribed 

biomedical terms, the biopsychosocial 
model encompassed the sociology of 
illness, enabling a connection to be made 
between the internal and external worlds 
of the patient. Well-being could not be 
reduced to healthy cognitive processes, a 
capacity to engage the unconsciousness 
or neurological circuitry. It was also a 
product of the weight of historical social, 
economic, cultural and political processes 
on the body and on the mind.

‘ROOT SHOCK’: THE 
BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL WOUNDS 
WROUGHT BY URBAN RENEWAL 
PROGRAMMES
Engel’s model has proven to be a sturdy 
companion in many projects examining 
the relationship of the person with the 
surrounding world.2 One of the most 
important of these relationships is that 
between person and neighbourhood. 
For the author, Rodrick Wallace’s paper 
‘A Synergism of Plagues: “Planned 
Shrinkage,” Contagious Housing 
Destruction, and AIDS in the Bronx’, 
published in Environmental Research in 
1988, was especially influential.3 This 
paper described the ways in which the 
city’s policy of ‘planned shrinkage’ had 
destroyed inner-city neighbourhoods in 
New York City, dispersing the residents 
and creating the conditions for a rapid 
spread of the AIDS virus. This resonated 
powerfully with the author’s experience 
of working in the South Bronx as 
a psychiatric resident. It also raised 
significant questions which have provoked 
a lifetime of interest in ways in which 
urban policies have an impact on mental 
health. How does the destruction of a 
community affect people? What does it 
feel like to have your neighbourhood burn 
down? How can that lead to infection and 
the spread of disease?

Using the biopsychosocial model 
as a guide, the author has engaged 
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expansively over the fields of geography, 
environmental psychology, anthropology, 
sociology and history to find answers. 
The geographers taught about ‘place’ — 
bounded areas, such as one’s home, that 
have social and psychological meaning. 
The environmental psychologists 
explained that there are essential 
connections between individuals and 
place, as well as between residents 
within a given place and those living in 
different places. These are connections 
of attachment, such as those described 
by Bowlby and others,4 the strong and 
weak social bonds that Granovetter5 has 
described, and the powerful influence of 
behaviour settings, established through 
the work of Barker and his colleagues.6 
And the anthropologists and sociologists 
parsed crucial incidents, looking for 
clues. Anthony F. C. Wallace examined 
‘mazeway disintegration’ (the collapse of 
a sociocultural system) by looking at an 
attack on an Iroquois village. Alexander 
Leighton documented community 
response to upheaval by following how 
the Japanese managed internment during 
the Second World War. Kai Erikson 
documented the aftermath of the 
disastrous flood at Buffalo Creek, West 
Virginia.

From these scholars, a set of 
propositions about the impact of 
displacement on the mental well-being of 
indigenous residents was steadily pieced 
together and finally published in the 
American Journal of Psychiatry in 1996.7 At 
its core was the idea that place identity, 
place orientation and place attachment 
were fundamental dimensions of the 
human condition, linking people to 
place. When disrupted by displacement, 
these necessary connections needed to be 
healed. If they were not, disorientation, 
alienation and nostalgia — in the 
psychiatric sense, life-threatening illnesses 
— were likely to follow. Physical ailments 
would then accumulate.

This was important progress, but the 
question still remained about how to 
go deeper, to ascertain, in the face of 
sweeping policy impacts, ‘how exactly 
did that feel?’ This was made possible by 
looking at understandings of ‘place’ in 
the stories of the author’s own family.8 
What emerged in that process — and 
resonated with Rodrick Wallace’s work 
on AIDS in the Bronx — was that larger 
social processes were shaping the family’s 
relationships with people and places, 
whether it was racism (which divided the 
author’s mother from her white family) 
or classist policies that sent highways 
through working-class neighbourhoods, 
destroying homes. It was essential to 
study some of the past policies, in 
order to have a model that reflected the 
multiple levels of scale influencing our 
daily lives.

Funding was secured by the author 
to study the American urban renewal 
programme, 1949–73, which carried 
out massive demolition in more than 
2,500 ‘projects’, affecting mainly African 
Americans. Research included a deep 
look at the embedding context of urban 
renewal, including the nation’s long 
history of class and race oppression.

A key research question was: what 
shaped the evolution of America’s 
particular versions of apartheid and 
capitalism? The US, despite arguing that 
its revolutionary fight was for ‘freedom’, 
established itself as a slave nation, 
preserving and protecting the rights of 
slave owners and counting slaves as only 
three-fifths of a person. African Americans 
and their white allies carried out a 
sustained struggle to abolish slavery and 
establish freedom and equality. Gains in 
the ‘Reconstruction Era’ were largely lost 
as inclusive democratic institutions were 
replaced by the Jim Crow system, which 
was later copied by admirers in Nazi 
Germany to create fascism and in South 
Africa to create apartheid. The long civil 
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rights struggle, which we can date from 
W. E. B. Du Bois’ and William Trotter’s 
founding of the Niagara Movement in 
1905, culminated in marked victories in 
the mid-1960s, with the signing of the 
Civil Rights Act, the Voting Act and 
the establishment of Medicaid, which 
desegregated hospitals.

A paradox of the post-Civil Rights era 
has been that the problems supposedly 
‘fixed’ by the civil rights movement 
have endured and even worsened. What 
emerged instead of an integrated nirvana 
was the ‘urban crisis’ — a polite way of 
saying an inner-city black poverty problem. 
Conservative politicians promulgated the 
idea that this was a failure of ‘personal 
responsibility’, which took hold in the 
public’s imagination but was patently false.

The perspective of the psychology of 
place helps us track the ‘place’ story as 
it has emerged, which involves a series 
of forced displacements that stripped the 
wealth, social ties and political power of 
inner-city communities. Through that 
lens, we can appreciate the strength of 
segregated communities which managed 
to temper the ravages of racism through 
the Jim Crow era and build political 
power and many kinds of wealth. It was 
the power of these communities that was 
expressed in the civil rights movement. 
The example of the Montgomery bus 
boycott can illuminate this point.9 Rosa 
Parks’ legendary act of civil disobedience 
took place on Thursday, 1st December, 
1955. By Monday morning, 5th 
December at 6.00 a.m., 50,000 black 
people initiated a boycott of the buses. For 
more than a year they endured threats and 
attacks, faced layoffs, organised carpools, 
fed many, conducted weekly rallies and 
held firm until they won. Only a very 
well-integrated, powerful community 
— one with deep spiritual principles — 
could have accomplished such a feat.

In the background of those impressive 
achievements was an attack on the 

collective power and wealth of African 
Americans, which started with urban 
renewal, as carried out under the Housing 
Act of 1949.10 Known among black 
people as ‘Negro removal’, the Housing 
Act authorised cities to clear ‘blighted 
land’ using the power of eminent domain 
and to sell the land at reduced cost to 
developers for ‘higher uses’ such as cultural 
centres, universities and public housing. 
During the 14 years of the urban renewal 
programme, 993 cities participated, 
carrying out more than 2,500 ‘projects’. 
Of those displaced, 63 per cent were 
African Americans; the areas destroyed 
included substantial portions of such 
important black cultural centres as the Hill 
District in Pittsburgh and the Fillmore in 
San Francisco.

The Kerner Commission’s study11 
of civil disorder in 1967 included 
urban renewal in the list of factors that 
triggered the rebellions. The process of 
urban renewal tore communities apart, 
destroying their accumulated social, 
cultural, political and economic capital, 
as well as undermining their competitive 
position vis-à-vis neighbourhoods that 
were not disturbed.12 This profoundly 
weakened affected neighbourhoods and 
those harms were repeated in subsequent 
displacements due to: planned shrinkage, 
the policy that spread AIDS in New 
York City; mass incarceration; Housing 
Opportunities for People Everywhere 
(HOPE) VI, which demolished federal 
housing projects; the foreclosure crisis; and 
gentrification.13

This series of displacements 
from neighbourhoods occurred 
contemporaneously with 
deindustrialisation, which undermined 
the economic foundations of older 
American cities, leaving unskilled workers 
at a severe disadvantage.14 This created 
massive migration to the southern states’ 
Sun Belt, destabilising both ‘sending’ 
and ‘receiving’ cities. In the upheaval 
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caused by serial forced displacement 
and deindustrialisation, the epidemics 
of heroin and crack cocaine took off, 
violence soared and AIDS became a 
serious threat to health. Asthma and 
obesity flourished. Trauma, as a result 
of these accumulating disasters, became 
a major source of psychiatric illness and 
contributor to ill health.

The economic and social 
dismemberment of African American 
communities stole their wealth, their 
power and their capacity to engage 
in problem solving. Returning to the 
biopsychosocial model, we can begin to 
name the processes that are happening 
at each level of scale. The experience 
of trauma, grief, anger and the stress 
of losing one’s embedding community 
have effects on the person. These can 
lead to psychiatric illness, the use of 
drugs and other addictions, unhealthy 
eating habits, autoimmune disorders and 
infectious diseases. The vulnerability of 
the individual stripped of the protection 
of a known and loved place is greatly 
increased. When social processes of 
constant upheaval set in, as they did 
because of the serial nature of these 
processes, the individuals were not able 
to re-establish a beloved community 
elsewhere. Then, new kinds of social 
organisation developed and new kinds of 
communication were employed. It is in 
this context that we find widespread social 
fracture, violence, addiction and refusal 
of participation in larger social systems 
through voting and other non-violent 
forms of action.15

The processes of urban renewal, 
deindustrialisation and planned shrinkage 
are centrifugal. The author’s book Root 
Shock16 describes the ways in which the 
centrifugal processes tear at people’s places 
and their lives, asking the question, ‘When 
the centre fails, what will hold?’

The answer in the near term is that 
people take on the ‘work’ of placemaking 

— attempting to simulate the sense of 
stability, connection and identity that 
place innately provides in order to keep 
their lives together. This is exhausting, as 
the very reason we create complex cities 
is to shift work to the built environment. 
That is why people struggle to rebuild as 
quickly as they can. This work is going on 
all around the world. The careful tutelage 
of the renowned French urbanist, Michel 
Cantal-Dupart, enabled a presentation by 
the author of the ways in which people 
repair fracture in a later book, Urban 
Alchemy.17

THE LITERAL AND FIGURATIVE 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE IDEA OF THE 
‘MAIN STREET’
We need to be more committed to the 
maintenance and repair of precious but 
fragile social ecologies. As the ecologists 
teach us, there is no here and there, no us 
and them, only us and here. In this, urban 
regeneration policies, placemaking and 
urban planning must at a minimum avoid 
doing harm; ideally, they should strive 
to serve as restorative agents, incubating 
communities energised by solidarity and 
mutuality.

The author recently launched a 
research project titled ‘Main Street’. In 
the past, civic and commercial centres 
were designed and built to provide a 
centripetal force for a community. Some 
Main Streets visited during this study 
have been vibrant and functional, others 
creeping along, some dead. When such 
spaces disappear, the centre is gone; 
people are thrown into a centrifugal crisis. 
When enough centres are gone, whole 
regions are impaired. When enough 
regions are reeling, the nation becomes 
paralysed. That is where we find ourselves 
in 2020 — in a dark situation with 
too little connection to make problem 
solving possible. Mounting crisis may 
force us to work together, but increasing 
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anxiety may feed anger and hatred 
faster than solidarity. In our terrified 
apartness, we could fall prey to the worst 
possible outcomes vis-à-vis crises such 
as climate change, species extinction and 
international warfare.

Is there a way forward? The Main 
Street study suggests that there is. On 
Cherokee Street in St Louis, the local 
Main Street organisation has installed a 
basketball court for teenagers, right there 
along with the shops and restaurants. It is 
called ‘Love Bank’. While the adults are 
arguing about insurance and noise and the 
right image for the street, the kids are able 
to play ball. We grown-ups are trapped 
in our arguments, which is an inevitable 
outcome of gaining experience, aggravated 
by the centrifugal processes which took 
us into warring factions. But the teens 
can think and talk and see the crisis. If we 
can learn to think boldly as they do — 
think of the leaders who emerged after 
the Parkland shooting, or Greta Thunberg 
protesting climate change — we will have 
a shot at survival.
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Abstract The rising attention given to mental health and well-being in urban policy, 
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INTRODUCTION
The rising attention given to mental 
health and well-being in urban policy, 
urban regeneration projects and place-
making practices has led to an increase in 
the production and collation of supporting 
primary and secondary research evidence. 
Embodied particularly clearly in the work 
programme of the UK’s What Works 
Centre for Wellbeing (from 2015–), this 
research has focused upon the impact 
of city spaces, neighbourhoods and 
communities on the psychological and 
social well-being of local residents. This 
paper presents a reflective review of a 

subset of this research, that which focuses 
upon urban mental health and well-being 
as they unfold in the context of relatively 
disadvantaged urban communities in the 
UK. The paper introduces the concept of 
community well-being and outlines the 
core ingredients of interventions in places 
that show promise in terms of improving 
well-being. Attention is given in particular 
to the meaningful involvement of 
communities in local decision making. 
The paper concludes with a critical 
stocktaking of the state of the present 
evidence base, identifies where evidence 
gaps still exist and signposts where the 
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quality of the evidence base might be 
improved.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF URBAN-
CENTRED MENTAL HEALTH POLICY 
AND THE SEARCH FOR EVIDENCE
The pledge to begin to tackle the UK 
population’s declining mental health and 
well-being appeared to begin in earnest 
in 2011 with the publication by the 
Coalition Government of a key strategy 
document: ‘No Health Without Mental 
Health: Cross-government mental health 
outcomes strategy for people of all ages’.1 
In the foreword to ‘No Health Without 
Mental Health’ the then prime minister 
and his deputy stated that the success 
of the UK would be judged not just by 
the success of its economy, but also by 
its levels of well-being. With its talk of 
mainstreaming mental health, tackling 
the determinants of mental distress and 
unequivocally aiming for parity of esteem 
between physical and mental health across 
prevention and treatment agendas, it 
looked like things were about to move 
forward. Adopting a life course approach 
to understanding mental distress and 
recognising the need to get things right in 
the early years, as well as acknowledging 
the key role played by socio-economic 
inequalities, it seemed that horns were 
being grasped. Sense seemed to have 
prevailed. Even the title appeared to signal 
a new and deeper understanding of the 
importance of mental health. Things 
seemed set to change so that that the 
despair, playing out in homes, streets and 
hospitals across the country, especially 
noticeable and sustained in certain 
geographical hotspots, would diminish 
because the complex systemic factors that 
inevitably made some of us more prone to 
despair than others would be tackled.

Then came austerity and, with it, 
widening inequalities, food banks, zero-
hour contracts and the expansion of the 

precariat. The UK’s young people, already 
struggling, found it hard to contemplate 
a positive future for themselves in this 
glum new world. Academics in the 
department of public health at the 
University of Liverpool began exploring 
the extent to which austerity could be 
regarded as a cause of increased deaths 
and, in particular, deaths by suicide.2 
The same city’s own Liverpool Mental 
Health Consortium told of the lived 
experience of deprivation and of changes 
to welfare processes and decisions in one 
of their pieces of work, Austerity Times. 
In a predictable, if ironic, turn, austerity 
heralded the end of this consortium, 
which had been set up during better times 
to undertake the vital service of ensuring 
that the voices of those who used services, 
and those who cared for them, were 
heard as local mental health policy was 
considered and enacted.

In short, despite the goodwill 
articulated (albeit with a scattering of 
the inevitable, oft-heard tropes) in the 
Government’s key policy document, 
mental health continued to play 
Cinderella. Her fairy godmother had 
failed her, and she would not be going to 
the ball after all. Nowhere was Cinders 
more despairing than in the country’s 
deprived inner cities and fading coastal 
towns.3

All the time, research has underscored 
the need for intervention. International 
thinkers in the field of public health have, 
over the years, made mainstream their 
arguments that it is not the individual who 
is at fault for their ill-health, but rather it 
is the consequences of the systems within 
which they operate.4 The logical extension 
to this social understanding is that the 
best way for individuals to take action to 
improve their health and well-being is for 
them to develop strong local networks of 
people who share common circumstances, 
concerns and interests. Such groups 
can come together to fight damaging 
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decisions taken ‘about them without 
them’ that often, if inadvertently, serve 
to widen inequality gaps. While there is 
nothing that innovative in this thinking, 
the strength of community voice has 
become a real force for political change 
within the last decade. Often aligning in 
the wake of trouble or to prevent disaster, 
we have seen the power of the Grenfell 
community, of Extinction Rebellion and, 
on social media, of #MeToo. As Haidt5 
said, human cooperation is the most 
powerful force on this planet.

It follows, therefore, that the most 
complex, ‘wicked’ problems we face 
as societies, like inequality and mental 
distress, are most likely to be addressed 
through cooperative forces. At our best 
we are a profoundly prosocial species 
where our evolved altruistic tendencies, 
our capacity for communication and 
empathy and our desire for shared cultures 
steer us towards outcomes that favour our 
in-group.

The same UK prime minister 
responsible for ‘No Health Without 
Mental Health’ had, in 2010, spoken of 
the panacea of ‘Big Society’. Regarded 
suspiciously, at the time, as a political 
ploy that disguised local government 
budget cuts, the policy was not well 
received. However, with its roots in 
more socialist thinking and supported by 
theory and evidence from public health 
and psychology, Big Society could have 
been a cornerstone of successful, scalable 
outcomes. Instead, it died a speedy death 
because of a fundamental lack of trust in 
the politicians felt by the people.

Eventually, in its wake, and building 
on the work of the Office for National 
Statistics’ measurement of national well-
being and the Commission on Wellbeing 
and Policy, the new kid on the What 
Works Network block was born. Aiming 
to synthesise the available evidence on 
interventions that promote well-being 
and to conduct new secondary data 

analyses, the UK’s What Works Centre 
for Wellbeing launched in 2015. With 
the ultimate objective of making the 
improvement of the nation’s well-being 
a cross-policy target, community well-
being was among its four evidence 
programmes. Now well into its fourth 
year, the Community Wellbeing Evidence 
Programme has produced in the region of 
70 outputs that combine scholarship with 
real-world understandings. The initiative 
has enabled academics from several 
universities to work with civil society 
partners and government departments 
to investigate and interrogate the best 
evidence about the determinants of well-
being in the nation’s neighbourhoods, 
authorities and regions and to discover 
what works, where and for whom when 
it comes to improving well-being in UK 
places.

Among this evidence base, there 
appear to be a few core ingredients that 
we might think of as necessary to herald 
improvements in place-based well-being. 
These will be discussed below.

URBAN MENTAL HEALTH: 
ENTRENCHED AND COMPLEX

‘The city is not merely a repository of 
pleasures. It is the stage on which we 
fight our battles, where we act out the 
drama of our own lives. It can enhance or 
corrode our ability to cope with everyday 
challenges. It can steal our autonomy or 
give us freedom to thrive. It can offer a 
navigable environment, or it can create 
a series of impossible gauntlets that wear 
us down daily. The messages encoded in 
architecture and systems can foster a sense 
of mastery or helplessness. The good city 
should be measured not by its distractions 
and amenities, but by how it affects this 
everyday drama of survival, work and 
meaning.’6

Social scientists back in the 1930s reported 
the higher prevalence of both common 
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and severe mental health difficulties (ie 
depression and schizophrenia) in inner 
cities compared to more rural areas.7 This 
high-income country finding is so robust 
and enduring that it has earned the name, 
the urbanicity effect.8 The relative toxicity 
of cities for mental health and well-being 
trumps the fact that farmers have among 
the highest suicide rates as an occupation 
across the world9,10 and that rural homes 
tend to be more isolated, suggesting a 
lack of contact with others who could 
provide social support. The causes of the 
urbanicity effect continue to be explored 
and debated to this day.11,12 Indeed, 
neuroscientists have reported detecting 
the effects of urban living and upbringing 
on brain functioning in the form of social 
stress responses.13

Two particularly important findings 
stand out in this literature, which clearly 
indicate that this effect is not simply 
one of ‘social drift’. These are that there 
is a dose–response association between 
urban living in childhood and later risk 
of adult mental ill-health and that the 
effect seems to have something to do with 
the perceived quality of the urban living 
environment.14,15,16 These are particularly 
important findings because they indicate, 
in tangible ways, when and how we 
should consider intervening to lessen 
the effect of inner-city living on mental 
distress.

As the quote from Montgomery 
emphasises, our modern 21st-century 
cities are the stage sets of human 
pleasure and challenge — hedonia and 
anhedonia. The implication is that we 
can improve urban experience to banish 
the toxic while retaining the beneficial 
effects for us all. However, this is neither 
a zero-sum game nor a level playing 
field. Unfortunately, it seems that more 
often than not, improving the benefits 
for some means increasing the negative 
effects for others in our unequal, growth-
dominated society. We know that poverty 

and impoverishment are devastating for 
mental health and well-being and that 
disadvantaged circumstances lead to poorer 
general health. It therefore follows that 
addressing systemic inequalities is the 
best way to tackle ill-health and sustain 
good health.17,18,19 As poverty is relative, 
eradicating it will inevitably mean a 
levelling of resources — upwards for many 
and downwards for a few.

Nowhere is it easier to see and to 
experience poverty and impoverishment 
than in our cities. In one study conducted 
as part of the Prosocial Place Research 
Programme, groups of young adults were 
taken on a 2-mile urban walk across an 
area to the south of a city centre where 
most of them had not ventured before.20 
The walk was dissected by a metropolitan 
park that acted as a restorative ‘washout’ 
between the data collection areas that 
flanked it. Experiential data was collected 
from the individual walkers at 16 stopping 
points along the walk: eight in a relatively 
affluent area, and eight in a relatively 
deprived area, with the walks balanced to 
progress in both directions. Among the 
many variables measured were the level 
of on-the-spot threat felt by the walkers, 
which was higher in the more deprived 
area, and the extent to which the walkers 
felt they would trust the residents of 
the area, which was lower in the more 
deprived area. One of the most important 
findings of this research was that the 
extent to which the walkers felt they 
would trust the residents of the areas was 
very highly correlated with how wealthy 
the residents of the area were judged to 
be, demonstrating how area disadvantage 
effects judgments of traits that collectively 
contribute to social capital. It seems that, 
in the urban context, we have a tendency 
to trust those who we think have more 
resources. This is perhaps unsurprising but 
nevertheless extremely important if we 
are to address place stigma, an issue that 
is only now rising up the public health 
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research agenda.21 Indeed, earlier findings 
that really add insult to injury have shown 
that there is an individual penalty to pay, 
in the form of increased risk of depression, 
if we become attached to a stigmatised, 
disadvantaged place.22

In different research, this time 
conducted under the auspices of a large 
National Institute for Health Research 
(NIHR) programme grant spread across 
the north-west coast of England, itself 
an area defined by health and well-
being inequality, network analysis was 
used to examine data collected as part 
of a Household Health Neighbourhood 
Survey.23 This analysis showed how 
network connections between a 
mental health cluster of symptoms 
(including anxiety, depression and 
feelings of persecution) and a cluster of 
neighbourhood (anti-)social factors were 
markedly absent for the least deprived 
wards as measured by the Index of 
Multiple Deprivation. These inter-cluster 
connections began to appear in the form 
of a direct relationship between symptoms 
of anxiety and reported neighbourhood 
incivilities in the moderately disadvantaged 
neighbourhoods and progressed to denser 
direct connections between mental health 
symptoms, namely feelings of persecution, 
and neighbourhood incivilities in the 
most disadvantaged areas. It is through 
analysis like this that the trajectories and 
relationships between the determinants 
of urban distress can begin to be 
understood.

When we start to consider the 
psychology that may underpin the 
associations between impoverished living 
environments and mental distress, the 
true complexity of the issues are further 
revealed, alongside their deep-seated 
nature. One study, for example, found 
that even just contemplating photographs 
of impoverished residential urban areas 
can make us anticipate more threat 
heading our way in the near future.24 

Other research has found that the diverse 
psychological underpinnings of mental 
distress, such as locus of control (ie the 
extent to which we feel in control of 
the things that happen to us) and future 
directed thinking, are often similarly 
associated with experiences characteristic 
of inner-city living.25–28

As we begin to take action to address 
urban mental health, we must not 
lose sight of the complexity of these 
relationships lest we inadvertently promote 
costly but ineffective, possibly even 
damaging, urban policy and practice.

GREEN IS GOOD: THE RISKS OF 
DISTILLING COMPLEX EVIDENCE 
INTO OVERARCHING PRACTICE: THE 
CASE OF URBAN GREENING
If, in Clapham omnibus fashion, a random 
group of people were to be asked what 
they think can be done to improve mental 
health and well-being in our cities, it 
is likely that at least one or maybe all 
of them would recommend that there 
should be more green spaces. To be fair, 
this is exactly what the growing body 
of evidence in the area suggests. From 
epidemiology to qualitative sociological 
research and neuroscience, this applied 
message has rung out as clear as a bell over 
the past decade or so.29–32 Furthermore, 
although this finding has not been 
subjected to much longitudinal scrutiny, 
it does seem to withstand examination 
across time as a result of natural churn 
between places with and without green 
assets.33 It is also good to note links made 
to established theory such as attention 
restoration theory.34,35 All of this implies 
that this wealth of evidence is compelling 
and, indeed, it has been well used in the 
support and development of city-wide 
green strategies, for example.

However, there is need to fear the 
generic spread of simple ‘green-washing’ 
solutions for six compelling reasons.
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• First, the theoretical base needs further 
challenge from other disciplines, beyond 
biophillic accounts. These could include 
exploring Appleton’s Prospect-Refuge 
theory and Gilbert’s evolutionary model 
of human emotions;36–38

• Second, the idea that the psychological 
effects of living in deprived places can 
be compartmentalised into the effects of 
parks, streets, roads and dwellings, while 
suitable for the purposes of research, in 
no way reflects our everyday experience 
of places. After all, to get to our local 
green space we typically have to walk 
through other forms of public realm 
that themselves contribute to negative 
affect and elevated cortisol responses. 
The quality of the wider environment 
within which the green space sits needs 
therefore to be taken into account. 
However, measures of that allusive 
attribute, ‘quality of place’, are hard to 
find;

• Third, hidden amid the ‘green is 
good’ narrative is an assumption of a 
universal preference for the pastoral 
type of landscape that European and 
North American parks and green spaces 
tend to emulate. There is a critical 
lack of research evidence about cross-
cultural differences in ‘natural landscape’ 
preferences. Snaith’s39 doctoral thesis 
is a notable and welcome exception, 
showing that such preferences are, in 
fact, far from universal;

• Fourth, there is a limit on what 
green infrastructure can realistically 
accomplish when it comes to 
improving health, including mental 
health. Street trees must be selected 
for species attributes and need to be 
planted in appropriate places to avoid 
becoming pollution traps or hazards. 
Asthma and hay fever from urban trees 
will not improve mental health and 
we cannot expect trees to continue 
to ‘mop up’ emissions from our 
vehicles, which themselves contribute 

significantly to walkability, urban stress 
and threat;

• Fifth, those who suffer the most severe 
forms of mental distress are unlikely to 
benefit from green space because they 
often become housebound due to social 
anxiety, agoraphobia, deeply black 
moods and feelings of persecution;

• Finally, with pressed local authority 
budgets and the need to plan 
generously for sustaining adequate 
stewardship of green infrastructure so 
that it does not become a toxic asset 
that supports threat instead of having 
restorative effects, we must be mindful 
that other spending options exist. Those 
that may have as good or better effects 
on urban mental health and well-being 
include improving streets and ‘grey’ 
spaces, encouraging active travel, street 
cleaning, establishing and running 
community hubs and supporting local 
events or projects.40

THE CONCEPT OF COMMUNITY 
WELL-BEING
It is possible to foresee a bright future 
for urban mental health and well-being 
if research, policy and practice come 
together to address the right questions 
in the right way. It is uncontroversial to 
assert that urban centres can facilitate the 
good in our human species. Our antisocial 
and threatening ‘no-go’ areas or down-
at-heel towns can be turned around to 
become prosocial and welcoming niches, 
but experience tells us that this is unlikely 
to be achieved through top-down urban 
regeneration approaches. It is more 
likely to result when we adopt socially 
sustainable approaches that properly 
engage the key asset of cities and towns — 
their people. The international Transition 
Towns movement provides a template for 
this kind of optimistic, grounded approach 
to change. Making these changes without 
calling down the sword of Damocles of 
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gentrification upon one’s head is a matter 
of further concern, however.

The concept of community well-
being has been explored through 
multidisciplinary and cross-sector lenses, 
whereby it is claimed that community 
or social well-being emerges when 
neighbourhoods can support strong 
networks between people by providing 
the context in which people can come 
together to do things they enjoy and 
enact the meaningful changes they need 
in common.41 In time, a stronger sense 
of place and a restoration of the people–
place bond will help us to develop a 
stronger sense of belonging to our places. 
This merging of communities of place 
with communities of interest is the way 
to establish ‘we-ness’ – a necessary and 
sufficient ingredient of community well-
being.42,43 In the long-term, poverty and 
disadvantage need to be abolished but, in 
the meantime, they need not inevitably 
be one-way streets to mental distress 
as long as there is social support and 
neighbourliness. If ‘authorities’ can be 
prevented from taking control of decisions 
that should made by communities then 
the changes that occur in our places are 
much more likely to morph into improved 
community well-being.44,45

These assertions are not utopian but 
instead are consistent with the growing 
social movement in the prevention and 
treatment of mental distress.46 At the heart 
of this approach is a belief that recovery, 
even from serious mental distress, is 
possible because we can experience high 
well-being in the context of unwanted 
symptoms. It is a matter of reducing 
the salience of distressing symptoms by 
engaging in activities that encourage 
positive feelings, enjoyed alongside 
supportive others, activities that provide 
a sense of sustainable meaning and 
purpose. In the UK the progress being 
made by the devolved nations to address 
improved mental health and well-being 

in all policies provides room for optimism 
and hope. Wales’ Wellbeing of Future 
Generations Act (2015) and Scotland’s 
Community Empowerment Act (2015) 
embed excellent visions and clear paths 
along which to progress.

DOING THINGS WELL: THE 
PROCESSES OF INTERVENTION
Throughout the review work conducted 
for the What Works Centre for 
Wellbeing including on whether and how 
interventions in place infrastructure,47 on 
joint decision making in communities,48 
and on historic places and assets49 
affect individual and community well-
being, two process-related factors have 
stood out as core ingredients that can 
strongly determine whether or not place 
and community level changes make 
significant differences to the well-being 
of individuals and communities. They 
are, first, the meaningful involvement of 
people in planning, doing, progressing 
and evaluating activities or interventions 
and, second, the proper consideration of 
differential impacts on certain people in 
the community who are most likely to be 
affected by changes taking place.

Although it is often taken for granted 
that co-production and joint decision 
making between communities and 
authorities will lead to well-being benefits 
for those involved, our review work on 
joint decision making in communities 
demonstrated that there is precious little 
evidence to show that this is, in fact, 
the case. The problems seem to be two-
fold. First, the understanding of what it 
meant to be meaningfully involved in 
co-production include all sorts of different 
levels of ‘involvement’ from tokenistic 
community consultation to meaningful 
and empowering involvement. Finding 
and identifying the studies that fell into 
the latter category was a challenge. 
However, we showed that the extent 
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of meaningful involvement determined 
the translation into well-being benefits 
both to the individual and to the wider 
community. Indeed, being involved at a 
rung lower down the seminal Arnstein’s 
ladder of participation50 was more likely to 
lead to negative impacts on the well-being 
of those directly involved. Frustration, 
exhaustion and a feeling of being brushed 
aside and not listened to were reported. It 
seems that ineffectively or half-heartedly 
‘doing with’ may be as problematic for 
well-being as ‘doing to’ communities. 
On this point, it is significant that in the 
systematic review exploring the role of 
place infrastructure no primary evidence, 
even of a poor quality, was identified 
that pointed to well-being improvement 
from interventions that were delivered 
in an entirely ‘top-down’ fashion. On 
the other hand, when communities were 
meaningfully involved in the many forms 
of interventions that this large-scale 
evidence review captured, the transition to 
improved well-being was seen.

WHAT WORKS WELL: WELL-BEING 
PUBLIC DIALOGUES
Fortunately, many of the primary 
studies reviewed within the community 
well-being evidence programme have 
involved interventions in areas of relative 
disadvantage in the context of high-
income, OECD countries. However, the 
reporting of evidence was rather poor in 
terms of the involvement of people with 
protected characteristics or of those on 
whom interventions were likely to have 
the most direct impact. There was also 
very little in the way of coverage about 
the distribution of impacts across different 
groups. It seems clear that more work 
needs to go into meaningfully involving 
under-represented groups if the aim is to 
change well-being at scale and to reduce 
well-being inequalities known to be 
spatially distributed and entrenched over 

time.51 Notable exceptions exist, of course, 
including Wandsworth Coproduction52 
which, over 15 years, has focused on 
the coproduction of community care 
and prevention using a whole system 
cross-faith, community empowerment 
network approach. The role that locally 
rooted social enterprises and community 
businesses play in addressing these matters 
of inclusivity can be critical and the 
expanding role and fortunes of initiatives 
like the Bromley-by-Bow centre are 
notable in this and other respects.

ON THE QUALITY OF THE EVIDENCE 
AND THE EXISTENCE OF GAPS
It is important to begin with an 
acknowledgment that documenting and 
evaluating the process and effects of 
interventions carried out in the messy, 
unpredictable and uncontrollable real 
world is extremely challenging. For this 
reason, anyone who embarks on this 
venture deserves encouragement for they 
are up against factors such as national 
policy changes, unknown and unmeasured 
parallel activities, the implications of local 
government initiatives, the vagaries of 
funding decisions and the voluntary nature 
of involvement. The challenges seem 
particularly pronounced for quantitative 
research that, in these contexts, can 
often lack statistical power due to issues 
such as high dropout rates. Smaller-scale 
qualitative studies stand more chance of 
meeting quality criteria assessed using 
standard scales such as GRADE and 
GRADE-CERQual which also rate the 
method of evaluation being undertaken.53 
In this regard, randomised control trials 
inevitably win out as the method of 
choice, even though, in this area they are 
near impossible to accomplish.

To improve the quality of evidence 
in the areas of urban mental health and 
community well-being so that we can feel 
more confident that what is reported is 
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robust and meaningful, there are a number 
of things that can be done. Some are 
simple, others more challenging.

First, it would be a good start if, 
when planning evaluations, investigators 
look at the quality assessment tools like 
those mentioned previously and try to 
document and report as many of the 
factors of interest as they can. This should 
include a clear description of the context 
in which the intervention has taken place, 
including location, IMD, ethnic diversity, 
and any recent or historical changes that 
provide the background context to, and 
the need for the intervention.

Increasingly, in order for an 
implementation or intervention to be 
adopted further afield for wider impact, 
the findings may need to be scrutinised 
using cost–benefit economic analysis 
which could include a social return on 
investment approach. This means that 
some indication of costs associated with 
setting up the intervention should be 
included as well as, for health economic 
assessment, the use of standardised tools 
to measure health and mental health 
status. Examples include the EQ-5D-5L 
questionnaire,54 the Generalised Anxiety 
Disorder Scale-7,55 the Patient Health 
Questionnaire-956 and perhaps a suitably 
abridged Client Service Receipt 
Inventory.57 In reviews carried out as part 
of the Community Wellbeing Evidence 
Programme, the information needed for 
anything more than a cursory ‘back of 
the matchbox’ cost–benefit assessment was 
generally missing from primary papers.

The agreement and standardisation of 
well-being and community well-being 
assessment ‘tool box’ will also improve 
what can be taken from both individual 
evaluations and larger bodies of evidence. 
Just as health economists use the QALY 
— a standard Quality Adjusted Life Year 
measure to assess the overall burden of 
illness, so well-being researchers are calling 
for a WALY – a Wellbeing Adjusted Life 

Year — to be devised.58 One difficulty 
is that while short measures may be 
the best choice for speed and ease of 
administration, they can often leave 
critical information about the main issues 
unmeasured. While they are invariably 
better suited to large-scale surveys, there 
has been a tendency in recent years to 
reduce measures of well-being to a single 
question on life satisfaction such as that 
found in the Office for National personal 
well-being questions.59 If more nuanced 
information reflecting psychological well-
being, mental health symptoms or levels 
of distress is needed, then this degree of 
parsimony would not be appropriate. 
For this reason, a suite of approved 
tools and indicators, flexible enough to 
accommodate different research questions 
and rationales is required to move forward 
the quality of research in the area. The 
first step towards this has begun with the 
publication of a community well-being 
review of indicators.60

Finally, it is not of much practical 
value to show that an intervention has 
improved hedonic well-being following a 
short period of immersion. For example, 
if you want to argue that a new park 
has had the effect of improving resident 
well-being then it is not sufficient to 
measure individual well-being before 
going to the park and then measure it 
again immediately on leaving. A more 
persuasive set of data would show that 
more frequent use of the park over time 
is positively correlated with improvements 
to well-being or negatively correlated 
with reduction of mental distress over the 
course of weeks or months. Even better, 
would be if a realistic evaluation was able 
to chart a reduction in visits to the GP or 
an increased level of productivity at work 
for example, alongside improved self-
reported well-being.

In community well-being, there has 
been a concerted effort to pin down 
what is meant by the term and how we 
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should approach its measurement. There 
is currently a gap in terms of capturing 
a collective understanding of community 
well-being in relation to neighbourhood, 
town, city or region. Thus, a method 
for gathering perceptions of how a place 
functions for residents in ways known to 
determine well-being is needed. This, 
alongside an agreed, practical and easy-
to-get definition and concept that captures 
the system of community well-being 
should form part of a toolkit accompanied 
by a low-resource method to facilitate the 
active consideration of differential impacts 
and well-being inequalities.

CONCLUSION
As city builders work to imagine 
cityscapes which might better promote 
well-being, the research base suggest 
that a number of priority actions merit 
particular attention. The nexus between 
austerity, inequality, poor neighbourhoods 
and the mental health of the precariat 
needs to be brought to the fore. A well-
being toolkit could help urban policy 
makers, regeneration practitioners and 
place-makers enhance the visibility of 
well-being-centred interventions in 
regeneration projects. There needs to be a 
better understanding of the evidence and 
all its complexities; it is important to avoid 
broad brush assumptions — for instance, 
not ‘greenwashing’ cities for its own sake 
and making sure we more fully understand 
what trees can and cannot do for mental 
health and human flourishing. There 
needs to be a reappraisal of co-design and 
its processes and benefits; local knowledge 
and indigenous intellects need to be 
harnessed. And evaluation methods need 
to be devised to understand better the 
consequences and differential impacts of 
policy on the psychological experiences of 
local residents.

While chatting recently with the 
organiser of a very welcome conference 

on Planning for Good Mental Health 
organised by the North West of England 
branch of the Royal Town Planning 
Institute, I declared that nothing about 
addressing these issues is rocket science. 
‘No,’ he agreed, ‘it’s harder.’ He was right, 
of course. In a world where resources 
were plentiful and where funding 
organisations had capacity to tolerate 
uncertain outcomes, unhindered by 
metrics, academics could play impactful 
parts in tackling urban well-being 
challenges. With an appropriate focus 
on rigour and on the asking of good 
questions towards real solutions, the 
further decline in the mental health of 
the growing urban population can be 
prevented. Doing things by ‘tick box’ or 
by implementing current, unsuccessful 
dogma is no longer an option. It 
therefore behoves academics across all 
disciplines to embrace the risk of multi-
sector engagement and interdisciplinary 
working to make the changes we need 
to see. As we get together to confront 
this challenge, we should keep in mind 
that place-making, being an inherently 
optimistic process, is measurably good 
for well-being61 and that every city, town 
and community has assets and treasures to 
draw on to support the improvement of 
mental health and well-being.
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Abstract Psychotherapy offers a historical, social and relational understanding of 
the human condition — the being and becoming of the human — and helps people to 
better understand the impress of the social world on their psychologies so that they 
might flourish and enjoy wellness. This paper reflects upon the extent to which, thus 
defined, psychotherapy might usefully articulate with and enrich urban planning, design, 
regeneration and renewal. It weaves together a double play between psychotherapy in 
the city (homo-urbanus on the couch — focusing upon extending therapy to social and 
historical urban citizens and their psychologies) and psychotherapy of the city (concrete 
on the couch — construing the city as a social and historical being just as a human being 
and replicating psychotherapeutically informed remedies and interventions at the scale 
of the city). In the first case, the impress of urbanisation on psychologies and what might 
be done to ameliorate urban stressors provides the focus. In the second case, a more 
reflexive historical, social and relational understanding of the urban condition — the being 
and becoming of the city — could help cities themselves to more effectively harness self-
care tools. The implication is clear. The psychotherapy profession should be represented 
in governance institutions which oversee regeneration and renewal projects so that 
these projects might leave as their legacy more enduring therapeutic and human-centred 
landscapes.

Keywords: psychotherapy, psychosocial, relationship, innovation, urban planning, urban 
design

‘The city is a complex space: a living, 
layered confluence of history, present and 
future … It is at once personal and social.’1

INTRODUCTION
The importance of urbanisation, place 
quality and place making in human 

wellness and well-being is now widely 
recognised. Of course, the nexus between 
urbanisation, the built environment and 
mental health is clearly complex and 
variegated and it would be wrong to make 
glib generalisations. We continue to suffer 
from insufficient knowledge about the 
detailed impacts of urban dynamics and 
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urban form on the existential, emotional 
and psychological make-up of city 
residents. Nevertheless, the contours of 
a public problem are steadily becoming 
apparent.

Urban dwellers experience a constant 
overload of stimuli: noise, crowds, smells, 
sights, disarray and pollution abounds. 
Every part of the urban environment 
seems deliberately designed to assert 
meanings and messages through intense 
visual and sensory signs and rhetoric. Not 
only does the city dweller find themselves 
in a state of almost constant mental 
arousal, they may wish to shut themselves 
away as a response with the potential for 
detrimental health impacts. We know that 
cities are often associated with higher rates 
of most mental health issues compared 
with rural areas — an almost 40 per cent 
higher risk of depression and a 20 per cent 
greater risk of anxiety. Well-controlled 
epidemiological studies show elevated 
rates of psychotic disorders in densely 
populated areas. And of course, all of these 
outcomes are significantly worse in cities 
with wealth and income inequalities and 
high concentrations of poor people living 
in bleak and deprived neighbourhoods.

Writing as chief executive of the UK 
Council for Psychotherapy, the leading 
body for psychotherapeutic education, 
training, research and regulation in the 
country, engaging more than 10,000 
accredited practitioners, it can be observed 
that notwithstanding these insights, across 
the UK, efforts to improve mental health 
continue to focus upon ‘treating’ people 
who already have mental health difficulties 
using a biomedical approach which 
assumes that it is faulty mental faculties 
operating ‘under the skull’ which require 
remediation and medication.

In contrast, psychotherapy offers 
a historical, social and relational 
understanding of the human condition 
— the being and becoming of the human 
being — which seeks to help people to 

flourish and enjoy wellness by attending to 
the quality of the social worlds of which 
they are part. It is the contention of this 
paper that defined thus, there exists the 
potential (indeed an imperative) to create 
a psychotherapeutically informed tradition 
of urban planning, design, regeneration 
and renewal, which aspires to make places 
which serve as therapeutic incubators for 
human growth.

This paper weaves together a double 
play between psychotherapy in the city 
(focusing upon extending therapy to 
social and historical urban beings) and 
psychotherapy of the city (construing 
the city as a social and historical being 
just as a human being and replicating 
remedies at the scale of the city). Care 
must be taken to avoid overstretching the 
analytical play and conflating the literal 
with the metaphorical. But it is productive 
to draw parallels. With cities as with 
people, trauma and repression can colonise 
the unconscious and lead to negative 
outcomes and trapped energies. Equally, 
by gaining deep reflexive self-awareness 
and tools to manage the self, cities as with 
people can work to resolve bifurcating 
personalities and self-doubt and to build 
resilience and resourcefulness. Perhaps it is 
time to put the concrete as well as urban 
dwellers on the couch?

First, the paper will outline the 
fundamental tenets and principles of 
psychotherapy, specifically underscoring 
its distinctiveness from psychology; 
second, it will make the case for a new 
rapprochement between psychotherapy 
and urban planning, regeneration and 
place making and; finally, it will identify 
principles to guide future dialogue and 
shared practice.

THE FUNDAMENTAL TENETS OF 
PSYCHOTHERAPY
There is a huge mystique and some 
understandable fear over what 
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psychotherapy actually is,2 so it is no 
wonder its applicability to the design 
of urban spaces may seem, initially, 
hard to fathom. If you to search ‘what 
is psychotherapy’ online, you will be 
confronted with a standard answer that 
psychotherapy is a talking therapy for 
mental health problems. Yet psychotherapy 
and psychoanalytical theory offer us a 
rich discourse for the understanding 
of everyday life. Psychotherapy offers a 
social and relational way of understanding 
what it is to be human, as opposed to a 
bio-medical one. Psychotherapy can be 
viewed in a number of ways. It is a theory 
of human development and functioning; 
it is a varied collection of modalities; it 
is a clinical, relational practice to enable 
the client or patient, or service-user to 
gain a deeper understanding of themselves 
and what may have happened to them. 
Productively, it presents policymakers and 
practitioners across many sectors with the 
possibility of social and relational solutions 
to everyday issues.

While psychology is a discipline 
concerned with models of ‘normal’ 
functioning of the human mind and of 
behaviours, psychotherapy is more focused 
on the individual (or couple, family or 
group) and their specific circumstances 
and histories.3 Sigmund Freud, the 
founder of psychoanalysis, was originally a 
medical doctor whose work with neurotic 
patients led him to believe emotional 
and mental distress was not a medical 
illness but rather the result of keeping 
experiences and thoughts buried in the 
unconscious. For the next 50 years, his 
approach to listening to and interpreting 
the verbal expression of feelings of patients 
would dominate clinical practice. This 
process would take a long time, often 
years.

It is no coincidence that psychotherapy 
and psychoanalytical theory originated 
during the fin de siècle, a period marked 
by profound social changes as well as 

conflicts wrought by industrialisation and 
urbanisation. Upheaval was accompanied 
by exploration and advances in philosophy 
and culture, including literature, art and 
music. The increasing pace of life and the 
rise of new social groups was a source of 
concern to Freud and his contemporaries 
who were themselves living in times 
dominated by conservative, nationalist and 
anti-Semitic forces. Freud is thought of as 
an expert on our inner worlds, although 
it was impossible to ignore his own 
reflections on Vienna, his home city for 
78 years. ‘Vienna oppresses me’, he wrote 
in letters in which his analysis of the 
city was unequivocal.4 It is ‘disgusting’, 
he opined, ‘almost physically repulsive’. 
The steeple of St Stephen’s cathedral 
was in Freud’s eyes ‘abominable’ while 
of his fellow citizens he fantasised that 
he wished ‘they had a single backside 
so that I could thrash them all with one 
stick’. Upon arriving finally to exile in 
London, he commented that he did in 
fact miss his former home. Through Freud 
and successors, we can better understand 
how our psyche, both individual and 
collective, is space and how, in turn, our 
lived environment, our sense of place, is 
affective.

The contemporary city is typically 
conceived of as a singular sprawl when, in 
reality, it is fragmented, a conglomeration 
of splits and fractures, between the haves 
and have-nots, the old and the new, 
between cultures, ethnicities even. By 
putting the city onto the psychoanalytic 
couch — and by city it is meant all its 
constituent parts melded as a collective 
entity — we can ask revealing questions of 
it, identifying, confronting and articulating 
difficult issues and experiences through a 
psychotherapeutic vocabulary. What might 
such an analysis reveal? Psychoanalysis 
is wrongly seen as static, as ahistorical, 
which may explain why it has not been 
more widely embraced as a more dynamic 
theory of culture and the psyche for the 
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benefit of social practices such as urban 
planning. Yet it is possible to read Freud’s 
theorisations as spatial by virtue of his 
topographical view of the human mind. 
It is less about reinventing psychotherapy 
so that it might be more relevant to urban 
planning and more an exercise in drawing 
on aspects of the field that may have been 
overlooked. There is great potential here 
for better understanding, for example, 
how trauma may leave vestiges in cities 
as well as among its human citizens. As 
a charitable organisation invested in the 
prevention of emotional and mental 
distress, we are keen to forge mutually 
beneficial relationships with leaders and 
policymakers in a range of sectors, not 
only in health. Today, urban expansion 
and transformation is happening at an 
exponential rate, and we believe that 
psychotherapeutically informed urban 
design is but one vital and sustainable 
social and relational solution to the world’s 
worsening mental health crisis.

WHAT IS PSYCHOTHERAPY’S 
RELEVANCE TO URBAN POLICY?
The subsequent development of 
psychotherapy since Freud has taken 
many twists and turns. In the 1950s, the 
influence of American psychotherapeutic 
approaches brought about more active and 
brief interventions, closer to a biomedical 
model of mental ill health, aimed at 
bringing about resolution to symptoms 
more quickly. This paper, however, rests its 
argument in a general psychotherapeutic 
ethic, one that chimes closely with the 
World Health Organization’s definition of 
mental health as: ‘a state of well-being in 
which every individual realizes his or her 
own potential, can cope with the normal 
stresses of life, can work productively 
and fruitfully, and is able to make a 
contribution to her or his community’.5 
This definition is relevant for urban 
designers because it also reflects key 

components of a thriving, resilient urban 
population. Psychotherapy and urban 
design share much commonality as a form 
of praxis. Urban planning is in various 
ways about planning for everyday life but 
is thought spatially.6 Both disciplines share 
a mutual foundational interest in finding 
solutions by gathering human data and 
knowledge and asking questions. Carolyn 
Saari’s exploration of how psychoanalytical 
theory can inform social work practice, 
is also helpful to urban planning as 
praxis. Addressing what she argues are 
shortcomings in our thinking about the 
influence of the social environment on 
human function, she critiques paradigms 
of Western thought that have separated 
the individual and the environment into 
two quite different frameworks.7 She 
proposes that humans first construct a 
picture of their environment in order to 
construct a sense of who they are within 
it. Practice, she says, should be informed 
by and consonant with the best available 
understanding of human development and 
functioning.

Numerous forms of psychotherapy are 
being practised today, with different and 
sometimes conflicting conceptualisations. 
But the fundamental ethical principles 
that underlie the profession offer a very 
useful insight to other disciplines including 
urban policy. UKCP psychotherapist Alyss 
Thomas summarises usefully:

• Psychotherapy believes that each person 
has intrinsic value, and is worthy 
of love, respect and opportunities 
for personal growth and fulfilment. 
Psychotherapy attempts to provide 
conditions where these opportunities 
can be developed, such as by revisiting 
blockers from the past;

• The natural pursuit of authentic 
personal wisdom alongside 
psychological, emotional and spiritual 
freedom require self-knowledge and 
insight. Psychotherapy provides a special 
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situation wherein these qualities can be 
fostered and developed;

• Psychotherapy is mindfulness in action 
— a mindful enquiry into your own 
states of mind and being — that is both 
rigorous, dynamic and peaceful;

• Your past, including both your personal 
past and the history of your family and 
culture, does not have to determine 
your future, but if you do not have 
a method with which to apprehend 
it, you will continue to be driven, at 
times, by aspects of yourself that you do 
not fully understand;

• Social change can be affected by 
individuals who become harmonious 
and balanced in their own lives — and 
who do not create chaos and conflict.8

Applying a blend of these principles 
to a city on the couch unveils a rich 
topography of conscious and unconscious 
material within cities for deeper mutual 
interrogation, and case studies can help 
to illustrate. In the first instance, a 
common reason for entering therapy is 
to help to process and come to terms 
following some kind of traumatic 
incident. This incident may be a recent 
life event such as bereavement, loss 
of a job or divorce. That said, people 
often choose to revisit much earlier 
experiences of trauma that may go 
back to childhood or even infancy. 
Depending on the client’s situation and 
wishes and the therapists’ modality, a 
psychotherapeutic approach might be 
to interrogate and unpack those early 
experiences, to look at them afresh 
through an adult perspective that was 
lacking in infancy. That way, the client 
may make peace with the trauma and 
understand better how it has shaped their 
later feelings and actions.

What if the client on the couch were 
a city where a significant traumatic 
event had taken place? How should city 
policymakers and planners respond in 

order to ensure a healthy and resilient 
future for current and future inhabitants? 
Over five years after the ‘triple disaster’ 
of an earthquake, a tsunami and the 
subsequent nuclear accident at the 
Fukushima Daiichi power plant that 
devastated Japan’s Tohoku region on 11th 
March, 2011, Christian Dimmer wrote 
of the complex challenges facing the 
regeneration of that region comprising 
urban and rural conurbations. He 
argues that a series of what he calls ‘soft 
policies’ are needed to complement the 
tangible rebuilding programme if the 
surviving and future population is to 
have the necessary resilience to develop. 
Specifically, he says ‘mere top-down 
directed urban planning prescriptions are 
likely to fall short’9 and calls for action 
to create cohesive social networks so as 
to realise and release the endogenous 
potential within.

The influential French psychoanalyst 
Jacques Lacan (1901–81) may help 
us to understand this call for a more 
multifaceted look at the language of 
urban regeneration such as in the wake 
of a natural or man-made disaster. Lacan 
took Freud’s work on language towards 
understanding symptoms of emotional 
and mental distress very differently 
from traditional medicine — not as 
manifestations of illness. In his early 
work, Lacan theorised the symptom as 
a signifier that could be used to read the 
unconscious as structured like a language. 
Lacan’s psychoanalysis has been shown 
to be particularly useful in the context 
of social sciences, with the planner 
Michael Gunder being among the first to 
integrate Lacanian thinking into planning. 
Here, depressive symptoms may be the 
articulation of feeling abandoned rather 
than there being something badly wired 
within the individual. For Gunder, as 
with Lacan, there are discourses of power 
at play in policy decisions. Gunder asks 
future analysts to continually critique 
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and expose ‘the underlying values, 
fantasies and desires of urban policy 
formation’ revealed through language.10 
In other words, while the brain of urban 
development is firing on all cylinders, 
where is the heart?

As Tim Cresswell and Ginette 
Verstraete theorise, place is not a stage for 
performance, where humans can easily 
adapt themselves against their natures 
and adjust to fit with the needs of the 
built environment; it is a space for the 
creation of identity.11 For planners and 
policymakers, it is vital to understand 
place is the raw material for sustainable 
selfhood, both our relationship with 
ourselves and with others.

Dimmer argues that for planning to 
be effective, it needs to fully engage 
with inhabitants. Psychotherapeutically 
designed participation processes in which 
the citizens take a central role can act as 
spaces where new community ties and 
social capital are created — vital resources 
for the creation of adaptable communities. 
Similarly, Aldrich shows convincingly 
that social capital and active community 
ties increase survival rates in times of 
disaster. Using the example of post-disaster 
reconstruction after Hurricane Katrina in 
2005, he suggests that these social ties are 
also vital prerequisites for a swift physical 
reconstruction as well as for a positive 
sense of recovery.12 As an extension of this 
argument psychotherapists would propose 
that citizen involvement in planning is part 
of resilience building itself, not merely 
a way to get plans through governance 
processes.

For cities to become part of the 
solution to emotional and mental distress, 
steps must be taken to address factors 
such as inequality and deprivation, to be 
mindful of the effect of gentrification, 
to minimise detrimental environmental 
impacts such as pollution and lack of 
green space as well as make efforts to 
provide relief from the sheer, constant 

sensory overload. Many of these factors 
are, of course interlinked. Let us take 
the example of how some city areas 
have become segregated rather than 
diverse. The fact that cities are typically 
fragmented, split social spaces may be 
exacerbated by stereotypes rooted in 
the unconscious. The object relations of 
Melanie Klein13 along with the concept 
of abjection in Julia Kristeva14 are 
helpful in understanding the alienating, 
fractured design of certain city spaces into 
disconnected zones. Feelings of exclusion 
and hopelessness can be magnified by 
a sense of injustice, and experiences of 
prejudice and discrimination that may 
affect mental health. This is of particular 
concern to therapists working with 
children who are seeing higher incidence 
of mental health issues starting early in 
areas where there is more crime and 
a lack of social cohesion. Heidi Nast 
applied Freud’s Oedipus complex to 
an examination of racial segregation 
in the US.15 The unconscious can find 
expression in spatial constructs, she 
argues. Based on research among African 
American youths in a district in south 
Chicago, she articulates racism’s abiding 
psychical presence, continuing on through 
generations in the same way that trauma 
experienced by a great-grandparent can 
be felt by a great-grandchild.16 Similarly, 
the impact of physical displacement 
through intensive gentrification of 
neighbourhoods, includes leaving behind 
social and familial connections. The 
alternative, if available, is the stress of 
overworking to pay extraordinary rents 
for less than ideal living conditions. 
Millennials in particular have so much 
uncertainty about the future.17 Exclusion 
of parts of the population puts a delaying 
drag on a city, not just in policing and 
social services, but in closing down 
connections and opportunities for the 
networks and innovation needed for 
progress.
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WHAT PRINCIPLES WOULD A 
PSYCHOTHERAPEUTICALLY 
INFORMED URBAN POLICY 
EMBRACE?
A fundamental learning from 
psychotherapy is that urban malaise is not 
an illness that can be treated and cured 
with design medicine. Urban design 
needs to look beyond spatial solutions 
and engage with those who can help to 
formulate social and relational strategies. A 
second and closely related principle is that 
a city should not be designed based on 
some abstract idea of what we might like 
it to be. Put at its simplest, the city is for 
people, not in spite of them, and should 
be co-created to ensure the sustainable 
creativity and innovation that can be 
harnessed through inclusivity and diversity 
is realised. A third principle would be to 
focus on the needs of children and young 
people.

We are living in times where we feel 
greatly unsettled by the pace of change. 
To the lay person, the language of urban 
development and planning feels inhuman, 
with a focus on ‘smart’, reflecting the 
desire for economic benefits via creation 
of an efficient infrastructure. As the urban 
studies writer and activist Jane Jacobs said,

‘Being human is itself difficult, and 
therefore all kinds of settlements (except 
dream cities) have problems. Big cities have 
difficulties in abundance, because they have 
people in abundance.’18

According to the first principle, we need 
to focus on communities by consulting 
and co-producing, making every corner 
of the city accessible to all, rather than 
focusing on exclusivity — high-end zones 
with luxury stores, expensive hotels and 
restaurants. It is important to sustain 
and strengthen existing neighbourhoods 
and communities, to ensure that smaller 
local independent shopkeepers can 
thrive and that people of all ages and 

incomes have attractive places to gather 
together. By sustaining livelihoods and 
focusing on public spaces, it promotes 
the socialising and networking that 
contributes not only to happiness but also 
to innovation. Contrary to predictions that 
communication technologies would result 
in the decline of cities,19 we are instead 
witnessing a fresh desire for the intensity 
of urban life. Instead of retreating to the 
suburbs, the edges of cities are becoming 
new fringe cities in themselves.

This is exciting — it is asking planners 
to pay attention to, and to involve and 
welcome rather than ignore, the underside 
of global cities that do not fit the utopic 
ideal. It is essential that the experiences 
and feelings of the typically marginalised 
are brought into the frame because cities 
need to reflect multiple identities. By 
creating spaces that include rather than 
exclude, the potential for the city, as for 
the subject, to be resilient to trauma and 
to self-determine its future is optimised. 
This is of unimaginable significance for 
current and future generations by creating 
the very best conditions for exponential 
enhancement. Therefore, creating safe 
spaces — ideally green — where people 
of all backgrounds can be together is good 
for the city’s health on so many levels.

In terms of the second principle, 
place must be recognised as a social form 
linked directly to human culture and 
identity. It is essential for urban designers 
to understand and ameliorate the power 
relations inherent in the determination of 
space. The language used in planning is 
rhetoric when it should be co-productive. 
Space is not an objective backdrop; 
place is meaningful and identification 
is dynamic so planning must be flexible 
and reflexive to adapt. Given Lacan’s 
emphasis on the signifier, were he to place 
the city on the couch he might swiftly 
diagnose symptoms of ‘neurosis’ born out 
of planners’ desire to create ideal, utopic 
urban spaces.20 For Lacan, there are two 
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general forms of neurosis: hysteria, which 
is centred on the question of sexual 
identity; and obsessional neurosis, which 
focuses on the question of death and 
existence.21 The ideal image of the city — 
one that is unified, whole — does very 
much speak to our dream of definitive, 
finished solutions to societal problems. 
There is no such thing, however, as a 
perfect social order, because our identities 
are never settled or complete. A city needs 
to be a place that can ‘hold’ our imperfect, 
flawed incomplete selves. At a basic level, 
loneliness is an acute 21st-century health 
issue. Isolation can have a significant effect 
on one’s health and well-being and has 
been deemed as damaging as smoking 
15 cigarettes per day.22 According to the 
charity Age UK, nearly 4m older people 
live alone. NHS data shows that older 
people are twice as likely to be prescribed 
anti-depressants than 20-somethings,23 
suggesting the medicalisation of a natural 
human response to feelings of being 
ignored and vulnerability. Psychotherapists 
know how much we are meant to 
intersect with others, so loneliness is a 
failure of our environments, rather than 
something we can ‘fix’ for ourselves. At 
the most basic level, we need to love and 
be loved, or we do not thrive.

In terms of the third principle, there 
is an urgent need to create healthy 
environments for children where they can 
interact and learn safely through play. Play 
builds the body, teaches social skills and 
confidence, allows experimentation and 
encourages creativity and thereby prepares 
children for their role in the adult world. 
For D. W. Winnicott, a child’s ability 
to play offers a space for the infant to 
bridge the primarily narcissistic state to 
the demands of external reality.24 Whether 
through parental fear of strangers, too 
much screen time or a lack of amenities, 
children are going out to play much 
less than in previous generations.25 This 
is not only leading to physical health 

issues such as obesity, it also means that 
they are losing the ability to navigate the 
streets on their own. By being taught to 
distrust all strangers, rather than the vital 
knack of risk assessment, they are losing 
their social skills. They may be taught 
that people different from them are bad, 
unworthy of their time or attention. Yet 
what children learn by navigating their 
locale may be of even greater importance 
than their ability to enjoy the benefits of 
physical play and activity, essential as those 
are for their health and even academic 
performance. Children learn about the 
nature of cities through their experiences 
in the streets; this includes the simple if 
often forgotten fact that people must look 
after each other. Only when children 
observe adults looking out for each other 
— helping someone to cross the street, 
giving directions, offering help with a 
heavy item — do they learn that people 
can and should do so, that it is quite 
normal and expected for people to look 
after each other. A psychotherapeutically 
informed planning policy would recognise 
that the city streets are the connective 
tissue in a society in which people live 
in interdependence. The change would 
not only benefit current generations but 
would transform their parenting of the 
next.

Children who live in areas with 
higher air pollution when younger 
are significantly more likely to have 
developed major depression by the age 
of 18.26 Around 75 per cent of mental 
health problems begin in childhood or 
adolescence, when the brain is developing 
rapidly. According to Natural England 
only half of people in England live within 
300 metres of green space and the amount 
of green space available is expected to 
decrease as urban infrastructure expands.27 
Being in nature has been shown to 
improve recovery time from stressful 
situations and medical procedures. A study 
showed that views of trees reduced the 
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amount of moderate to strong analgesics 
needed by patients’ post-surgery and the 
number of days in hospital.28 A 2014 study 
of lottery winners showed that the effects 
of winning half a million pounds wore 
off much more quickly than the lasting 
benefits of living close to green space. 
Money, promotions, practical matters only 
fulfil us in the short term.29

CONCLUSION
This paper has sought to build the case 
for a psychotherapeutically informed 
tradition of urban planning, design, 
regeneration and renewal. Thinking in 
terms of psychotherapy in the city and 
psychotherapy of the city provides a 
helpful way to advance this cause. This 
is a momentous time for cities if they 
are built to embrace a more human 
approach. Good mental health can 
improve people’s enjoyment, coping 
skills and relationships, educational 
achievement, crime reduction, 
employment, housing and economic 
potential, help reduce physical health 
problems, ease healthcare and social care 
costs, build social capital and decrease 
suicides. It is time for psychotherapy to 
be brought into the heart of place making 
and for psychotherapists to participate in 
a sustained dialogue with city planners, 
practitioners and policy makers.

Those charged with realising the 
expansion and generation of the urban 
environment of the 21st century would 
do well to take inspiration from some 
of the founding critical philosophers of 
20th-century modernity such as Freud and 
the theorists of the human mind that he 
inspired. Through psychotherapeutically 
informed planning, those healthy cities 
can move closer to becoming a reality 
— cities that are fundamentally designed 
to optimise wellness, creativity and 
innovation. Most efforts to improve 
mental health are still targeted at treating 

people who already have mental health 
problems. By designing in protective 
factors such as nature access, physical 
activity, social interaction, sleep and safety 
into the city, urban design innovation 
can add value by helping strengthen the 
population’s resilience to aid good mental 
health and mental illness prevention and 
recovery.

It is vital that planners recognise and 
accommodate myriad human experiences 
and perspectives for the exponential 
growth of urban spaces to represent 
progress, not regression. Freud wrote 
that: ‘Today we do not feel quite sure 
of our new set of beliefs, and the old 
ones still exist within us’.30 Human-
centred cities would help us to connect 
our innovation and creativity in ways 
that would allow us to thrive and grow. 
My organisation is working to inform 
policymakers about the sustainable case 
for improving access to high quality, 
rigorously regulated psychotherapies in 
communities, because even individual 
therapy radiates benefits beyond the 
recipient. Mental and emotional distress 
is felt by families, workplaces and in 
communities and tangible ways whether 
through employee sickness, divorce, 
anti-social behaviour, poor academic 
achievement and indeed through 
impacts on physical well-being. If 
therapy was free to access in community 
spaces, delivered by highly trained and 
culturally competent practitioners, the 
knock-on effects could be far-reaching 
and cost-effective because once the new 
vocabulary is introduced a world of 
possibility unfolds from person to person, 
generation to generation.
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Abstract The National Planning Policy Framework of February 2019 (Chapter 8) and 
London Plan draft July 2019 (Chapter 1.3.1) have directed those working on the built 
environment to improve the health of Londoners. To accomplish this goal, this paper 
will suggest urban regeneration programmes adopt the use of neuroscience, which can 
help understand the relationship between people, health and urban environments. This 
is especially relevant as the health issues which are becoming more acute in cities are 
related to mental and metabolic disorders which fall under the neuroscience line of study. 
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The challenge with introducing neuroscience to the urban realm is, however, the lack of a 
clear framework. To solve this challenge, this paper will put forward a new neuroscience 
informed software, which can help urban planners identify which areas are most 
vulnerable to health risks associated with urban environments. This will be of even more 
importance as climate change creates further built environment decay, increasing the 
risk for serious and chronic health issues such as anxiety, obesity, neurodevelopmental 
problems and depression.

Keywords: health, neuroscience, urban regeneration, biological inequality, climate 
change

INTRODUCTION
One of the greatest threats to city life 
and prosperity is poor health. According 
to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), 36m people worldwide die 
of noncommunicable diseases, which 
can include mental disorders such as 
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 
depression and anxiety and metabolic 
disorders such as diabetes and obesity.1–4 
A large proportion of these diseases can 
be attributed to risks related to living in 
urban environments.5 In London, 15.5 
per cent of the population has been 
diagnosed with a mental health disorder.6 
Additionally, 23 per cent of children 
aged between four and five have obesity, 
giving London one of the highest rates 
of the disorder among European cities.7 
Obesity is considered a metabolic disorder, 
which left untreated could lead to a 
lifetime of poor health and low quality of 
life.8 These statistics point to a potential 
health emergency that will require 
systemic change and the inclusion of new 
specialisms such as urban planning to enter 
the field of health.

To understand the role of urban 
planning, first we must identify the 
physical elements that put people’s 
health at risk. Current research points 
to pollutants such as air, light, thermal 
and noise,9–12 which are found in ever-
increasing amounts in cities all over the 
world. While each pollutant presents its 
own health risks — for example, light 

pollution has the potential to disrupt 
melatonin production, linking it to sleep 
disorders and depression — it is the 
composite exposure to these pollutants 
which needs to be addressed, especially 
as research is indicating that when found 
together, they become more acute and 
present a higher risk to human biological 
systems.13

Another point to consider is how 
climate change will exacerbate these 
pollutants or create different ones, given 
how it is already wreaking havoc on poorly 
planned and tired infrastructure.14 There are 
many case studies to learn from, such as the 
New York City heatwave of 2019, which 
caused Con Edison to take pre-emptive 
measures to protect vital equipment due 
to the unprecedented usage brought on 
by the high temperatures.15 This resulted 
in Con Edison turning off the power to 
a neighbourhood in southeast Brooklyn. 
The problem with the decision was it 
took power away in an area that scores a 
4 out 5 in the Heat Vulnerability Index 
(HVI). The HVI is a metric developed 
by Columbia University to estimate the 
risk of heat-related deaths across different 
New York City neighbourhoods.16 Con 
Edison’s pre-emptive action could have 
potentially put people’s health at risk as 
the neighbourhood where the outage took 
place was already vulnerable to effects of 
heat.

While urban regeneration cannot 
make direct decisions about power grids, 
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it can incorporate built environment 
interventions to bring the urban heat 
index down, such as planning for more 
green infrastructure, creating housing 
regulations that require homes to be built 
with heatwave considerations, reducing 
the amount of concrete, etc. The health 
risks associated with heat can range from 
instant death or lifelong injury due to 
heatstroke.17 The hyperthermic element 
of heatstroke can also bring long-lasting 
neurological damage, which can lead to 
memory and attention differences.18

Heat is only one of the many pollutants 
that affect people living in cities; therefore, 
a key question is what happens when 
people are exposed to multiple pollutants 
and what effect this has on their biological 
systems? Furthermore, who are the 
demographics that are the most vulnerable 
due to levels of exposure? Understanding 
which areas are more vulnerable to health 
risks can help make more effective urban 
regeneration decisions related to urban 
health, especially as climate change puts 
new strains on urban infrastructure.

URBAN REGENERATION INFORMED 
BY NEUROSCIENCE
By 2050 London’s mean summer 
temperature is projected to increase by 
2.7 degrees.19 Given that London already 
has one of the highest air conditioning 
usages20 in the UK due to climate change 
and urban heat island effects, a scenario 
similar to Brooklyn could occur in its 
future. To help safeguard London from the 
acute health effects of poor urban planning 
and the effects of climate change, a new 
neuroscience-informed approach is being 
proposed, which can help identify which 
areas pose a health risk to inhabitants.

Upgrading cities from merely places 
of commerce to habitats that can support 
human health will require a biological 
approach. This mission is made especially 
significant as cities are seeing a rise 

in mental21 and metabolic disorders,22 
which in part fall under the study of 
neuroscience.

Neuroscience is a multidisciplinary 
branch of biology and is the scientific 
study of the brain and nervous system.23 
The use of neuroscience in urban 
regeneration may help practitioners 
understand better the relationship between 
people and the places they inhabit. This 
understanding comes in three parts. The 
first is the generation of insights related 
to mental disorders such as depression, 
anxiety or PTSD and how they interact 
with metabolic disorders such as obesity 
and diabetes. The second is knowledge of 
how urban environments create a health 
risk for the aforementioned disorders. 
Finally, neuroscience can be used to 
identify areas that pose a health risk.

There are two main neuroscientific 
approaches which can begin to explain 
how urban environments interact with 
the human biological system. The first 
is looking at the stress response, which 
is one of the key pathways linking the 
internal human biological environment 
with the external environment. In this 
case, the interest is in how the biological 
system adapts to urban pollutants such as 
air, noise, thermal and light.

The stress response is mitigated by 
the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis 
(HPA-Axis) which is a series of hormonal 
responses that help the body adapt to 
stressors.24,25 The system engages regardless 
of whether it is a psychological stressor 
such as losing a job, financial insecurity, 
witnessing a crime, or a physical stressor 
such as illness, environmental changes 
or external pollutants. The HPA-Axis 
activation starts in the brain when the 
stressor — in this case a pollutant — 
triggers the hypothalamic production of 
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH). 
This trigger signals to the pituitary 
gland, which is also located in the brain, 
to synthesise the adrenal-corticotropin 
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releasing hormone (ACTH). ACTH is 
then released into the circulation system 
where it reaches the adrenal glands, 
which are located above the kidneys. 
Once it reaches the adrenal glands ACTH 
stimulates the release of cortisol, which 
is another regulatory hormone. Finally, 
cortisol circulates back to the brain 
through the circulation system, creating 
a negative feedback loop that repeats 
until the body comes to homeostasis or 
equilibrium.26,27

It is important to understand that the 
activation of the HPA-Axis is an essential 
response for survival, as it provides the 
biological system with the means to 
adapt to stressors by mobilising energy 
reserves and regulating necessary immune 
responses.28 In the urban 21st century, 
however, the majority of stressors we 
experience are chronic in nature. This 
means they do not necessarily begin as a 
single event, but instead are a continual 
burden, causing the stress response 
to continually engage.29 A continual 
activation of the HPA-Axis can result in 
its dysregulation and a subsequent cascade 
of damage to human bodily systems 
through a process known as ‘allostatic load’ 
predisposing people to a range of health 
complications.30,31 The dysregulation of 
the HPA-Axis is a feature of many disease 
processes associated with chronic stress, 
such as diabetes, obesity, depression, 
PTSD and anxiety.32

The second approach is the study of 
vulnerability; as the pollutants are not 
evenly distributed across a city, certain 
demographics will be more vulnerable to 
the risks of urban pollutants. With recent 
advances in data collection and modelling 
capabilities, high-resolution geospatially 
mapped pollution levels have now 
begun to be correlated to demographic 
data sets.33–35 The majority of findings 
point towards more vulnerable urban 
populations (low socio-economic status 
[SES]/ethnic minorities) experiencing 

higher levels of exposure to urban 
pollution. This is also reflected in the 
research data, which identifies low SES 
populations as experiencing higher rates 
of diabetes, obesity, depression, PTSD 
and anxiety.36–39 This paper would like to 
propose a formal term and definition for 
this phenomenon: ‘biological inequality’, 
which is the comprehensive term that 
refers to the unequal distribution, 
exposure and vulnerability to health-
threatening pollution levels within urban 
environments.

To distil biological inequality further, 
the relationship between pollutants and 
the disease process needs to be better 
understood. First, the pollutant can 
affect the person’s biological system 
directly — for example, in the case of 
air pollution, the particles can enter the 
bloodstream, lungs and brain, which can 
change biological functions.40,41 This can 
occur regardless of a person’s genetics or 
lifestyle; furthermore, it can happen at first 
contact and minimal exposure.42 When 
people live in neighbourhoods that have 
high levels of pollutants, their systems 
become more exposed, which over time 
may cause them to develop long-term 
physical degradation to muscles and 
lung tissue as well as changes to insulin 
and metabolic functions.43–45 Secondly, 
a pollutant is a stressor, which as we 
learned can dysregulate the HPA-Axis 
when the exposure is chronic, as we see 
in neighbourhoods with high levels of 
pollutants. Finally, research is indicating 
that those who live in impoverished 
urban environments are presented with 
higher levels of psychosocial stressors 
linked to poverty such as housing, 
economic and food insecurity, lack of 
high-quality healthcare, neglect, domestic 
abuse, etc.46 They are also at a higher 
risk of experiencing acute trauma, 
which is linked to PTSD.47 This suggests 
those living in poverty may already 
have a dysregulated HPA-Axis due to 
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psychosocial stressors, which may leave 
them with compromised immune and 
metabolic systems. When these vulnerable 
systems are exposed to pollutants, this 
can create a further burden on their 
biological functions, thereby increasing 
their vulnerability to disease.48 In short, 
deprived environments can impose a 
double burden on a person’s biological 
system, resulting in a higher risk of 
disease. This insight is supported by 
population data which shows low SES 
demographics having a higher prevalence 
of metabolic and mental disorders.49

We also need to consider what 
biological inequality will look like in 
the face of climate change. For example, 
low SES communities already experience 
higher levels of UHI effect due to poor 
green infrastructure;50 when a heatwave 
occurs, they experience higher micro-
environmental temperatures, which puts 
them at a higher risk for heatstroke effects. 
Finally, climate change can be a source of 
further stressors for those living in poverty. 
This can range from living in cold or hot 
homes due to poor insulation and inability 
to acquire resources due to income 
shortages, to living in environments 
with mould due to wetter winters and 
poor ventilation. Additionally, living 
with mould is not just a psychological 
stressor of living in a visibly dilapidated 
environment, it can also have an effect 
on mental health as it is linked to both 
anxiety and depression.51

With this understanding, it is important 
for urban regeneration to include 
biological measures into their strategies, 
starting with insight from neuroscience.

URBAN REGENERATION FOR URBAN 
HEALTH
Traditionally, neuroscience has focused on 
neuroimaging studies, which show where 
brain functions occur. Neuroscience is 
currently moving from studying people in 

a laboratory setting to in-situ in order to 
learn more about how people experience 
the world around them. This includes 
how external stimuli affect biological 
functions and how physical environments 
shape human brain development and 
health.52 This shift has been followed with 
neuroscience adopting a range of new tools 
that move beyond neuroimaging, such 
as virtual reality, wearable technologies 
(eg biosensors) and crowd-sourcing data 
smartphone apps such as Sea Hero Quest.53

In order to answer more detailed 
questions and provide better solutions for 
urban regeneration, a deeper understanding 
of the human/city relationship is required. 
Neuroscience affords insights that translate 
urban stressors into health readings of a 
specific area, specifically disorders that 
are related to mental illness or metabolic 
disorders, which are rising in poorly 
planned urban environments. In order to 
leverage these insights for the use of urban 
regeneration practitioners, however, a 
framework is required.

In response, a novel assessment tool has 
been created: the Stress Risk Score (SRS). 
This provides combined information on 
various environmental pollutants prevalent 
in urban environments: air, light, noise 
and thermal pollution. This data is then 
interfaced against the pollutants’ impact 
on the human stress response, resulting in 
an output that highlights areas of risk for 
built environment-induced disease.

The SRS is based on a linear scale of 
0 to 4, with 0 being a less polluted area 
and 4 being highly polluted across all four 
environmental stressors. This total score 
is obtained by summing the individual 
pollutant scores. These individual scores 
are divided into bins from 0 to 1, based 
on thresholds gathered from a literature 
review of neuroscientific research on 
pollutants’ effects on health through 
stress-related pathways. The thresholds are 
maximum values that the pollutant can 
reach before human health is significantly 
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at risk. Air pollution data was obtained 
from the London Atmospheric Emissions 
Inventory (LAEI) 2016 summary data set, 
with the threshold set to 15 μg/m3, based 
on reports from the US Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA).54 Noise 
pollution data was obtained from the 
day-evening-night level (Lden) data 
set gathered by the Department for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, 
indicating a 24-hour annual average noise 
level with separate weightings for the 
evening and night, with the threshold 
set at 75 dB.55 Light pollution data was 
gathered from Visible Infrared Imaging 
Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) 2019 annual 
composite data, with a threshold of 61.61 
VIIRS.56,57 The thermal pollution data 
was collected from the Greater London 
Authority (GLA) 2006 heatwave, with a 
threshold set at 32 degrees Celsius.58

As the SRS is a new software, it needed 
a level of validation for this paper. This 
was done by comparing it to the well-
established Index of Multiple Deprivation 
(IMD). The IMD is a combined 
weighted average score of education, 
built environment quality, crime, income, 
etc., therefore providing a good overview 
into areas that require urban regeneration 
projects. Next, a Pearson’s correlation 
was performed between the IMD59 and 
the SRS to mental health prevalence 
data from the NHS Digital Datastore.60 
The SRS had a correlation value of r= 
0.86 (p< 0.05), therefore showing strong 
positive correlation with mental health 
prevalence for an area. Instead, the IMD 
score for living environment (one of the 
IMD components) had a correlation 
value of r= 0.77 (p< 0.05) with the NHS 

mental health prevalence data, lower than 
the SRS score. Moreover, The SRS had a 
correlation of r= 0.91 (p< 0.05) with the 
IMD living environment values, indicating 
that the two measures are strongly related. 
These results indicate that the SRS score is 
a valid and accurate proxy for the impact 
of environmental stressors on human 
mental health. Since the correlation 
value of SRS to mental health was higher 
than that of living environment IMD (ie 
0.86 > 0.77), it can therefore be argued 
that the SRS score is a better assessment 
system of environmental stressors linked 
to mental health than IMD. This is likely 
because the SRS is based on pollutant data 
that directly leads to the activation of the 
human stress-response system, rather than 
the analysis of levels of deprivation due to 
the built environment.

The SRS allows for an evidence-based 
approach for urban regeneration to adopt 
when considering how best to intervene 
to improve urban health. To put the 
software into context, this paper will look 
at three different scenarios in London. It is 
important to note that the SRS is a starting 
point of inquiry and it can be layered with 
other data sets to obtain different insights. 
In the first scenario, the SRS was used 
to identify a sample of areas that score a 
composite score of 3.0 out of a possible 
4.0, which would make them areas of high 
health risk. The individual pollution values 
are summarised in Table 1.

The individual pollutant scores indicate 
that air and light pollution are the common 
main risks in these areas leading to a high 
composite SRS. Poplar in Tower Hamlets 
was also found to be noisier than other 
areas in Zone 1, such as Somers Town in 

Table 1: Individual scores of stressors from the top 3 SRS composite score wards. Scores generated by SRS

Noise risk score Air risk score Thermal risk score Light risk score

Poplar (Tower Hamlets) 0.4 0.9 0.6 1.0
Somers Town (Camden) 0.3 1.0 0.7 1.0
St George’s (Southwark) 0.3 1.0 0.7 1.0
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Camden (ie 0.4 > 0.3). The thermal score 
for Poplar was also leaning towards the 
maximum threshold, albeit not the highest 
in all of London (where the maxima was 
recorded in Tachbrook ward at a value of 
0.8). In Somers Town and St George’s, the 
only biologically permissible score is the 
noise one at 0.3, not constituting a health 
threat on its own. At this resolution the 
SRS can begin to point to the health risks 
which could be associated with these areas 
based on the levels of pollutants. As it is air 
and noise which have the highest scores, 
these neighbourhoods could be at risk for 
metabolic-based disorders such as obesity 
due to both the light and air pollution 
levels.

From an urban regeneration perspective 
this generates two main insights. The first 
is work to decrease the levels of air and 
light pollution; this could be done through 

improving the quality of roads, better 
traffic routes, more pedestrianisation, 
distributing street lighting away from 
residential areas, zoning schools and 
homes away from main roads, and creating 
incentives for businesses to turn down 
their lights during the night to further 
reduce light pollution. The second insight 
is around climate change; these areas 
could be vulnerable to becoming an urban 
heat island (UHI) as London’s summers 
become hotter and more sustained.61

The second scenario is at a street 
scale, which can be used to identify 
specific streets or areas that pose the 
most health risk. Figure 1 shows streets 
in the Bloomsbury area of London near 
University College London (UCL), 
specifically focused on two squares: 
Gordon on the left and Tavistock on 
the right. The SRS clearly shows that 

Figure 1: Bloomsbury (Gordon and Tavistock Squares). Colour range: green is a low (adequate for health); yellow/orange is a medium 
score (there is a risk to health); red is high score (dysregulation of HPA-Axis, high risk to health)

Source: SRS
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Tavistock has significantly higher levels 
of pollutants, as illustrated by the red and 
orange colours. What this would mean 
from an urban regeneration perspective is 
a need to keep Gordon Square protected 
by maintaining its green spaces, low traffic 
flow and adjacent pedestrianised area. 
Secondly, it would focus attention on 
improving the streets around Tavistock 
Square. The SRS can facilitate decision 
making by highlighting which areas to 
improve and which to maintain. These 
squares are important to the life of students 
at UCL, ensuring they have healthy spaces 
to be outside and restore themselves, which 
can lead to positive health outcomes.

Finally, on a city scale, the SRS can 
look at a borough level to identify which 
wards have the highest composite scores 
and compare between wards and boroughs 
(see Figure 2). The insights that can be 
generated are in two parts: the first is 
macro-regeneration decisions on which 
wards of London need to be prioritised 
based on health risks; the second is about 
where urban resources such as hospitals 
and parks could be better allocated.

CONCLUSION
As urban regeneration and renewal 
practitioners engage in new urban 
psychology to improve both the efficacy 

Figure 2: Composite scores for the boroughs of (left–right) Tower Hamlets, Camden, Southwark and their respective high-scoring wards 
highlighted

Source: SRS

and the ethics of their interventions, this 
paper has made a case for neuroscience to 
be included in the conversation. Today, 
this dynamic field is pioneering new 
ideas and tools which are increasing the 
accessibility of its insights to urban policy, 
planning and practitioner communities 
and enabling it to become an applied 
science. The SRS has been created to 
allow urban regeneration practitioners 
to make more informed decisions in 
regeneration projects, by assessing and 
identifying areas that pose a serious risk 
to long-term human health. This will be 
increasingly important as climate change 
imposes more urban challenges and further 
stress on already degrading infrastructure.
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Abstract There has been much recent interest in the ‘resilience’ of cities (and regions) to 
shocks of various kinds. Studies have found, for example, that cities (and regions) appear 
to have different degrees of resistance to and recoverability from economic shocks, such 
as major recessions.1,2,3 In this paper we explore whether and to what extent the clustered 
personality traits of a city’s population, as measured by the so-called ‘Big Five’ traits, 
might be relevant to explaining these differences. The paper utilises the personality scores 
of more than 400,000 UK residents across some 63 cities to examine how far variations 
in these scores help to account for differences in how those cities have reacted to major 
recessions. We find that for the three recessionary shocks in our sample period, the trait 
openness (to experience) has a strong significant relationship with city resilience. Cities 
with a higher degree of openness to experience turn out to be more resilient to UK-wide 
recessionary shocks. These results also hold when account is taken for the age and 
location of birth of a city’s residents. We also briefly discuss potential policy implications.

Keywords: UK cities, resilience, recessions, personality traits, Big Five, regions, 
psychology

INTRODUCTION
There has been much recent interest in the 
‘resilience’ of cities (and regions) to shocks 
of various kinds. Studies have found, for 
example, that cities (and regions) appear 
to have different degrees of resistance to 
and recoverability from economic shocks, 
such as major recessions.4,5,6 Explaining 
these differences in ‘resilience’ across cities 
and regions has not proved straightforward, 
however, in that the factors that might 
be expected to play a key role — for 
example, a city’s pre-shock growth 
performance, its economic structure, the 
investment and innovation strategies of 
its firms, its local governance and policy 
arrangements, and so on — appear to have 
only a limited influence. In this paper 
we explore whether and to what extent 
the clustered personality traits of a city’s 
population, as measured by the so-called 
‘Big Five’ traits, might also be relevant.

It is well known from psychological 
research that individuals vary in their 

personal resilience to adverse events and 
circumstances, and that such resilience 
in turn is shaped by an individual’s 
personality traits as well as external 
conditions and the resources available to 
that individual. At the same time, it is also 
known that individual personality traits 
vary across geographic space, and that 
such variations also tend to be persistent 
over long period of time.7,8,9,10,11 Thus, 
an interesting question is how far and 
in what ways the ‘resilience personality 
profile’ of a city’s population influences 
the resilience of that city’s economy to 
adverse shocks. Some preliminary work 
suggests that such an influence may well 
exist.12 And likewise, there is evidence 
that a city’s overall personality profile 
influences its long run growth13 or even 
the political orientation and voting 
behaviour of its population.14 All things 
being equal, it seems therefore that a 
city that, in the aggregate, comprises 
individuals who are open-minded, 
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optimistic, adaptable and confident is 
likely to be more resilient to a major 
economic disruption than a city whose 
population, on the whole, is less positive, 
open-minded, optimistic, adaptable and 
confident. That is, a city’s economic 
resilience might possibly be attributed, 
in part, to the personality traits of its 
population, inasmuch as individual 
personality traits influence individual 
resilience.

To explore this issue, this paper 
utilises the personality scores, on the Big 
Five traits recognised in psychological 
research,15,16 of more than 400,000 
UK residents across some 63 cities to 
examine how far variations in these 
scores across those cities help to account 
for differences in how those cities have 
reacted to major recessions. We find that 
for the three recessionary shocks in our 
sample period, and while controlling for 
a number of other possible determinants 
of city resilience, the trait openness 
(to experience) has a strong significant 
relationship with city resilience, both in 
terms of the variations in resistance to, 
and, in particular, recovery from, these 
shocks. Cities with a higher degree of 
openness to experience turn out to be 
more resilient to nationwide recessionary 
shocks. These results also hold when 
account is taken of both the age and 
location of birth of a city’s residents.

Based on our empirical results, and 
the evolving literature on the relevance 
of geographical or urban psychology for 
various city and regional outcomes more 
generally, we also discuss potential policy 
consequences. The paper ends with a 
short discussion of the implications and 
limitations of our research. Overall, we 
conclude that the infusion of psychology 
into urban and regional studies might 
indeed enlarge our understanding of 
the resilience of places to economic 
shocks and thus how places differ in their 
adaption to changes over time.

THE ECONOMIC RESILIENCE OF 
CITIES: THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
Early uses of the notion of resilience date 
back to the 1970s, as part of the study of 
the stability and persistence of ecological 
systems in response to natural and human-
induced shocks, and in psychopathology 
and developmental psychology studies, 
to help understand how individuals cope 
under adversity. Over the last two decades 
or so, both of these fields have directed 
renewed attention to the idea,17,18,19,20,21 but 
at the same time the concept has attracted 
widespread interest from several other 
disciplines, including management studies, 
organisational science, environmental 
studies, urban planning and economic 
geography. Even a new journal, Resilience, 
has been established. In the case of 
economic geography, the notion of 
resilience has been employed to explore 
how local economies — cities and regions 
— react to and recover from major shocks 
and disruptions, such as the closure of a 
major local employer, the loss of an entire 
local industry, the impact of recession, 
major shifts in economic policy and wider 
economic crises.

In exploring this latter issue, economic 
geographers have utilised several 
different definitions — or types — of 
resilience22,23,24 (see Table 1). The simplest 
is so-called ‘bounce back’ or engineering 
resilience, which focuses on how rapidly 
a city or regional economy returns to 
its pre-shock state or development or 
growth path following a shock. A second 
definition or type is so-called ecological 
or absorptive capacity resilience, in 
which resilience has to do with the size 
of the shock a city or regional economy 
can withstand or absorb before it is 
pushed to an alternative inferior state or 
development path. A third type, referred 
to as adaptive resilience, is concerned with 
the ability of a city or regional economy 
to adapt its economic structure, mode of 
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development and so on, in anticipation 
of or in response to a shock such that it 
emerges on an improved developmental 
or growth path. Some theorists propose 
a fourth type, so-called transformational 
resilience, which is meant to refer 
to a wholesale reconfiguration and 
reorganisation of an economy in response 
to a shock, into a new form based on a 
different, more resilient and sustainable 
growth model. Such transformation may 
require extensive policy intervention. 
While these different forms of resilience 
may appear conceptually distinct, in 
practice they may well overlap in certain 
respects.

Just as there are different 
conceptualisations of resilience, so 
different methods have been used to 
measure the notion empirically. Likewise, 
the empirical applications of the concept 
have varied, both in terms of different 
national contexts and the types of shock 
studied. In general, these studies point to 
some significant differences in resilience 
among cities and regions, both in relation 
to resistance to shocks (how deeply 
affected) and recoverability from them 

(speed and extent of recovery to the pre-
shock growth path). A key question, then, 
is why cities should vary in resilience: 
what determines a city’s relative resilience 
to shocks?

Various such determinants have been 
examined in the literature, including 
the role of economic structure (such as 
the degree of industrial specialisation or 
diversity), the skill base of the local labour 
force, the innovativeness of local firms, 
the local entrepreneurial culture, the size 
distribution of the local population of 
firms and the local economic governance 
and policy arrangement. Yet, while these 
and related factors have been found to 
play a role, they by no means account 
for all of the variation in resilience across 
different cities (and regions). In fact, 
analysis of resilience across UK cities 
suggests that other, historically persistent, 
region or city-specific factors seem to have 
played a more significant role.26 The very 
persistence of the geographical pattern 
of spatial economic imbalance across the 
UK is suggestive that those factors may 
have to do, at least to some degree, with 
the characteristics of the populations in 

Table 1: Different conceptions of city economic resilience: From ‘bounce back’ to transformational 
reorganisation

Conception Interpretation and features

Resilience as self-restorative 
‘bounce back’ from shocks

Shock produces self-correcting and autopoietic processes that restore 
the economy back to its pre-shock state or path: focus is on speed and 
extent of ‘bounce back’; assumes shocks are merely transient events, 
with no permanent or remnant effects.

Resilience as ‘ability to absorb’ 
shocks

The size of a shock that an economy can absorb or tolerate without 
undergoing any significant change in structure or identity: focus is 
on stability of structure and functionality. If the shock exceeds the 
economy’s ‘absorptive capacity’ or ‘threshold’, it may not be able to 
return to its pre-shock state or path and may move to an alternative, 
typically less favourable, state or path.

Resilience as ‘adaptive 
development’ in response to, 
or anticipation of, shocks

Capacity of an economy to restructure, and reorientate its structure, 
function and identity in a positive direction so as to emerge from the 
shock on a favourable path. This may be its pre-shock path or involve 
‘bounce forward’ to an alternative superior path.

Resilience as ‘transformational 
reorganisation’ into a new 
socio-economic governance 
system

Capacity of an economy to undergo widespread reorganisation and 
reorientation, driven and guided by extensive purposive and strategic 
policy intervention, into a different, more resilient and more sustainable 
mode of development.

Based on and extended from Martin (2018)25
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different regions and cities, that is, with 
factors that influence individuals’ outlook, 
aspiration and confidence, and hence their 
economic behaviour.

The notion that spatial economic 
differences are also driven by spatial 
differences in the behaviour of people is 
as such not new. In fact, dating back to 
Weber,27 local culture and institutions are 
included among the drivers of regional 
economic performance. In the modern 
economic geography literature, this is 
reflected in the role that concepts such 
as culture, social capital and (informal) 
institutions play.28,29,30 Also, the literatures 
on notably the creative classes, happiness 
and urban growth,31 local interactions32 
or even on the happiness or well-being of 
(people in) cities33 focus at least to some 
extent on the ‘psyche’ of a place. But, 
typically — and crucially for the present 
paper — the analysis is conducted at an 
aggregate level and actual individual traits 

or behaviours as such are not measured or 
included.

Much of modern economics has 
reduced individual ‘behaviour’ to a 
dichotomous categorisation as either 
‘rational’ or ‘not-rational’ (of which 
‘satisficing’ is one such example). 
Insofar as the individual or micro-level 
plays a role in the modern economics’ 
understanding of economic geography, 
actual individual behaviours and traits are 
not analysed.34 Recently, however, interest 
has been growing in the interaction of 
cognitive and emotional factors in shaping 
(economic) behaviour and in the role of 
‘herding’ and ‘imitation’ as mechanisms 
affecting economic decision making (see, 
for example, the surveys by Baddeley35,36). 
An individual’s psychological disposition 
might be expected to exert an important 
influence on their social and economic 
behaviours, since it can affect their attitude 
to opportunity, risk and uncertainty. 

Figure 1: Local interactions between psychological characteristics, economic behaviours and economic 
conditions

Source: Authors
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Moreover, attitude in turn may shape 
economic outcomes. An intriguing issue 
in this respect is whether and to what 
extent an individual’s psychological 
characteristics are purely due to particular 
innate personal attributes or direct life 
experiences, or are also shaped — in 
part at least — by an individual’s external 
environment, the contextual conditions 
and circumstances in which that individual 
works, lives and socialises. With the well-
known nature versus nurture distinction in 
mind, we might then envisage a possible 
causal structure of the sort depicted in 
Figure 1.

At any moment in time, the population 
of a locality will have a ‘psychological 
profile’, that is, a particular pattern of 
psychological traits across its population 
that affect the ways in which residents 
think, feel and behave (eg in terms of 
confidence, assertiveness, openness, 
ambition, anxiety, innovativeness, etc.). 
Those traits may influence the economic 
decisions and behaviours of individuals, 
which may have an impact on the local 
economy, in terms of entrepreneurship, 
business formation, innovation, training, 
job search, attachment to jobs, and so 
on. In turn, the economic outcomes and 
conditions in the locality concerned may 
be expected to influence — either by 
reinforcing or changing — the outlook, 
aspirations and ambitions of the local 
population. This process is represented 
by the dotted arrow in Figure 1, because 
it signals that the local psychological 
profile of a population might be 
endogenous, which is a concern if the 
aim of the analysis, like the present one, 
is to establish that causality runs from 
the local psychological profile (via local 
behaviour) to the local economic context 
or outcomes. We will return to this issue 
in the discussion of our empirical results.

In effect then, the interactions between 
a locality’s ‘psychological profile’ and 
its economic conditions may well be 

self-reproducing or self-reinforcing. 
And history may also play a significant 
role.37,38,39 Particular forms of local 
economic development in earlier periods, 
involving particular types of industry, 
business structures, skills, labour processes 
and working conditions, may have 
given local workforces particular traits, 
dispositions and attitudes. These may 
linger on long after those industries and 
skills have disappeared or been superseded. 
In other words, local ‘psychological 
profiles’ may exhibit a surprising degree of 
‘path dependent lock-in’.40 To summarise, 
there are grounds for expecting the 
personality profiles of a population to vary, 
at least to some degree, geographically, 
and for hypothesising that such differences 
— to the extent that they exist — can 
influence the economic performance and 
outcomes of different areas.

As is explained at length in Garretsen 
et al.,41 within the field of psychology, 
research into the relationship between 
geography and personality is far from 
new and dates back to, for instance, 
Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson 
and Sanford42 or Lewin.43 Much of 
that early work focused on vague 
conceptualisation of personality that failed 
to show solid empirical foundations. 
Since the 1990s, however, an empirically 
based framework for conceptualising 
personality has emerged that is widely 
accepted by scholars: the so-called Big 
Five personality dimensions. These 
dimensions spell the acronym OCEAN: 
openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, 
agreeableness and neuroticism. The Big 
Five dimensions with the items that 
correspond to each are listed in the 
Appendix.44

Increasingly, research on geographical 
personality differences has started to 
focus the regional variation as opposed 
to (only) cross-national differences. In a 
seminal paper,45 Rentfrow, Gosling and 
Potter used data from over half a million 
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US residents to examine state-wide 
differences in personality and show how 
these regional differences are associated 
with a host of socio-economic indicators 
and, crucially, with the regional variation 
in these indicators. Based on regional Big 
Five scores, Rentfrow, Jokela and Lamb46 
analysed regional personality differences 
across England, Wales and Scotland. 
The results once again revealed regional 
variations in personality differences to 
be strongly associated or correlated with 
regional variations in socio-economic 
outcome variables.

A key finding that emerges from this 
new ‘geographical psychology’ literature is 
that regional personality scores can explain 
a significant degree of the geographical 
variation in economic prosperity. Results 
from studies in the US, Great Britain 
and Germany suggest, for instance, that 
regions with high levels of openness have 
more robust regional economies compared 
to areas where openness is lower.47,48 
One key aspect of this association 
concerns the link between openness 
and innovation. Specifically, Obschonka 
and colleagues49 have found that regions 
with high levels of openness foster an 
‘entrepreneurial spirit’, and that where 
there are disproportionately large numbers 
of entrepreneurs, there are also high rates 
of the creation of new jobs and firms, 
which in turn help to establish prosperous 
and resilient local economies. In a related 
study for the UK regions, Lee50 finds 
a positive impact of conscientiousness 
on innovation. Given that a person’s 
psychological profile and personality traits 
are known to influence their resilience to 
and ability to cope with personal shocks, 
disruptions and traumas, we might then 
hypothesise that a city’s ‘psychological 
profile’ might influence its aggregate 
resilience to economic shocks and 
perturbations, such as major recessions.

Garretsen et al.51 also discuss in more 
detail why personality traits might be 

regionally clustered to begin with. The 
main mechanisms involved are selective 
migration over time (people prefer to live 
close to ‘like-minded’ people), physical 
geography and long-standing economic 
or social conditions that shape personality 
traits throughout history (as Figure 1 
suggests). Garretsen et al.52 also find that 
the regional variations in the Big Five 
dimensions explain a considerable part of 
the variation in economic growth across 
a sample of 63 UK cities (PUA level). 
Using the same data but now applied to 
the UK local authority district (LAD) 
level, Garretsen et al.53 also show how 
the Brexit vote in 2016 can be linked to 
local variations in the Big Five scores; in 
particular, the trait openness to experience 
is especially relevant. Localities with a 
lower score on openness to experience 
were, ceteris paribus, much more likely 
to vote Leave. For our present purposes, 
the main observation to make is that to 
the best of our knowledge no study has 
yet tried to link locally clustered Big Five 
scores to local variations in economic 
resilience. It is precisely this task that is the 
focus of the remainder of the paper.

DATA AND BASIC MODEL54

To investigate the potential relevance 
of city personality differences for city 
economic resilience, we use two UK 
data sets. First, data on the economic 
performance of cities comes from Martin, 
Gardiner and Tyler55 (see also Martin, 
Sunley, Tyler and Gardiner56,57). This data 
comprises annual estimates of workplace 
employment and output (Gross Value 
Added) across 46 sectors for 63 primary 
urban areas (PUAs) from 1981 to 2011. 
PUAs are defined as ‘built-up’ areas based 
on contiguous local authority districts 
(LADs) around cities. We provide an 
overview of the 63 PUAs and their 
constitutive LADs in Table 2 in the 
Appendix. A full overview of the data 
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construction process can be found in 
Martin et al.58

The scores on the Big Five personality 
measures come from our second data set.59 
Based on a survey of more than 400,000 
residents across Great Britain conducted 
in 2009, this data set provides information 
on personality attributes of individual 
survey participants across the 380 LADs in 
Great Britain. Answers on 44 Likert-type 
short statements were recorded for each 
participant and a principal components 
analysis was performed to extract the five 
underlying factors, namely extraversion, 
agreeableness, conscientiousness, 
neuroticism and openness60 (for the full 
list of Big Five-related factors see Table 
1 in the Appendix). Scores were then 
aggregated at the PUA level by averaging 
individual scores weighted by the number 
of survey participants in each of the LADs 
that make up the PUA. As we show 
in detail in Garretsen et al.,61 there is 
considerable cross-PUA variation for each 
of the Big Five scores.

To test for the relevance of the Big 
Five personality scores for city economic 
resilience, we estimate an OLS model 
where the dependent variable, regional 
resilience, is regressed against the 
regional Big Five scores using a standard 
set of control variables for each PUA i 
(i=1,…63). As a first pass, these controls 
capture most of the standard explanations 
that have been brought forward to explain 
regional economic divergence, keeping 
also our discussion on regional resilience 
(in the UK) in mind:

In our baseline model (1), D
i
 represents 

our measures of regional resilience, see 
below, for each of the 63 PUAs. Psych

i
 

represents the Big Five score(s) for each 
PUA. Following Lee,62 each of the five 
personality variables is regressed separately 

against the dependent variables since we 
want to allow for the possibility in an 
explorative analysis that each of the Big 
Five measures could have an impact on 
the resilience variable. The coefficient b

1
 

is thus the main focus of interest; b
0
 is the 

constant; b
j
 is the coefficient for the control 

variable X
ij
, and ϵ

i
 is the error term. The 

vector X
ij
, for each PUA i gives the set 

of control variables (j= 2,……7) that 
will be used throughout our estimations 
(see Garretsen et al.63 for an extensive 
motivation of these controls). These are: 
1) the size of a city; 2) a dummy coding 
whether a PUA is landlocked; 3) kilometric 
distance to London; 4) a dummy for 
New Town that codes cities and towns 
created after the New Towns Act 1946; 
5) a Krugman economic specialisation 
index; 6) the size of the city in terms of 
employment; and 7) the proportion of 
young people in the population.

Finally, and crucially, with respect to 
our dependent variable, city economic 
resilience, we follow the methodology 
used in Martin et al.64 and calculate two 
indices that measure each PUAs resistance 
and recoverability to a UK-wide recession:

where ΔE
i
Contraction is a PUA i’s observed 

change in employment during a recession 
until the trough or lowest point in 
terms of change in employment and 
(ΔE

i
Contraction)Expected is the expected decrease 

assuming the city i had followed the UK 
national trend. Similar measures apply 
to the recovery phase which is the phase 
from the time of the trough until the 
beginning of the next recession, and 
here too ‘expected’ refers to the UK 
employment path during such a period. 
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For both measures a positive value signifies 
that a city is more resistant or recovers faster 
from an UK-wide recession as compared 
to the UK average.

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS: BIG FIVE AND 
CITY RESILIENCE
Our estimation results thus take a first 
and preliminary look at the potential 
significance of the Big Five personality 
traits for the regional resistance and 
recovery to economic shocks. More 
particularly, this enquiry ties in with the 
burgeoning literature on the resilience 
of regions (or nations) to shocks. These 
shocks can vary from natural disasters to 
wars to economic recessions, and our focus 
here is on recessionary shocks. Research 
for the UK regions has shown that regions 
differ considerably in how they cope with 
the impact of UK-wide recessions.65,66 The 
notion of resilience is a much debated one67 
and so is the empirical operationalisation of 
the concept and its determinants. Still, the 
basic question is how cities adapt to and 
recover from shocks. Here, we focus on 
the case of three official UK recessions that 
are (partly) covered by our sample period, 
and we focus for the sake of simplicity 
on a straightforward measure of city 
resilience where we distinguish between 
the downswing and upswing phases of each 
recession.

The scores per recession for the 
resistance and recovery phase are 
calculated over three recessions using 
annual data. The first recession took place 
from 1979(4)–83(1) (ie last quarter of 1979 
to the first of 1983). The second recession 
spanned 1990(2)–2(4), while the 2008 
recession’s end of recovery date is not clear 
yet. Our economic data set runs from 
1981 to 2011, which allows us to partially 
capture the first and third recession 
(1981–2 and 2008–10, respectively) and to 
fully capture the resistance and recovery 
phase of the second recession, that is the 

early 1990s downturn. The results for 
each PUA for both resilience measures for 
all three recessions are presented in Figures 
2, 3 and 4.

To get a better understanding of the 
relationship between the resistance and 
recovery measures, we averaged each PUA 
score for the three recessionary periods. 
The variables resistance and recovery 
turn out to be positively and significantly 
correlated. The scatterplot in Figure 5 
presents this relationship and allows for 
a classification of the 63 PUAs among 
four categories.68 Cities on the upper 
right quadrant, such as Milton Keynes 
or Cambridge, are those that are both 
more resistant to and recover relatively fast 
from shocks. The lower right quadrant 
shows cities that recover faster than the 
UK average but are less resistant. The 
upper left quadrant shows those cities 
that are relatively resistant but recover less 
rapidly than the UK. Finally, the lower left 
quadrant includes the cities that perform 
worse than the UK average both in terms of 
resistance to and recovery from recessions.

Against the background of Figure 5, 
we now look more specifically at the 
relationship between resilience and the Big 
Five traits. In doing so, we estimate our 
basic model for the 1990–2 recession and 
1992–2007 recovery only because this is the 
recession that we can fully identify given 
our sample period. Using the same set of 
control variables as before, we find that the 
trait openness (to experience) is positively 
correlated with both resistance and 
recovery as seen in Table 2. Only the effect 
of openness is economically significant. 
A one standard deviation increase of 
openness would imply an increase of a 
city’s resistance score by 0.33, which covers 
more than half of the difference between 
the highly resistant New Towns and the rest 
of the UK. The effect on recovery is also 
significant but less pronounced. The only 
other highly significant variable is that of 
New Town (positive) and distance to London 
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with the latter changing signs between the 
two equations.

The fact that openness is relevant 
when it comes to resilience to shocks, 
in this case UK-wide recessions, is not 
that much of a surprise, since openness is 
associated with how well people deal with 
a change in their circumstances. This 
idea as to the relevance of openness (to 
experience) being the relevant Big Five 
variable when it comes to understanding 

city variations in resilience to national 
economic recessions resonates with 
related findings. Socio-economic well-
being in the UK is associated with higher 
region-level openness and extraversion.69 
In addition, results from studies in the 
US, UK and Germany suggest that 
regions with high levels of openness 
(and low levels of neuroticism) are more 
resilient to shocks compared to areas 
where openness is lower.70–72 And there 

Figure 2: Resistance and recovery 1980–9 (calculated using indices summarised above)

Source: Authors
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is also our own finding in relation to the 
‘shock’ of the Brexit referendum that 
higher regional scores on the personality 
trait openness (to experience) go along 
with a stronger regional preference not to 
leave the EU.

As to the mechanisms or channels 
via which regions with on average 
higher scores on openness might be 
more resilient to UK recessions, the 
literature discussed previously in the paper 
would clearly suggest that since more 

openness is associated with a stronger 
local entrepreneurial culture and also 
with a more innovative local economy, 
that individuals in regions with a higher 
average openness score envisage a recession 
less or not only as a threat but also as an 
opportunity. More generally, in those 
regions a sudden change in economic 
circumstances, eg a recession, is probably 
relatively more easily absorbed. In such a 
context, economic changes and the creation 
and destruction of jobs and firms are seen 

Figure 3: Indices of resistance and recovery 1990–2007 (calculated using indices summarised above)

Source: Authors
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as being part of the way the local economy 
operates which may dampen the impact 
of the national recession on the local 
economy. To unravel the actual mechanism, 
more fine-grained data would be needed 
that would allow the analysis of the reaction 
of individual agents to economic recessions, 
and to connect these reactions to their own 
personality traits and that of the average 
trait profile of the region. We have to leave 
this topic to future research.

Potentially, as suggested earlier, there is 
the issue of endogeneity in the relationship 
between Big Five personality traits and 
economic resilience. In the case of 
nationwide recessions, we are a priori less 
worried that this a major issue. First, as 
other research has shown, local personality 
traits are not immutable (see below), 
but they do have a surprising degree of 
persistence over time: once formed, in 
part, by local economic-cultural-political 

Figure 4: Resistance and recovery 2008–13 (calculated using indices summarised above)

Source: Authors
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Figure 5: Resistance and recoverability by city across three UK recessions (deviations from national average)

Source: Authors

Table 2: Regional resilience and resistance and the 
Big Five

 
Variables

(1)
Resistance

(2)
Recovery

Openness 6.013* 3.569**
(3.114) (1.424)

New Town 0.579** 1.125***
(0.285) (0.172)

Landlocked 0.0657 0.160
(0.209) (0.129)

Distance to London (logs) 0.265** –0.120**
(0.118) (0.0513)

Krugman Spec Index 0.249 2.409***
(1.508) (0.889)

Size (log) –0.161 –0.0705
(0.165) (0.0942)

Young Population 2.654 –1.080
(2.673) (1.572)

Constant –24.11** –11.05**
(10.64) (4.685)

Observations 63 63
Adjusted R-squared 0.181 0.310

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

conditions they can linger on for 
considerable periods of time long after 
those earlier formative conditions 
and circumstances have changed and 
disappeared.73,74 Second, at the same time, 
although in many parts of Britain local 
industrial structures, job structures and 
skill profiles have changed through the 
years, the geographical pattern of relative 
economic prosperity has not actually 
changed significantly. This persistence 
in the pattern of local relative prosperity 
might help explain the persistence of local 
personality traits and profiles. Third, given 
that major recessions are, to large extent, 
national events, affecting the economy as a 
whole, they can be regarded as exogenous 
to individual cities and their inhabitants. 
Given these considerations, it is not clear 
as to how the 1990–2 recession as such 
could have been ‘caused’ by the openness 
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variable. Still, one could argue that in cities 
that were hit harder by the recession in 
the early 1990s experienced a brain drain 
that resulted in open residents moving 
away to cities where there were more 
opportunities, thereby reducing present-day 
levels of openness. To test for this selective 
migration hypothesis, we looked at sub-
samples where we distinguished between 
locals (people born in the city where they 
now live) and non-locals (people born in 
a city other than where they lived when 
they completed the survey). Results show 
that non-locals did not sort into cities in a 
way that would support reverse causality. 
That is to say, people with relatively higher 
(lower) scores on openness did not self-
select into cities that we were hit less 
(harder) by the recession75 Similarly, we also 
checked for differences between age cohorts. 
Since the formative period in which an 
individual’s personality traits are formed 
is approximately before the age of 25–30, 
we could check whether the personality 
traits of respondents to the Big Five survey 
in 2009 were already ‘formed’ (ie persons 
more than 25 years old) when the recession 
hit in 1990. For those respondents it is 
unlikely that the 1990–2 recession formed 
their personality. Restricting our sample to 
these older age cohorts in this way did not 
change our conclusions.

CONCLUSIONS
All in all, these first and explorative 
outcomes as to the potential relevance of 
the (locally clustered) Big Five personality 
traits to understand city variations in 
economic resilience offer promising 
first results that justify more research on 
the relationship between geographical 
psychology and regional development. 
The trait that one probably expects to be 
most relevant, openness (to experience), 
clearly has some significant bearing on 
city resilience for the case of the local 
impact of British national recessions. 

At the same time, much more research 
is needed to find out how robust these 
initial findings are, and also if it is indeed 
(only) the trait of openness that matters 
for resilience. For the present paper, we 
take the estimation results as reported in 
this section as sufficient evidence that 
clustered Big Five personality traits do 
appear to be associated with the resilience 
of cities (and regions) to economic shocks.

The findings suggest that future work 
on local (city, regional) resilience to 
economic shocks, such as recessions, could 
benefit from an explicit consideration 
of psychological factors, and the 
implications these can have for the 
economic behaviours and actions of 
workers, entrepreneurs and policymakers 
alike. When it comes to possible policy 
implications of psychological resilience, and 
as we have acknowledged (recall Figure 
1), personality traits are not fixed and 
immutable, but can change over time. The 
survey by Almlund, Duckworth, Heckman 
and Kautz76 illustrates, for instance, that 
educational and parental investment at 
a young age can have a bearing on the 
formation of individual personality traits. 
Their findings suggest that investment in 
the development of personality skills has 
a relatively high pay-off. An implication 
could be that urban or regional social 
policies that support such investments 
might over time have a positive impact on 
a location’s resilience to economic shocks. 
This possible policy implication certainly 
warrants further research.

In this paper, we have assumed the 
endogeneity of personality traits not to be 
a sufficiently serious issue as to undermine 
our findings on the importance of openness 
for resilience; and, indeed, in another 
study in which an explicit allowance was 
made for such endogeneity, personality 
traits were still found to be of importance 
in accounting for city growth patterns.77 
Nevertheless, as illustrated in Figure 1, how 
and when, and to what extent, significant 
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feedbacks operate between a locality’s 
personality or psychological ‘profile’ and 
its economic performance is itself an 
intriguing research issue — on three fronts: 
for understanding the localised clustering 
of personality traits, understanding the 
impact of such geographical clustering on 
local differences in economic development 
and dynamism, and thus for the design of 
potential policy interventions.
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APPENDIX
Table A1: The Big Five personality domains and the Big Five inventory (BFI) Items that load on them.

Big Five personality domain BFI Item

Openness Is original, comes up with new ideas
Is curious about many different things
Is ingenious, a deep thinker
Has an active imagination
Is inventive
Values artistic, aesthetic experiences
Likes to reflect, play with ideas
Is sophisticated in art, music, or literature
Prefers work that is routine (r)
Has few artistic interests (r)

Conscientiousness Does a thorough job
Is a reliable worker
Perseveres until the task is finished
Does things efficiently
Makes plans and follows through with them
Can be somewhat careless (r)
Tends to be disorganised (r)
Tends to be lazy (r)
Is easily distracted (r)

Extraversion Is talkative
Is full of energy
Generates a lot of enthusiasm
Has an assertive personality
Is outgoing, sociable
Is reserved (r)
Tends to be quiet (r)
Is sometimes shy, inhibited (r)

Agreeableness Is helpful and unselfish with others
Has a forgiving nature
Is generally trusting
Is considerate and kind to almost everyone
Likes to cooperate with others
Tends to find fault with others (r)
Starts quarrels with others (r)
Can be cold and aloof (r)
Is sometimes rude to others (r)

Neuroticism Is depressed, blue
Can be tense
Worries a lot
Can be moody
Gets nervous easily
Is relaxed, handles stress well (r)
Is emotionally stable, not easily upset (r)
Remains calm in tense situations (r)

Note: The stem for each BFI item is ‘I see myself as someone who …’. The source of the BFI items is John and 
Srivastava78 (r) = reverse keyed item.
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Table A2: Primary urban areas (PUA) and constituting local district authorities (LAD)

Primary urban area Local district authorities

Aberdeen Aberdeen City
Aldershot Rushmoor
Barnsley Barnsley
Birkenhead Wirral
Birmingham Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall, Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Solihull
Blackburn Blackburn with Darwen
Blackpool Blackpool, Wyre, Fylde
Bolton Bolton
Bournemouth Poole, Bournemouth, Christchurch
Bradford Bradford
Brighton Brighton and Hove

Adur
Bristol South Gloucestershire, City of Bristol
Burnley Burnley, Pendle
Cambridge Cambridge
Cardiff Cardiff
Chatham Medway
Coventry Coventry
Crawley Crawley, Reigate and Banstead
Derby Derby
Doncaster Doncaster
Dundee Dundee City
Edinburgh City of Edinburgh
Glasgow West Dunbartonshire, Glasgow City, East Dunbartonshire, Renfrewshire, East Renfrewshire
Gloucester Gloucester
Grimsby North East Lincolnshire
Hastings Hastings
Huddersfield Kirklees
Hull Kingston upon Hull, City of
Ipswich Ipswich
Leeds Leeds
Leicester Oadby and Wigston, Blaby, Leicester
Liverpool St Helens, Liverpool, Knowsley
London Brent, Westminster, Southwark, Camden, Hillingdon, Lewisham, Dacorum, Harrow, Bromley, Tower Hamlets, 

Enfield, Waltham Forest, Havering, Wandsworth, Ealing, Haringey, Kingston upon Thames, Hackney, Barnet, 
Hammersmith and Fulham, Barking and Dagenham, Sutton, Broxbourne, Merton, Bexley, Newham, Croydon, 
Lambeth, Islington, City of London, Hounslow, Redbridge, Gravesham, Greenwich, Three Rivers, Kensington and 
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Abstract Informed by positive psychology and the fields of urban studies, design, 
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‘A cidade não é um lugar. É a moldura de 
uma vida’. [The city is not a place. It is the 
frame of a lifetime.]1

INTRODUCTION
Informed by the broad field of positive 
psychology, but drawing also upon the 
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disciplines of urban studies, psychology, 
design, economics, political philosophy 
and sociology, this paper reviews theories 
and models of happiness and well-
being and reflects upon their capacity 
to instruct urban public policy. We then 
introduce the idea of ‘public happiness’ 
(felicitas publica) and explore the potential 
of what we term ‘relational goods’ and 
‘third places’ in promoting happiness 
in cities. We present a case study of an 
intervention implemented in the city of 
Lisbon, Portugal, which demonstrates how 
it might be possible to enhance collective 
happiness in an urban context. We 
conclude that eudaimonic and relational 
approaches to city governance and urban 
renewal can enhance public well-being.

CITIES AS PROGENITORS AND 
BENEFICIARIES OF HUMAN 
HAPPINESS AND WELL-BEING
Today, as it has always been, two 
fundamentally different views of the city 
jostle for our attention. One perspective 
celebrates the city as a progenitor of 
human flourishing, trades on utopian 
rhetoric and generates proposals on 
how to further build the city so that it 
better enhances human life.2–15 Another 
perspective construes the city as a 
destructive machine which erodes human 
flourishing and self-actualisation.16–18 
The city is ugly, dirty, dangerous and 
overcrowded — beset by poverty, injustice, 
incivility, pollution and disease. Cities 
are centres of conflict, scarcity, alarming 
population growth, ecological disasters, 
exclusion, inept politics and social and 
economic inequalities.19–21 They conspire 
to estrange us from ourselves, from others, 
and from nature.22

Of course, neither view is exclusively 
correct; both utopian and dystopian urban 
imaginations always have a degree of truth 
and always exist in tension. Given this 
tension, approaching humanity’s primary 

habitat (the city) as a happiness project 
could therefore be considered somewhat 
naïve.23–26 But there can and must be hope 
that even if cities are not always or even 
often life-affirming, they can be remade so 
that they engender greater well-being and 
happiness.27

It is heartening therefore to witness a 
‘happiness turn’ in positive psychology, 
positive design, positive computing, 
urban planning, economics and mental 
health care.28–37 Meanwhile, community 
psychology38 and positive community 
psychology39–41 have served as a bridge 
between studies of positive psychology 
and the meaning and relevance of 
communities as spaces for transformative 
dialogue. Both approach the community 
from the perspective of values.42,43 There 
is emerging from this interdisciplinary 
and inter-sectoral ‘happiness turn’ a 
happy city model which aims to steer 
cities away from their worst selves44 and 
to promote transformative and disruptive 
change which focuses urban governance 
and policy on questions of subjectivity, 
emotionality and relationality.45–49

Happy cities matter. It is clear that 
cities have an impact on our mental 
emotional states which then affects our 
general health, and the quality of our 
relationships, and then all these, in turn, 
affect the city.50–52 Because of these 
relationships, the city can be thought of 
as a mental health tool or remediating 
instrument that prevents disease and 
promotes salutogenesis53–56 defined as:

‘An approach to human health that 
examines the factors contributing to the 
promotion and maintenance of physical 
and mental wellbeing rather than disease, 
with particular emphasis on the coping 
mechanisms of individuals which help 
preserve health despite stressful conditions.’57

A happiness agenda for cities has the 
potential to have a profound effect on 
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the social and economic prosperity of 
cities and in a virtuous cycle of equitable 
social and economic development has the 
potential to create conditions in which 
the happiness and well-being of urban 
residents flourish.

FROM URBAN ECONOMICS TO 
SUBJECTIVE MONITORING OF URBAN 
WELL-BEING
The social-scientific theorising of 
happiness and its expression in policy, 
practice and public affairs, presents as a 
diverse and nascent field.58–60 There is 
much to unpack. There would appear to 
exist two chief analytical strands in the 
making.

The first seeks to understand 
psychologies of ‘hedonism’: the dynamics 
of basic life satisfaction and positive 
emotional experience (the drive to avoid 
or minimise pain while seeking pleasure).61 
The second prioritises ‘eudaimonia’: a 
more rounded sense of happiness that arises 
as people function and interact within 
society, focusing on purpose, meaning and 
virtue.62,63 The latter tradition emphasises 
non-material pursuits, such as genuine 
relationality and intrinsic motivation, 
and can be defined as the happiness of 
sociality achieved throughout the practice 
of civic virtues, the realisation of one’s true 
potential, the presence of non-instrumental 
and positive relationships, and the 
experience of a meaningful life.64–68

With regard to measuring well-being as 
a subjective experience, the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD),69 in its document 
‘Guidelines on Measuring of Subjective 
Well-being’, aimed to integrate both 
hedonic and eudaimonic perspectives, 
and thus included all forms of positive 
and negative assessment that people make 
when assessing their quality of life and 
affective state.70,71 The OECD definition 
includes three dimensions:

1. A cognitive and evaluative (objective) 
dimension — the estimation of 
satisfaction with life, which measures 
how people feel through a thoughtful 
assessment of their life in general, or of 
some specific sphere of their existence 
like work, urban life, commuting, 
leisure time, or family;

2. An affective (subjective) dimension, 
which measures emotional states or 
feelings, usually based on a time point, 
such as the experiences of the previous 
day; and

3. A dimension connected to meaning 
and purpose in life — also described 
as the measurement of psychological 
functioning or flourishing.

A happy city is one where people 
feel relaxed, safe, comfortable, and 
confident in others — that is, where they 
experience positive emotions.72–75

Economic and other objective 
indicators are frequently at odds with 
reports of well-being in developed 
countries. This is because, despite 
the clear increase in material wealth, 
subjective well-being levels have stabilised, 
mental illness has increased at an intense 
rate and the social fabric has weakened 
more visibly than in times of greater 
poverty.76,77 There is robust evidence that 
there exists a correlation between income 
and happiness,78 but rising income does 
not always mean rising happiness. Some 
economists see a positive correlation, 
based on evidence that, on average, 
persons living in richer countries are 
happier than are those living in poorer 
countries. But others take the view a 
positive wealth–happiness association 
is neither universal nor strong: poorer 
countries do not always appear to be less 
happy than richer countries.79,80

Reflecting these complications, it is 
increasingly claimed that governments 
should use measures of population well-
being instead of economic activity to 
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assess national growth and articulate policy 
accordingly.81 Gross domestic product 
(GDP) is considered an outdated measure 
with which to analyse the economic 
performance of a country or region or to 
make international comparisons. GDP is a 
construct that has limited meaning for the 
individual citizen:

‘Happiness tells us how well a society 
satisfies the major concerns of people’s 
everyday life. GDP is a measure limited to 
one aspect of economic life, the production 
of material goods. The aphorism that 
money isn’t everything in life, applies here. 
If happiness were to supplant GDP as a 
leading measure of societal well-being, 
public policy might perhaps be moved in 
a direction more meaningful to people’s 
lives.’82

Together, objective and subjective 
measures of well-being and happiness 
allow for a deeper understanding of 
how demographic, socioeconomic, 
geographic and social determinants 
affect the happiness of citizens in urban 
contexts, and to quantify their relative 
importance.83–86 Composite measures are 
being devised, integrating indicators of, 
for example, good services, local and 
community initiatives, social quality, 
regional and social policies (such as those 
linked to employment opportunities), 
transport quality, and travel time between 
home and work. These composite 
indicators of quality of urban life enable us 
to understand happiness and to measure its 
impact.87–89

Measures of happiness (subjective well-
being) and objective measures of quality 
of life are intimately linked. One study 
shows an inverted U in the relationship 
between happiness and quality of life, on 
the one hand, and population density, 
on the other.90 Climate, education, 
economic conditions, safety and 
environment seem also relevant to self-
reported quality of life.91 Perceived health 

is likewise a very important dimension 
in determining urban happiness levels.92 
Fear of crime, terrorism and war also 
clearly influence subjective happiness,93 
as does commuting time.94 A significant 
negative correlation between happiness 
and air, water, and noise pollution, traffic 
congestion and environmental disasters 
has also been identified.95,96 In addition, 
a clear and positive relationship has been 
found between happiness and higher 
winter temperatures, and lower summer 
temperatures and a negative relationship 
with higher-rainfall regions and cities.97 
The analysis of the impact of green areas 
on well-being98 similarly has found a 
positive and significant relationship; data 
confirms the existence of an inverted 
U-shaped relationship between subjective 
well-being and quantity and distance from 
green zones.99

FELICITAS PUBLICA (PUBLIC 
HAPPINESS) AND THE AVAILABILITY 
OF RELATIONAL GOODS
In the culture of ancient Rome, felicitas 
was the condition of fertility, blessing and 
bliss inspired by the gods. This concept 
has been linked with some of the current 
images of idealised future cities: cities that 
thrive healthily and help their citizens 
flourish, achieving their full potential 
and working together for the common 
good.100 This vision of happiness is 
linked to civic sociability and relational 
goods, and to the three dimensions of 
interpersonal relationships: family, friends 
and society. It is present today in the 
rebirth of the concept of public happiness, 
initially discussed by 18th-century Italian 
economists.101,102 Now, applied to the 
city, it realigns us with a humanistic 
perspective, which defends happiness 
as a relational and virtuous experience 
of human institutions, organisations 
and systems — a model that stands in 
opposition to the mere view of happiness 
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as an internal, individual and hedonic 
experience. The concept of ‘public’ in 
‘public happiness’ refers to participation in 
the public sphere, that is, having a part in 
the affairs of the (local and / or national) 
state. It represents a feature of the 
system of rights that defines the political 
relationship between citizens, as opposed 
to their personal well-being or individual 
mental states.

Some authors103 consider that the 
low consumption of relational goods 
— briefly defined as non-instrumental 
interpersonal relations — explains many 
of the paradoxes of happiness that we 
see, for example, in its divergence from 
levels of relative wealth. The affective 
components of interpersonal relationships 
that are perceived as having value, 
meaning and authenticity are, thus, vital to 
well-being.104

The dissolution of social relations is one 
of the most destructive agents that can 
act against happiness.105 Recent literature 
within the social sciences offers increasing 
grounds for concern, affirming that 
time devoted to interpersonal relations 
is falling, crowded-out by the extension 
of markets into domains covered, in the 
past, by non-market institutions such 
as family, churches and civil society in 
general. Well-being is contingent, to an 
increasing extent, upon social features 
like social environment and the ability 
to construct and appreciate meaningful 
and pleasing relations with others. 
Interpersonal trust and local community 
networks are, indeed, one of the greatest 
sources of well-being, so the quality of 
interpersonal relationships and the ability 
to have secure, intimate, and stable social 
connections is highly beneficial to people’s 
happiness.106,107 It is easy to see how the 
structure, architecture and design of 
cities can promote or weaken this type of 
happiness.

Two models investigate relational 
goods linked to urban quality of life 

and well-being, based on subjective 
approaches:108 the Hedonic Price 
model109,110 and the Life Satisfaction 
Approach.111

The first argues that people reveal 
their preferences for attributes associated 
with urban areas through decisions that 
are rooted in location, making these 
decisions depend on the presence (or 
absence) of certain amenities. People 
are willing to pay more for housing or 
to receive lower wages to live in certain 
locations and access certain amenities.112 
This model is based on the notion that 
housing production costs are equal across 
cities, allowing the ‘added value’ price of 
amenities to be assessed, interpreted as the 
monetary value that a typical household 
attaches to the set of accessible amenities 
in each city. This model, however, fails to 
grasp the way in which cities have evolved 
with distinctive spatial barriers between 
rich, poor and other demographic groups, 
and how decisions have been made on 
the location of amenities. It has also 
been criticised for considering that social 
relations are not among the amenities 
of a city, at least not in the same way as 
air quality, access to greenery, schools or 
other services.113

The Life Satisfaction Approach model 
instead uses self-rated life satisfaction 
as an approximation of subjective well-
being and assumes that local amenities 
— or their absence — contribute to 
determining well-being.114 The promising 
aspects of the preliminary studies using 
this second model have already led to 
the creation and use of relational quality 
of life indices in cities.115 One index116 
applied in Italian cities includes three 
indicators: 1) time spent with friends; 
2) active participation in associations 
and volunteering; and 3) frequency of 
outings for leisure activities. Results show 
that people are willing to pay significant 
money to live in cities where they can 
access these goods. These values may be 
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around €3,880, which is significant in a 
sample with an average annual salary of 
€30,000.117 The choice of a place to live 
is thus affected by relational amenities, 
not just material factors such as services, 
climate or environment. In another 
study, based on the British Household 
Panel Survey, Powdthavee118 showed that 
an increase in social involvement with 
friends, family and neighbours is worth 
up to £85,000 a year in terms of life 
satisfaction. Also, citizens indicated that 
they were happier in cities where they felt 
they could rely more on neighbours and 
strangers.119

The results are clear: relational 
variables unequivocally affect the quality 
of urban life and perceived well-being, 
accounting for substantial variability. 
Data also indicates that social capital 
is a substitute for the failure of cities’ 
services and social conditions: less efficient 
areas in terms of the quality of society, 
interpersonal relationships, climate and 
the environment, compensate for these 
failures.120 This does not diminish, 
however, the fact that quality of life is 
mostly influenced by services and social 
components.121

Current data indicates that amenities 
created by people, concrete and visible, 
carry significant weight in deciding which 
city to live in and on migration between 
cities, which means that public policies 
in municipal management, particularly 
for investment in the area of human and 
social capital, can make a real difference to 
people’s locational choices.122–127

BUILDING COMMUNITIES WITHIN 
CITIES: ‘THIRD PLACES’
Despite the tensions that can arise 
between groups in communal city living 
— having at the same time ‘the wound 
and the blessing’128 — a good collective 
life is best achieved through communion 
and dialogue that includes all levels 

and parts of a social system. This way, 
society can move towards more equality, 
social justice and public happiness, since 
living based on mutually respectful 
and interdependent coexistence with 
others and the planet will enhance the 
presence and quality of common goods. 
If community is referred to as a value (a 
way of bringing cohesion, social justice, 
empowerment, etc.) and as a set of 
descriptive variables and categories (such 
as location, interest, identity, communion, 
risk, resources, organisations, diasporas), 
the value of the community itself can be 
perceived and potentially measured and 
the need for a healthy community at the 
urban level articulated and understood. 
If human development has been shown 
to have a positive impact on economic 
growth, the opposite is not necessarily 
true and the above understanding helps to 
redress this imbalance.129

One way to mobilise relational and 
public happiness is by creating ‘third 
places’,130 taking into account the 
physicality of everyday spaces. ‘Third 
places’ is an expression referring to 
locations where people spend time 
between home (first place) and work 
(second place).131 In these third places, 
people build horizontal relationships, 
create dialogue and exchange ideas in a 
casual way. Informal conversations are 
the main activity. The experience itself 
is a pleasant and positive one. Urban 
planners who want to support the sense of 
community and reinforce neighbourhoods 
are converging on the critical role of these 
locations. Cafes, public parks, bookstores, 
neighbourhood associations, places of 
worship, hairdressers, gyms, restaurants, 
the beach — these are examples of 
third places where community building 
occurs through routine connections. 
They are considered the ‘living room of 
society’. In Europe, for instance, cafes 
were traditionally a place to promote 
culture, creativity and networking. Third 
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places have many relevant community-
building attributes. Some are levelling 
out differences between social classes 
and ethnic groups, because people feel 
like equals within them. Third places 
are unpretentious and neutral, meaning 
that people can come and go without 
any penalty. They are accessible, and no 
reservation is needed. Strengthening social 
webs is a vital step in building cities as 
spaces of happiness, and this can be done 
by revitalising neighbourhoods, ensuring 
a determined approach to tackling social 
problems. These third places can make a 
decisive contribution to lessening human 
and social gaps, stabilising communities 
and reducing social problems.132 The 
differences in status that matter so much 
elsewhere are not significant here.

The risk of losing face-to-face social 
connections from going increasingly 
digital is escalating and makes third places 
more relevant than ever. They are not 
just a central city issue — they are equally 
applicable in suburban neighbourhoods. 
In both locations, they can help build 
social and economic connections that 
enhance health, well-being and equity, 
and can even help lower poverty levels. 
The availability of meeting spaces, 
walking spaces (banning the car from 
the centre of urban life, for example, is 
one of the current solutions for a good 
city) or free Wi-Fi areas can create 
more hospitable conditions for social 
connection, especially between groups 
that might otherwise be separated. Local 
government agencies, decision-makers, 
local businesses, universities and schools 
and senior centres, can work together with 
architects, designers, students, elderly and 
other community members to develop 
spaces that promote the opportunity for 
third places to emerge. Citizen-generated 
contexts133 contradict highly hierarchical 
settings and propose conversational 
frameworks for public administration, and 
a means to achieve more shared goals.134

A CASE STUDY IN LISBON: 
UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF 
UNIVERSITIES AS FACILITATORS OF 
PUBLIC HAPPINESS
The city of Lisbon, populated since 
prehistory as a colony of the Roman 
Empire as part of the province of 
Lusitania, was called Olisipo Felicitas Julia, 
a clear reference to a city of happiness. 
This inspired the project delivered by the 
University of Lisbon (Universidade de 
Lisboa), a public institution with different 
campuses around the Portuguese capital 
and 18 different schools. This initiative 
aimed to bring together people from all 
sectors, ages, social class, etc. to participate 
in dialogues around positive and hopeful 
topics (peace, environmental sustainability 
and biodiversity, global citizenship, quality 
of life, new economic models, mental 
health, etc.) that might be of common and 
societal interest, in a friendly and relaxed 
atmosphere. Each conversation was unique 
— while still respecting values, opinions 
and individual and scientific rhetoric 
— and people happily anticipated each 
reunion.

The project included walks for 
sustainability in green areas nearby the 
different campuses, and meetings that 
gave voice to everyone and helped 
to build a sense of community, while 
exploring different locations, around and 
about the diverse university premises, 
sometimes in the old centre of town, 
other times in the peripheries of the city. 
People from different backgrounds were 
brought together to work in projects of 
common interest — seniors, handicapped, 
politicians, adolescents and many others 
— providing inclusiveness, empowerment 
and an ethics of caring, while fighting 
prejudice and despair. The project, 
which had many versions in previous 
years,135–137 so far has had the support 
of local authorities, community and 
university leaders, students and teachers, 
artists, neighbourhood associations, the 
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university rectorate, opinion leaders and 
the municipality. The debates provided 
a setting for grassroots democracy and 
politics, informal public life and are 
consequential for the quality of life of 
citizens. Using the university settings and 
other public locations as shared spaces 
to connect and provide a culture of 
belonging — since no one plays host at 
a third place — is also contributing to 
everyday negotiation of diversity, enabling 
participants to be active citizens.

People have long pursued happy places 
— ie settings where everyone is satisfied 
and fulfilled. These social places negotiate 
diversity and are somehow transgressive. 
In the case of this project, part of a 
UNESCO Chair on Education for Global 
Peace Sustainability, university premises are 
used with a function that goes way beyond 
the one usually stated for academia. It 
can tackle the increasing privatisation 
and isolation of home life, while feeling 
similar to a good, comfortable home. As 
one of the most relevant researchers on 
happiness put it: ‘Third places contribute 
to the life worth living. They root us; they 
give us an identity; they restore us; they 
support us. Bottom line: They allow us to 
be us. And everyone knows our name.’138 
Undertaking society’s fragmentation 
through projects that underline civic 
politics, delivering on the ground, slowly 
instils a democracy of participation, in a 
moment of our collective story where, 
again, we need to save and value our 
shared humanity.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Understanding the interaction between 
the geography of a place and what makes 
people happy will help to anticipate 
what urban policies are needed and 
to predict the impacts of urban policy 
decisions. Additionally, a hopeful view 
of future urban life needs to be more 
clearly imagined and delivered. Creating 

a socially just and inclusive city, with 
strong obligations towards the people that 
are marginalised from human fulfilment 
of all kinds,139 is a shared responsibility. 
There is a growing interest in studying 
and promoting eudaimonic approaches to 
urbanism, understanding the direct links 
between relational goods, the success of 
a city and the cost benefits of enhancing 
them.140 Relational goods can only be 
enjoyed in a reciprocal manner because 
they are built of two-way relationships. 
In affluent societies, people produce and 
consume too few relational goods, with 
the unintentional result of a decrease of 
individual and public happiness.141 This is 
perhaps one of the biggest challenges for 
contemporary social sciences.142–147

The conclusion is therefore that we 
should design and manage emotionally 
intelligent cities, building close 
communities, promoting non-instrumental 
relatedness, which increases solidarity, 
fairness and justice — a sort of ‘social 
accountability’ — and expand the 
possibilities for informed choices, with 
benefits shared by all.148–153

One of the fundamental purposes of 
cities should be to make people healthy 
and happy, so the happiness of citizens 
needs to be taken into account when 
planning, designing and governing a 
city.154–162 As the 19th-century Portuguese 
writer Eça de Queiroz eloquently 
described in his book The City and the 
Mountains, ‘the most genuinely human 
feelings soon dehumanize in the city’.163 
May we enhance the conditions that 
contradict him in the near future.
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Abstract There is robust evidence that the places where people live have a profound 
influence on whether or not they are able to live healthy lives. This link between quality of 
place and well-being is now recognised by the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) and is 
viewed as a key progenitor of pernicious health inequalities. Increasingly, it is also being 
recognised and reflected in UK national planning policy. Planning policy is weak, however, 
with few mandatory quality standards, and many of the new homes and places being 
built in the UK are of a poor quality. Unless there is an urgent effort to strengthen and 
co-ordinate national policy regarding public health, planning and housing, it is highly likely 
that the design and management of the built environment will continue to increase the 
already large health inequalities between rich and poor. In support of thinking anew about 
place-making as preventative public health, this paper reports insights and lessons arising 
from NHS England’s Healthy New Towns project.

Keywords: planning, public health, inequality, design; mental health, environment

INTRODUCTION

‘Often, considerations as to what it will be 
like to live in a New Town are overlooked 
in a race to deliver new infrastructure and 
housing.’1

According to the British Medical 
Association, 50 per cent of all GP 
appointments are for illness that could 
have been avoided.2 This represents a 
huge amount of unnecessary ill health and 
suffering and is financially unsustainable 
for the NHS.

Many of the problems that cause 
today’s illnesses are not things that the 
NHS was set up to cure: loneliness and 
anxiety; poor diet; lack of physical activity. 
Increasingly, NHS leaders understand that 
waiting until people are ill and then trying 
to mend them leads to ever-increasing 
healthcare bills.3 More effort must be put 
into improving the ‘wider determinants’ 
of health: ensuring that the places in 
which people live are designed and 
managed to support their health. The link 
between ‘place’ and ‘health’ is increasingly 
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recognised as fundamental — not only to 
people’s physical well-being, but also to 
their psychological well-being.4 This was 
highlighted in Michael Marmot’s hugely 
influential report, ‘Fairer society, healthy 
lives’.5

NHS ENGLAND AND THE HEALTHY 
NEW TOWNS PROJECT
In 2014 NHS England6 published its 
‘Five Year Forward View’.7 This powerful 
document — just 39 pages long — set 
out in plain English what today’s health 
problems are, and why the NHS must 
change profoundly if it is to address 
them. At the end was a sentence or two 
saying that NHS England would initiate 
a programme, which came to be called 
‘Healthy New Towns’, to see if it is 
possible to create new places designed to 
facilitate good health.

This commitment grew into a 
fascinating experiment in which 10 large 
new developments, at different stages in 
the development process and in different 
parts of England, were given a small 
amount of funding plus brokerage and 
support to experiment to create new 
places with three characteristics:

• A built environment that would make 
healthier choices easier choices;

• Strong, supportive communities;
• Healthcare designed for 21st-century 

health needs.

PLACE-MAKING FOR HEALTHY 
LIFESTYLES AND COMMUNITY 
BUILDING
The Healthy New Towns project lasted 
just three years. In 2019, after it ended, 
NHS England published ‘Putting health 
into place’,8 a series of four documents 
that drew on learning from the Healthy 
New Towns project and provided, in 
effect, a ‘how to’ guide for creating 

healthier places. Based on learning from 
the Healthy New Towns project, and 
from other projects in England and 
the rest of the world, ‘Putting health 
into place’, was researched and written 
through a collaborative partnership 
between three not-for-profit organisations, 
the TCPA,9 the King’s Fund10 and the 
Young Foundation,11 with support 
from government agency Public Health 
England.12 It sets out 10 ‘principles’ for 
creating healthy places, published in four 
documents (see Figure 1).

That NHS England felt it necessary to 
intervene in shaping the places in which 
people live is telling and represents a huge 
change. Traditionally, this sort of upstream 
‘prevention’ work has been left to public 
health – and poorly funded.

Threaded throughout ‘Putting health 
into place’ are references to creating places 
with strong identities — places people 
feel they belong to. It is acknowledged 
that this is vital for people’s psychological 
well-being. A related theme throughout 
the documents is that it is not enough 
to ‘consult’ local communities about 
new developments; local people must be 
actively involved in co-creating the new 
place, and this co-creation must include 
those members of society whose views 
and experiences are often ignored. Unless 
the views and needs of the old, the young, 
the poor and the frail are taken into 
account, the new development is likely to 
exclude them, or limit their opportunities 
to live healthily, and so will be likely to 
increase health inequalities rather than 
reduce them.

PLACE-MAKING FOR THERAPEUTIC 
LANDSCAPES
Many of the place-making principles set 
out in ‘Putting health into place’ will not 
surprise urban designers and architects. 
What is new is that evidence now shows 
that whether or not we experience good 
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Aims of Healthy New Towns project
• To shape new towns, neighbourhoods 

and communities to promote health and 
well-being, prevent illness and keep 
people living independently;

• To radically rethink the delivery of health 
and care services and to support learning 
about new models of integrated care;

• To spread learning and good practice to 
future developments and regeneration 
areas.

Lessons published in four reports 
‘Putting health into place’
• Executive summary: Summary of learning 

from Healthy New Towns project;
• Principles 1–3 plan, assess and involve: 

Covers planning ahead collectively, 
understanding local needs and assets 
and community engagement;

• Principles 4–8 design, deliver and 
manage: Covers the key elements of 
developing healthy places including 
neighbourhood and home design, active 
travel and green infrastructure;

• Principles 9–10 develop and provide 
healthcare services: Covers developing 
preventative and integrated care and 
health and well-being centres for new 
places.

Ten core principles of the project
1. Plan ahead collectively;
2. Assess local health and care needs 

and assets;
3. Connect, involve and empower people 

and communities;
4. Create compact neighbourhoods;
5. Maximise active travel;
6. Inspire and enable healthy eating;
7. Foster health in homes and buildings;
8. Enable healthy play and leisure;
9. Develop health services that help 

people stay well;
10. Create integrated health and well-being 

centres.

10 demonstrator sites

Demonstrator site Number of new homes being built

Barking Riverside, London 10,800 homes being built on brownfield land alongside the River Thames
Barton, Oxford 885 homes on a site next to John Radcliffe Hospital
Bicester, Oxfordshire 13,000 homes being built over 20 years
Cranbrook, Devon 8,000 homes being built on greenfield land
Darlington, County Durham 3,600 homes being built on three sites between 2018 and 2025
Ebbsfleet Garden City, Kent Up to 15,000 homes being built on brownfield sites by 2026
Halton Lea, Runcorn 800 new homes and a health and well-being campus on a brownfield site
Northstowe, Cambridgeshire 10,000 homes being built on the former RAF Oakington base and surrounding land
Whitehill and Bordon, Hampshire 3,350 homes and commercial space being built on former Ministry of Defence land
Whyndyke Garden Village, Lancashire A 1,400-home development on a 91ha site planned for the Fylde coast

Figure 1: Summary of NHS Healthy New Towns project 2016–19

Source: Author

Map 1: The 10 Healthy New Town ‘demonstrator sites’
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health and well-being is very strongly 
linked to whether or not we have good 
social connections. Strong communities 
are not merely a ‘nice to have’, they are 
vital for our health and well-being. Places 
that support good health are places where 
it is easy to bump into our neighbours 
as we go about our ordinary lives; places 
that have good local parks and public 
spaces where activities and events can 
happen; places that have strong identities 
and engender a sense of belonging in 
those who live in them. Several chapters 
in ‘Putting health into place’ set out 
how communities can be involved in 
co-creating the new development, and 
how they can have a role in shaping 
the way the new place is cared for and 
maintained once it has been built,13 
giving them real and lasting influence 

over the environment in which they 
live. A strong case is made for taking an 
‘asset-based’ approach to working with all 
communities, focusing on their strengths 
and resources, rather than their perceived 
weaknesses.

Empowering local people and 
communities is a strong theme in the 
direction the NHS is now taking in 
terms of how it delivers healthcare. This 
approach was set out in the 2014 ‘Five 
Year Forward View’ strategy document 
that also initiated the Healthy New 
Towns project; and since then has been 
strengthened in the NHS Long Term 
Plan,14 published in early 2019. In 
essence, primary healthcare15 services 
are being reorganised into area-based 
multidisciplinary teams offering a range 
of services with far more emphasis on 
helping people stay healthy.

An increasingly important ingredient 
in this new mixture is ‘social prescribing’: 
offering people non-medical services, such 
as community activities or classes, that 
can help them overcome problems such 
as social isolation, lack of physical activity, 
or poor diet. For planners and developers, 
this means creating new types of flexible 
health ‘hubs’ or local centres that could 
be used by community groups and GPs, 
as well as other health professionals such 
as pharmacists, dentists, or mental health 
teams. The type of building required 
will depend on local health needs and 
the mixture of services that will best 
address them. How this can be assessed 
and achieved is set out in the final part of 
‘Putting health into place’.16

STRENGTHENING LINKS BETWEEN 
PLANNING, PUBLIC HEALTH AND 
HOUSING IN ENGLAND’S NATIONAL 
PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK
For the NHS to state so unequivocally 
that strong communities and ‘local 
identity’ are vital underpinnings of 

Figure 2: Events to encourage healthier eating were 
part of Bicester’s work to become a healthy new town

Source: Mike Ellis Photography
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health and well-being is extraordinary. 
It adds considerable weight to a range of 
initiatives in England that have emerged 
in the last decade to draw attention to 
the importance of place-making, rather 
than simply building thousands of homes 
in response to government housing 
targets. These initiatives include the Place 

Alliance,17 a large but loose network, 
co-ordinated by academics, that describes 
itself as a ‘movement campaigning for 
place quality’; and the Quality of Life 
Foundation,18 founded by architect Sadie 
Morgan to, ‘raise people’s quality of life 
and well-being by improving our built 
environment’.

The emergence of these initiatives is 
telling. Arguably, it has happened because 
requiring developers to ‘think about what 
it will be like to live in’ the place they 
are creating, and to create high quality 
places rather than collections of individual 
buildings, is not supported robustly 
enough by England’s National Planning 
Policy Framework,19 the nation’s over-
arching planning policy since 2012. The 
issue is not that national policy ignores 
issues of quality — it does not. The 
problem is that the language used is weak 
— for instance, ‘could’ rather than ‘must’ 
— making it difficult for council planners 
to enforce.

For instance, national policy does not 
set out a mandatory minimum standard 
for the size of new homes.20 The oddly 
named ‘Nationally Described Space 
Standard’,21 which sets out minimum sizes 
for homes, is optional, and so whether 
or not new homes meet this — minimal 
— standard is a matter of negotiation 
between the council and the developer on 
each and every site.

In more affluent parts of the country, 
where land values are relatively high and 
developments generate larger profits, 
councils have more power to push 
developers to achieve higher standards. In 
areas of low land value, however, there is 
so little profit in building that developers 
argue they cannot afford to build homes 
that are large enough, or of a decent 
quality, or to create places that include the 
facilities that allow people to live the active, 
sociable lives that enable them to thrive.

In places where the private sector 
cannot, or will not, build good quality 

Figure 3: In Barton, the Hogmoor Inclosure natural play area provides an 
exciting place for kids to get active for free

Source: Mike Ellis Photography

Figure 4: A community wayfinding project in Whitehill and Bordon aimed to 
make walking across town easier

Source: Mike Ellis Photography
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places, then there is surely a good case 
to be made for the state to intervene, 
by subsidising some aspects of the 
development on condition that the 
developers create places that meet a 
range of quality standards. After all, if 
the state does not ensure that today’s 
new developments are of a good enough 
quality for people to live healthy lives, 
then the state will pay tomorrow — 
through the NHS — when those people 
become ill and need healthcare.

Even in more affluent areas of 
England, however, where development 
values are high enough to make good 
quality economically viable, much new 
development falls far short of the place-
making standards set out in ‘Putting health 
into place’.22 While it is easy to assume 
that the fault is entirely that of the house 
builders, the problem is more complex. 
Developers argue that councils rarely 
manage to give them clear, consistent 
messages about what they want. For 
instance, it is not enough for the planners 
to insist on walkable neighbourhoods 
with priority given to pedestrians, if 
the highways department is asking the 
developer to prioritise roads, roundabouts 
and parking spaces.

Giving developers strong and consistent 
messages will only happen if good 
place-making becomes a priority for the 
whole council, and not just the planning 
department. That requires political and 
corporate leadership. TCPA research 
suggests that those places that have been 
successful in pushing developers to achieve 
higher standards have had strong political 
leaders who have remained in power for 
many years.23 They have been prepared to 
have some difficult arguments, and they 
have been consistent in their demand for 
high quality.

The power of even the best-co-
ordinated English planning authorities has, 
however, been fundamentally undermined 
by the government’s recent expansion of 

‘permitted development rights’. These 
extended rights now allow buildings such 
as industrial units or office blocks to be 
turned into flats without going through 
the planning system.

At its worst, the expansion of permitted 
development rights is resulting in the 
creation of flats which, quite literally, have 
no windows, and ‘flats’ smaller than a 
standard car-parking space.24 Local leaders, 
rightly concerned for the well-being of 
their communities, have no power to 
prevent this from happening. Inevitably, 
the people who will live in these appalling 
places are those who have no choice: the 
worst-off in society who, of course, tend 
to have the worst health.

Despite efforts to raise awareness 
of the sometimes dire ‘homes’ being 
created through permitted development, 
there appears to be little motivation for 
government to reverse the changes to 
permitted development rights. After all, 
creating new homes this way is quick, 
and it adds to the recorded number of 
new homes built in the last year, allowing 
ministers to claim to be effective in 
tackling the housing shortage. Headlines 
are all about brute numbers; important 
subtleties about ‘quality of place’ are 
squeezed out.

Local leaders, however, are well aware 
that forcing the worst-off in society to live 
in inhumane conditions is problematic 
for communities as a whole, not just the 
people who have their lives blighted by 
dire living conditions. Strong, cohesive 
communities are undermined by poor-
quality homes — which often have high a 
high turnover of residents — built in the 
wrong places.

As local directors of public health 
are well aware, in parts of the country 
improvements in life expectancy have 
stalled for the first time,25 particularly for 
the most disadvantaged. And, in addition 
to how long people live, there is also the 
issue of how many years of good health 
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people experience. Most people aspire to 
live a long and healthy life: no one desires 
a long life spent with debilitating chronic 
illness. In England, on average, well-off 
people have 20 years more good health 
than their less well-off neighbours.26 In 
essence, better-off people are likely to be 
generally healthy until they are around 70; 
poorer people are likely to have one or 
more chronic illness by the time they are 
about 50, with clear implications for their 
ability to live happy, independent and 
productive lives. Much of the difference in 
healthy life expectancy can be attributed 
to how people live — and many of 
the choices people make are largely 
determined by the conditions and places 
in which they live.

The link between health and 
productivity is a theme in the UK 
government’s Industrial Strategy.27 Despite 
much being said in the strategy about 
the way in which digital technology is 
transforming healthcare by making it more 
efficient, tellingly, it makes no connection 
between productivity, health and the 
quality of the places in which people live.

Nevertheless, at a local level, the 
connection between health and prosperity 
is starting to be made. For instance, 
Greater Manchester Combined Authority’s 
five-year plan for health and social care28 
states: ‘Put simply, skilled, healthy and 
independent people are crucial to bring 
jobs, investment and therefore prosperity 
to Greater Manchester.’

As all this demonstrates, planning and 
place-making is currently at the nexus 
of opposing ideologies, both driven by 
economics. One says the state should 
intervene to create good places, to reduce 
future ill health and healthcare costs. The 
other says that the private sector should 
have the freedom to profit from building 
whatever people will buy, however 
detrimental to their health.

Which will win? Unless there is a 
major and co-ordinated change in a wide 

range of national policies and associated 
funding commitments — including 
planning, housing and public health — 
the most likely outcome is that well-off 
people will continue to live in places 
that support their health; and those with 
no choice will increasingly have to live 
in places that undermine their health. 
Health inequalities will continue to 
increase and many people will continue 
to live for a decade or far longer in poor 
health, limiting their well-being, their 
contribution to society and the economy, 
and requiring considerable health and 
social care.

CONCLUSION
2020 is the 10th anniversary of the 
Marmot review.29 In the introduction 
to the original report, Marmot says that 
commentators feared that implementing 
the review’s recommendations would be 
too expensive. The review’s thorough 
economic analysis, however, came to the 
opposite conclusion: ‘Doing nothing is 
not an economic option.’ In the decade 
since that review, its findings have not 
been applied strongly and consistently to 
planning and place-making. Unless they 
are, there is a clear risk that the NHS will 
become unaffordable, even to the most 
generous of governments. In pursuing an 
agenda of place-making for preventative 
health, it will be instructive to learn and 
apply further lessons from the Healthy 
New Towns project.
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Abstract Within the English planning system, there is increasing recognition that the 
quality of city-spaces and the built environment can have a direct and indirect impact 
upon the mental health of those who dwell within. It follows that urban planning, 
regeneration and renewal, and the well-designed places they strive to create, have a 
central role to play in preventative and rehabilitative mental healthcare. Nevertheless, the 
integration into planning policy and practice of mental health considerations remains in its 
infancy. An opportunity, if not an imperative, exists to accelerate and scale the dialogue. 
In support of this endeavour, this paper identifies the principal ongoing gaps in alignment 
between the English planning policy, place-making and mental health promotion and care, 
and signposts priority actions for improved integration.

Keywords: mental health, built environment, planning policy, place-making, city renewal, 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

INTRODUCTION
The English planning system is able to 
contribute positively to mental health 
outcomes. Depression is a common 

mental disorder estimated to affect 
over 300m people worldwide, while 
an estimated 275m people suffer from 
anxiety disorders.1 There is a diversity of 
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recognised risk factors for mental health 
issues; however, there is an increasing 
recognition within planning and health 
research of the relationship between the 
built environment and depression and 
anxiety. Planning considerations such 
as housing quality and design, access to 
open space, air and noise quality, access to 
healthy food, social cohesion and green 
infrastructure have all been associated with 
mental well-being.

While some consideration of mental 
health exists in English planning policy, 
it remains in its infancy. Despite a 
growing body of evidence and a clear 
need for greater integration of mental 
health within planning policy, no specific 
requirements exist for local authorities 
(LAs) to robustly consider mental health 
outcomes in the preparation of their plans. 
This lack of national policy is consistent 
with a lack of local-level policy on the 
topic. An exciting opportunity exists to 
strengthen the strategic prioritisation on 
mental health in the English planning 
system, overcoming barriers to integration 
and improving the living conditions in 
respect of mental health of people in 
England.

This paper begins with a brief narrative 
review of the evidence establishing this 
relationship. The paper then reviews the 
consideration of mental health within 
the English planning system in terms of 
national and local-level policy and the 
appraisal mechanisms that exist for policy 
creation. The paper intends to capture 
existing arguments for the need for 
mental health considerations in planning 
policy assessments, including for urban 
regeneration and renewal schemes, 
evoke discussion and identify areas for 
improvement. There are opportunities 
for further research within this field, and 
exploration into the planning system’s lack 
of emphasis on mental health could prove 
valuable to the future of mental health in 
England.

MENTAL HEALTH AND URBAN 
PLANNING
Mental health problems are worryingly 
prevalent in English society, where 
it has previously been estimated that 
approximately one in six adults experience 
a common mental disorder such as anxiety 
or depression in any given week.2 This 
issue is compounded by an underfunding 
of mental health services in recent years. 
In England, the Government spent 
approximately one tenth of the total health 
budget on mental health issues in 2017–
18.3 Alongside treatment of mental health 
issues, the World Health Organisation 
(WHO) has long recognised the benefits 
of preventative measures which tackle 
determinants such as nutrition, economic 
insecurity and community networks and 
promote prevention at the level of policy 
formulation, legislation, decision making 
and resource allocation within the overall 
healthcare system.4

It is well recognised that the built 
environment is included in the long 
list of mental health determinants. In 
an intervention that speaks directly to 
urban regeneration and renewal projects, 
in 2011, Lederborgen et al. found that 
city-living increased incidence of mood 
disorders by up to 39 per cent with 
an increase of up to 21 per cent for 
anxiety disorders, in comparison to the 
countryside, suggesting links between 
the urban environment and social stress 
processing.5 Studies have also found that 
variation in socioeconomic, physical and 
social neighbourhood factors are related to 
depressive and anxiety disorders, further 
emphasising the relationship between an 
individual’s area of living and their mental 
well-being.

Among other issues, direct links 
between the built environment and mental 
health also exist with regards to housing 
design and land use.6–8 Studies have shown 
that the design of housing can have an 
impact on depression and anxiety. For 
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example, depression has been found to 
be higher for those living in areas where 
housing was characterised as ‘post-1969’, 
in flats above ground level where the 
front door opens onto a long corridor 
and a shared recreational space.9 Land use 
has also been found to affect depressive 
symptoms. Greater amounts of green space 
within a 1km radius around residents’ 
homes, for example, is significantly 
associated with a lower prevalence of 
anxiety and depression.10

As well as a determinant of mental 
health issues, the configuration of the 
built environment also offers possible 
solutions to mental health outcomes. 
The NHS Long Term Plan, published in 
2019, focuses on a shift in UK healthcare 
from treatment to prevention.11 Well-
designed places can offer prevention and 
rehabilitation to issues such as anxiety 
and depression.12 This may particularly 
be true in terms of urban regeneration, 
which often comprises strategic master 
planning which can consider many aspects 
of urban design. The benefits of effective 
placemaking to mental well-being is 
increasingly being recognised, and there is 
a growing desire for planning to play an 
effective and exciting role in combating 
mental health issues.13,14

With many of the recognised indicators 
being material considerations within the 
English planning system, the utilisation 
of the built environment as a potential 
intervention for the reduction of mental 
disorders is widely recognised. Yet, while 
English planning is increasingly integrating 
health, including a recognition of the 
relationship between mental health and 
the built environment, it remains that 
few policies or recommendations for 
healthy urban environments currently 
address mental health in any depth. While 
mental health is becoming increasingly 
understood within planning, this remains 
in its early stages, with numerous barriers 
to be overcome.

Planning considerations

An overview of the English planning 
system
English planning is a multi-tiered system, 
whereby local government administers 
much of the planning system. The 
Planning and Compulsory Purchase 
Act makes clear that decisions under 
the Planning Acts should be made in 
accordance with a locally prepared 
development plan unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise.15 
Development plans comprise local plans, 
the key documents which set out vision 
and framework for the future development 
of the area, as well as other adopted 
documents.

The National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF), first published in 
2012, provides national planning policies 
for England covering the economic, social 
and environmental aspects of development. 
The policies in it must be taken into 
account in preparing local plans and, 
alongside National Planning Practice 
Guidance (NPPG) and other governmental 
publications, it is a ‘material consideration’ 
in deciding planning applications.

There is considerable flexibility for 
LAs within the initial stages of plan 
preparation.16 The evidence base is, 
however, required to include a range of 
impact assessments, which are carried 
out to make plans, policies, programmes, 
as well as subsequent projects more 
sustainable. These include Sustainability 
Appraisals (SA), Strategic Environmental 
Assessment (SEA), Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA), among others. Health 
Impact Assessments (HIA) are also used 
as part of, or alongside, Environmental 
Statements in the EIA process.

National-level and local-level policy
Prior to 2012, the English planning 
system did not have any specific guidance 
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on health. Following significant changes 
to the system, however, including the 
introduction of the NPPF, health became 
central to the sustainability objectives 
at the heart of planning. The NPPF 
stated three dimensions to sustainable 
development: economic, social and 
environmental, with the need to ‘support 
communities’ health, social and cultural 
well-being’ under a social objective which 
remains in the updated NPPF.17

Specifically, Chapter 8 of the 
NPPF promotes ‘Healthy and Safe 
Communities’, stating that ‘planning 
policies and decisions should aim to 
achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places’. 
This recognises the need to ‘enable and 
support healthy lifestyles, especially where 
this would address identified local health 
and well-being needs’.18 To do this, 
planning policies created by LAs should 
aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe 
places which promote social interaction, 
are safe and accessible, and enable and 
support healthy lifestyles.19

Recognition of many aspects of the 
planning system’s impact on health is 
also made. Requirements for health 
infrastructure and community services are 
present, and plans are required to take into 
account and support the delivery of local 
strategies to improve health. Plans are also 
required to assess the need for open space 
and sustainable transport and consider 
land density and design in development 
proposals due to their recognised impact 
on health. Additionally, local planning 
authorities are recommended to work 
with public health leads and health 
organisations in order to understand and 
account for the health status and needs of 
the local population when creating their 
development plans.20

The WHO defines health as ‘a state 
of complete physical, mental and social 
well-being’.21 No explicit definition of 
‘health’ is provided within the document, 
however, with a singular reference to 

mental health coming under the definition 
of ‘People with Disabilities’.22 It should be 
said that this similarly applies to ‘physical 
health’, although three references are 
made to ‘social and cultural wellbeing’. 
Where reference to health impact is made, 
no explicit link is provided to mental 
health.

With the NPPF acting as a framework 
within which locally prepared plans are 
produced, clarification is vital. Previous 
research has identified a lack of top-down 
policy as a barrier to health integration, 
and that policymakers may find mental 
health issues confusing and difficult 
to integrate.23 An absence of explicit 
explanation of potential mental health 
benefits can therefore reduce the ability of 
LAs to plan healthy environments.

This can lead to a lack of frontline 
emphasis on mental health in the form of 
policies by which individual development 
proposals are assessed. As identified, 
numerous aspects of the built environment 
have mental health impacts; however, 
Local Plan and Core Strategy documents 
of the major English cities—for example, 
Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, 
Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham 
and Sheffield—contain reference to 
‘mental health’ an average of roughly two 
times per document.24–34 A similar trend 
exists within the additional documents 
that comprise each authority’s local 
development plans.

Where present, such references are 
limited to the relationship between 
mental health and green space. Four of 
the above-mentioned authorities note 
the importance of the green environment 
on mental health. Green policies vary 
from a provision of parks, open space and 
allotments, to planning developments next 
to waterways. Beyond green or green-
related policy, however, there is limited 
further explicit application of evidence 
into policy. This lack of frequency among 
the plans does not explicitly demonstrate 
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a holistic consideration of mental health 
among the plans.

Plan and project appraisals
While explicit reference may not be 
made within planning policy to mental 
health, LAs may consider mental health 
during the preparation of the plan. For 
example, although Manchester City 
Council’s Core Strategy document 
contains one reference to mental health, 
the Health Impact Assessment states that 
‘the predicted benefits from an increase in 
walking and cycling routes, reduction in 
crime and fear of crime, combined with 
the joint provision of green infrastructure 
may lead to improvements … which are 
all likely to have a significant positive 
effect on physical and mental health’.35 
LAs are, however, granted ‘considerable 
flexibility’ in how they carry out the 
initial stages of local plan production, and 
issues of mental health may not always be 
captured.

The requirement for LAs to ‘identify 
local health and well-being needs’ in the 
preparation of the plan is stated within 
the NPPF,36 although health is a wide and 
complex issue, and no specific strategic 
prioritisation of mental health is provided. 
A 2017 EU directive required SEAs 
to include a review of ‘population and 
human health’, although this has also been 
criticised for a lack of clear definition 
of ‘health’.37 Guidance for HIAs exist 
in several forms, which often provide a 
holistic consideration of mental health, 
recognising the impact of factors such 
as housing quality and design, access 
to healthcare and open space, air and 
noise quality and green infrastructure on 
mental well-being, although no statutory 
requirements exist. LAs are, however, 
required to work with health professionals 
and undergo statutory consultation with 
professional health bodies which may raise 
such issues.

There is evidence to suggest that mental 
health is not always considered in plan 
preparation. Carmichael et al. found in 
a case-study based review of plan and 
project appraisals that as far as EIA is 
concerned, key health issues such as levels 
of physical activity, mental well-being 
and health equity are rarely considered.38 
Furthermore, the IMEA argue that the 
endpoints of EIA analysis are changes in 
determinants of health, and should instead, 
where ‘population and human health’ is 
concerned, describe the predicted health 
and well-being outcomes.39 In terms of 
HIAs, the review also showed precedent 
that while HIAs undoubtedly discuss 
broad health issues, the scope of is often 
limited in respect to physical activity, 
mental well-being, health equity and 
distributional effects, while environmental 
health issues figure greatly.40

The extent to which and the manner 
of consideration of mental health within 
the local plan evidence bases can vary 
greatly. For example, Leeds City Council’s 
2018 Sustainability Report for their 
Core Strategy Selective Review does not 
contain any reference to mental health.41 
Although Birmingham City Council’s 
2015 Sustainability Appraisal was carried 
out prior to the EU directive, a section is 
included on the topic of ‘Population and 
Human Health’, which considers issues 
such as life expectancy, healthy eating 
and levels of physical activity—but not, 
however, mental health.42

On the other hand, Liverpool City 
Council’s SA links issues such as housing, 
noise pollution and green infrastructure 
and mental health, while Newcastle and 
Manchester include mental health in their 
SA objectives.43–45 It should be noted that 
there are inconsistencies in how mental 
health is measured within the SAs, with 
Manchester City Council monitoring 
‘incapacity benefits for mental illness’, 
while Newcastle City Council’s SA 
recommends ‘percent suffering from poor 
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mental health’ as an indicator of health 
and well-being.

The review by Carmichael et al. was 
conducted in 2011, prior to the radical 
upheaval of the planning process, in which 
greater emphasis on health was provided; 
however, the findings remain consistent 
with the point. The review supported the 
existing view that significant differences 
in coverage in relation to health between 
local plans prior to 2012 were explained 
by a lack of top-down policy requiring 
health evidence to be produced, allowing 
considerable freedom for interpreting 
healthy planning at the local level.46 
Although requirements for health have 
increased generally, clarification over 
mental health is still required and gaps 
remain. Given the differences in mental 
health coverage between plans and a lack 
of embeddedness of mental health within 
the system as a whole, the requirement for 
top-down policy specifically for mental 
health also applies.

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION
The above evidence demonstrates that 
while some consideration of mental 
health exists in English planning policy, 
it remains in its infancy, and no specific 
requirements exist for LAs to provide 
mental health evidence in the preparation 
of their plans. Furthermore, there is 
evidence of variation in the extent to 
which LAs consider mental health in 
local policy. Tewdwr-Jones has previously 
suggested that some authorities are 
‘forward-thinking’; however, in the 
absence of strong top-down guidance, 
authorities will not always necessarily 
include particular aspects of health in their 
evidence.47

While changes to the NPPF have 
helped benefit health generally, barriers 
to health integration in planning exist. 
A Public Health England 2019 report 
identified that policymakers and public 

health professionals believe a number 
of issues prevent health integration into 
planning policy.48 These issues include, 
among others, that the existing evidence 
is not translatable into practice at the 
local level; there is a lack of resource and 
capacity at LA level; and there is a priority 
on the number of houses over impact on 
health. A lack of robust planning guidance 
or regulation and a lack of monitoring and 
evaluation of planning decisions were also 
identified.

This is particularly important 
considering that additional barriers to 
mental health integration exist. For 
example, McCay et al. suggest that mental 
health remains overlooked by city-makers 
due to a number of issues. Stigma may 
lead to a lack of knowledge or negative 
beliefs around mental health which 
may have an impact on its integration 
into policy; complexity exists in the 
form of factors including genetics, early 
experiences, family relationships and social 
settings that cannot be addressed through 
urban design; and low prioritisation can 
become a self-fulfilling prophecy, as a lack 
of visibility can cause a cycle of neglect 
in policymaking.49 Given the complexity 
and breadth of the relationship between 
mental health and the built environment, 
it is possible gaps will exist in local policy, 
while some authorities may not consider 
it at all.

While bridging this gap will prove 
difficult, more can be done to embed 
mental health within the planning 
system in its current capacity. Some 
initial suggestions for this can be made. 
For example, scope exists for policy 
frameworks and plan appraisal mechanisms 
to be strengthened, ensuring mental health 
is considered within the plan making 
process. Explicit reference to mental 
health within the NPPF would mean that 
mental health evidence must be provided 
in order for a plan to be considered 
sound, as well as increasing visibility and 
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strategic prioritisation, further embedding 
the concept within the planning system. 
Further, EIA and public health processes 
will benefit from guidance which clearly 
defines the proportionate assessment of 
population and human health, which 
could include assessments of mental health 
impact.

OUTCOMES AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper has highlighted the need 
for further study in this area. The 
initial suggestions above would require 
investigation as to how policy frameworks 
could practically be improved; however, 
further opportunities could be researched 
as to how mental health policy can be 
incorporated into planning policies. For 
example, the strategic role of the recently 
created combined authorities can play 
in improving health outcomes. Further, 
the barriers to mental health inclusion at 
a local level and ways in which mental 
health policies can be better integrated 
into planning also require investigation.

This paper has argued that 
theoretical gaps exist in planning policy 
and frameworks which can lead to 
inconsistencies in the extent to which 
LAs consider the important issue of 
mental health. Initiatory evidence shows 
a theoretical weakness of the current 
framework, which presents an exciting 
opportunity to improve mental health 
outcomes through updated policy and 
frameworks. Evidence demonstrating 
the extent of the problem can, however, 
be improved. With the 2012 shift of 
the planning system as well as the 2017 
EU directive on ‘population and human 
health’, an extensive and up-to-date 
study on LAs evidence bases would prove 
important.

Further, this paper has focussed on 
top-down planning policy. Although not 
in the scope of the discussion, a review 
of practical outcomes, such as the extent 

to which mental health is considered in 
planning proposals and applications from a 
developer perspective, would prove vital.

CONCLUSION
An increasingly growing body of research 
demonstrates that many aspects of the 
built environment are associated with 
mental well-being. There is still much to 
be understood about the complex causal 
processes that shape mental health from a 
built environment perspective, yet there is 
no doubt that there is a growing awareness 
and acceptance of the need to consider 
the mental health impacts of development 
into planning policy and practice. 
Although planning policy is, however, 
increasingly incorporating health generally, 
mental health specific considerations 
remain in their infancy. There are a 
number of barriers to achieving this, and 
further research is required to identify 
ways to break past this low prioritisation 
and examine appropriate mental health 
regulation in English planning policy. 
Embedding mental health within the 
planning system would help ensure that 
preventing mental health problems would 
be at the heart of the placemaking agenda, 
with English planning working alongside 
the NHS Long Term Plan focusing on 
prevention. There is no silver bullet to 
achieving this, yet with further nurturing 
and development, an exciting opportunity 
exists to improve the long-term 
mental health outcomes of the English 
population.
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